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In Memory o f Days and Nights is a collection of meditative and lyric 
essays that are interconnected by their attention to relationships of dominance and 
subordination mediated by economic systems and language, personal complicity 
in such relationships, possible forms of revolt, and attempts to make meaning 
within these systems. The essays in this collection deal with these issues in 
several forms. The shorter form essays, utilizing a lyric voice concerned with 
imagery and rhythm as opposed to narrative, range from half a page to five pages 
long. These either examine personal experience in an effort to reflect upon death 
and meaninglessness or depict myth and historical occurrence to meditate upon 
the human desire for order. The longer essays in this collection range from 
traditional narrative-driven pieces, to collage and mosaic pieces—unfolding in the 
accumulated depictions of instances of time—to universal meditations burgeoning 
from individual experience. These navigate the intersections between the 
microcosm of the author’s life and the macrocosm of human life, often by 
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Bruised Sky and Coke-Holes
My brother's a drug addict. I've never seen track marks on the inside of 
his elbows, but I do know that he doesn't have any nose hairs left.
Yeah, I'll probably die when I'm sixty, he says.
Because of the coke. That’s why he’ll die when he’s sixty.
My brother's name is John. I never call him that.
He's eating a sandwich. It's a big sandwich, full of green peppers and 
tomatoes, lined with a stratum of oily salami and a few dry folds of turkey. His 
lips, thick pursed lips over his square jaw and bobbing Adam's apple, unfold for a 
second bite. A bit of mustard clings to his left, flaring nostril.
I like to watch him eat. He always breathes heavily through his nose 
while he's chewing. Sometimes the air he sucks in through his hairless nostrils 
whistles as it passes through the extra holes in his septum, the extra holes the coke 
burned there. The smacking of his lips while he chomps on that big, big 
sandwich, that sandwich full of green peppers and tomatoes grilled just right— 
brown but not flimsy— climbs up into my ears. I smile. I like to watch my 
brother eat.
This is a good fucking sandwich, he says.
I know it's a good sandwich. I've got one of my own. Mine's got onions 
on it though, and no turkey. Mustard, green peppers, salami, onions, tomatoes. 
All of them wrapped up in a huge sandwich I can't fit in both of my hands. I push 
my face into the sandwich, fasten my teeth to whatever I can, and come away
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with a sliver of onion, half a wedge of tomato, a chunk of warm doughy bread, 
and one full circle of salami. I flap my tongue around, trying to keep that circle of 
salami from falling to the tabletop.
Philadelphia's the biggest city I've ever been to. We'd driven in the day 
before, watched the highway roll out in front of us for nine hours, and then the 
city, under bruised clouds, had reared up in hazy air. The stone-gray buildings, 
reaching up and up like twisted fingers on a broken hand, rang a clattering bell in 
my head, a bell that broke my ears open, a bell whose sound churned something 
in my stomach. What is this huge city, I wondered, this huge city that seems 
apocalyptic under its lack o f sunlight? I'd watched it getting bigger through the 
streaks of rainwater on my truck's windshield, watched it suck in the surrounding 
light, watched it as my brother and I, in my little blue S10, drew closer and closer 
and got smaller and smaller on the highway.
Neurosis should be good, my brother had said.
I nodded, my hands clenched to the steering wheel. City driving always 
makes me nervous.
Seems special that we get to see them. They never tour. He lighted a
cigarette. I watched its light glow against his pale cheeks.
Yeah, I said, looking forward to it.
He nodded. I took a moment to unclench my right hand from the steering
wheel, lighted a cigarette, cracked my window and watched smoke leaking out.
Steve Von Till's got a weird voice, I said.
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It's moaning and mourning, my brother said.
Scott Kelley's got a weird voice, too. I sucked at my cigarette.
I can't tell which one of them sings on which songs, my brother said.
I couldn't either, so I nodded my head. I put Eye o f Every Storm into the 
CD player then, as if  talking about Neurosis necessitated our listening to their 
newest album. I turned the volume up too high, inhaled smoke through my 
cigarette's filter, and heard the first guitar note of the album's first song, "Burn," 
wail into my ears, hum and vibrate through the seat under me. Hollow snaps of 
drums accompanied the long screech of the guitar. Von Till's voice joined in 
thirty seconds later, moaning and mourning as my brother had said, a low 
quavering that seemed to come from the chthonic places of the earth. I flung my 
head up and down, left it hanging for a few moments, flung it around again; I 
twisted my neck on my shoulders. I inhaled smoke, watched my exhalation smog 
the air in front of my face, peered at it leaking out the cracked window.
This is my least favorite song on the album, my brother said. Two plumes 
of smoke issued from his nostrils.
It's my favorite, I said.
It helped me ignore the huge city, the black city, sucking us down into the 
labyrinth of its buildings, into the blur of its garish lights, into the rain clouds that 
hugged its streets. I dreaded its bruised, bruised sky. Apocalyptic under its lack 
o f sunlight, I thought, apocalyptic. Despite its name, Philadelphia seemed, upon 
my first viewing of it, to be anything but a place of love for one's brother. I loved
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my brother, loved the whistling of the coke-holes in his septum, but Philadelphia 
was bruised and bruised, shadowed and damp. I wanted to be through it and past 
it, over the toll bridge on its east side and into New Jersey where a smoky Super 8 
motel room waited for us.
This is a good fucking sandwich, my brother says again.
I nod. It is a good fucking sandwich.
I've been hungry all day. We'd gotten up that morning, smoked a few 
cigarettes, and then driven back into the city from New Jersey. We'd found The 
Metro, the little club Neurosis was playing at, and then parked near there in a spot 
that cost us ten dollars. We'd decided to amble the blocks of the city before 
Neurosis got on, maybe hike to the zoo a couple miles away, spend three or four 
hours there, and then see whatever it was of the city we could see before the show 
started.
I hadn't eaten anything, no breakfast besides orange juice, no lunch 
besides a can of soda at the zoo, nothing substantial besides cigarettes and more 
cigarettes, enough cigarettes to give me cancer for seven or eight or nine lifetimes 
after this one. I'd wanted to stop much sooner, to rest my ass somewhere— a 
bench or a cardboard box—with something edible in front of me . . . but my 
brother isn't into food all that much. He likes eating, but only once a day, not a 
like a normal person, not like me. He once ate all the time, when he was in high 
school, but that was when he was puking through his window into the back yard, 
hiding his gnarly fingers from my parents.
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So I've been hungry all day, hungry because of all the walking and re­
walking, forty blocks worth of walking, and I'm glad to be chewing on my heavy 
salami-mustard-onion-tomato-green-pepper sandwich, feeling the layers of 
vegetables and meat and bread give way under my molars.
This is a good fucking sandwich, I say.
My brother nods, his mouth full, the stain of mustard still on his nostril. 
His nose whistles.
Glad I picked this place? I ask.
He shrugs his shoulders. Any place would have been good. It's just a 
sandwich parlor.
The parlor has green and white floors. We sit in a booth with an orange
table.
I look at my watch. Only an hour or so, I say.
My brother nods. We should get in line.
I can feel Philadelphia's bruised up sky hanging over me when we exit the 
sandwich parlor. It's still raining, hasn't stopped since I've been here, but it's 
November so that makes sense. Not cold enough for snow, but still rainy like a 
Midwest Autumn. I've got a heavy jacket on, and the gray beanie I bought at 
Burlington Coat Factory just a couple weeks ago, so I'm not miserable.
Why are you wearing your hat inside out? my brother asks, a cigarette 
hanging freshly lit from his lips.
I like wearing the hat inside out. Its pattern of weaves is a little different
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on the inside, a little more pleasing to my eye.
I shrug. Looks better that way.
We walk a block or so north, to The Metro, and I cover my face while I'm 
walking, cover my face with a flat hand. The street is so crowded, overrun by 
yellow taxicabs swerving into the curbs, two endless lines of cars facing each 
other on the street, their roofs reflecting the city's sign-lights into my eyes. 
Somehow, the black sky is still bruised, black with no contrast but still bruised. I 
cover my face while I'm walking, cover my face with a flat hand. Apocalyptic 
city, I think, apocalyptic with its cars hitched to its cars, its black fucking sky, its 
lights, lights, lights.
My brother looks comfortable though, walks easily next to me with 
shoulders bobbing under his head and throat, his legs loosely bending as his heels 
strike the pavement of the sidewalk. He's ambling with his chin up, his blonde 
hair half-obscuring the side of his face, his Adam’s apple pointing forward like 
an arrow, and he puffs repeatedly on his cigarette, putting it up to his lips for a 
moment, letting his hand drop as his elbow unbends to his side, stuffing the 
cigarette back in his mouth just a second later. I light one, too. It's always easier 
to smoke when you've got someone to smoke with. I do it alone . . . but you can 
love people if they smoke with you.
We make our way to the back of the line into The Metro. It's a throng of 
fans who don't look like me. I usually wear button-down shirts to concerts, 
button-down shirts or whatever I've been wearing that day, and my fellow fans
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mostly have dread-locks and black fingernail polish, wear shirts that say, I am the 
god of fuck, or have versions of Phil Anselmo's tattoos all over them. This line is 
like most of the concert lines I've been in—twenty-year-olds dressed in black; 
multi-pierced ears, noses, lips, nipples; cigarette butts between fingers and smoke 
curling from nostrils. A couple of guys in front of us— speaking what I think is 
Farsi even though I've never heard Farsi before—look back at my brother and me, 
blink their eyes for a couple of moments, and ask for cigarettes. My brother 
doesn't like to bum cigarettes to strangers— can be kind of stingy that way— so I 
offer two of mine. Both of the Farsi guys smile, light their cigarettes with lighters 
of their own, and move back into their foreign conversation.
Yeah, this line is like most concert lines: even two guys speaking Farsi 
seems normal.
Slowly, the throng begins to move forward, and my brother and I take 
small steps, strides that are only inches long, towards the two security guards at 
the entrance, both bulky in the shoulders but shorter than I am. They take our 
tickets, which we have fastidiously over the past minutes fingered in our pockets. 
One of the security guards, the guy with dark hair and an unshaven face, moves 
his hands along my waistband, down my legs, around my ankles, back up my 
legs, over my pants' pockets, and up the sides of my torso.
Empty your pockets, he says.
I pull out a fistful each from my right and left pockets: my keys, a black 
lighter, my pack of Kamel Reds, my ID, and a few slim one dollar bills folded
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together. The security guard waves me on after ripping my ticket in half and 
handing the stub back to me. My brother always saves his ticket stubs, has sixty 
of them taped to the wall of our apartment back in Ohio, but I only keep the ones 
that remind me of the unique concerts—the first Tool show I saw in Dayton on 
March 11, 1997; the Deftones show I went to in Columbus on June 7, 2001. 
Seems like the stubs are more precious that way. Throw out the useless ones. 
Keep the ones that mean something.
My brother is still getting frisked as I walk inside, watch my fellow 
concert-goers buy beers from the tiny bar to the left side of the floor that slopes 
towards the stage. It's a tiny place, really, enough room for five hundred people, 
maybe a little less. I think about getting a beer, but I light a cigarette instead. My 
brother's only been in Narcotics Anonymous for a couple months now, and I don't 
like drinking in front of him. Only a couple days ago he'd seen me drinking, seen 
the cold beer bottle upturned to my lips, and said, I can feel the beer in my throat. 
Then he'd swallowed hungrily, like just the thought of the taste of the alcohol 
would get him fucked up.
I've taken my third or fourth drag when my brother comes up behind me. 
His face, strangely handsome despite its resemblance to the countenance of 
Ichabod Crane, is a little purple.
Fucking security guards, he says.
What? I ask.
They took my keychain clasp. You know, the carabiner.
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That sucks.
Fucks, he says, lights a cigarette. They let the guy in front of me go in 
with a pocket knife. Fucking pocket knife. They don't think. They just follow 
rules. They take the carabiners, but don't bother with the pocket knives, the shit 
that'll actually hurt someone.
No, Brother, they don't think.
I take a deep breath from my cigarette, move my eyes away from his 
purpled cheeks to the little bar on the left side of the stage, watch the concert 
goers drinking. I exhale after a long moment, the lung-smoke obscuring my 




Ova, condensates clinging to the algae swelling from roots broken through into 
the water, collect once birthed from the cloacae of bullfrogs. There rebellion 
begins, in the probability of predation. Bluegill, their caudal fins pressing the 
water at their backs to expel themselves forward, hurtle through loops of soaked 
pith, upturned mouths narrowing upon the green-yellow light caught within the 
bulbs of eggs. Some are shaken loose, sift towards a diminishing lambency, after 
scales have ridden upon algae; others, nestled within crooks or obscured by algal 
threads, remain. These, without will, take on the wager of birth, the imperative to 
swim, blink, and devour crickets and guppies as they might have been devoured. 
Thus, when grown, their instinct to preserve that which they have— organic 
functioning—becomes a continuance of that which they would avoid at all costs. 
Sitting upon rocks, heavy pink tongues flickering upon vertical pupils, these 
amphibians, born from circular membranes that either fell or remained 
undiscovered, seek the cover of murky water at the approach of footsteps. 
Without will, subject to instinct, they have no choice but to seek the cover of 




I noticed the ants then, four of them coiling up from the drain, their coarse 
barbed legs twitching against the speckled grain of the ceramic. I shut the water 
off as soon as possible, but the revolving plummet and whirlpool quietly captured 
the insects and drew all down as if by hands into the drain. That is, all of them 
except for one, which began its feeble climb against the moist ceramic towards 
the lip of the sink. I wondered if I might push my finger down to the ant, let it 
climb my limb to safety . . . but I didn't move my hand, nor even did I strain a 
muscle. My palm, flat against my upper thigh, remained in its place, certain to 
grasp, upon either the expiration of the ant or the victory of its completed ascent, 
my toothbrush, which leaned from a cup reflected in the mirror.
The stillness that inhabited my muscles broke as the final ant drowned in a 
bead of moisture that the basin of the sink had given off in its perspiration. I 
watched the ant's legs fold inward, its antennae dancing as if  pulsed by electricity. 
It had completed seven-eighths of its five-inch journey from where it had escaped 
the whirlpool to the sink's rim; that is, it had died with less than two-thirds of an 
inch to travel before its life would have, presumably, gone on. In mourning, I 
brushed my teeth; the ant's bead of moisture grew milky as it mixed with the 
sanitized dribblings of my saliva. Before stepping into the shower, I paused to 
watch my face hanging in the mirror, and I thought, it isn't illegal to kill insects.
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A momentary shift of my head, from right to left, afforded me a slight 
glimpse of his lack of eyelashes. Behind his spectacles, under the hairless 
protrusions of flesh where once—I assumed—he had worn eyebrows, his eyelids 
blinked, and it was in their blinking that I became aware of his lack of eyelashes. 
I was later to learn that Jack Hettinger had alopecia universalis— or so he had 
confided to me in his office full of books: The Stranger (in French), Burmese 
Days, Volumes One and Two of Romantic and Contemporary British Poetry, and 
a slew of other titles. On this day, though, I hadn't known he had alopecia, and 
the starkness of his bald pate shining under the unsaturated classroom light had 
yet to take on significance. Instead of significance, I had the mystery of his 
hairlessness, and the more pressing concern of a discussion and explication of 
Robert Browning's "Caliban upon Setebos (Or, Natural Theology in the Island)."
The universe isn't a hundred ants walking by, Professor Jack said, and then 
a giant foot stomping on the one hundred first. Browning isn't saying that it is 
either. Browning is saying that Caliban is saying that Setebos operates that way. 
Jack had spoken thus in response to the sixth strophe of the poem, which says, in 
(I imagine) Caliban's slurred and aqueous voice, his voice as communicated 
through gills:
Thinketh, such shows nor right nor wrong in Him,
Nor kind, nor cruel: He is strong and Lord.
'Am strong myself compared to yonder crabs 
That march now from the mountain to the sea;
'Let twenty pass, and stone the twenty-first,
Loving not, hating not, just choosing so.
'Say, the first straggler that boasts purple spots 
Shall join the file, once pincer twisted off;
'Say, this bruised fellow shall receive a worm,
And two worms he whose nippers end in red;
As it likes me each time, I do: so He. (Browning 98-108)
I remember, despite my Lit professor's statement to the contrary, having 
the distinct impression that Caliban was right; the universe (or Setebos, or 
whatever name you'd like to grant it) kills the one hundred first ant that walks by, 
the eighth gazelle that spreads the twigs of its legs and unfolds its neck to drink 
from crocodile-infested waters, the twenty-first crab scuttling on the beach, and 
favors other life-forms just as arbitrarily as Caliban favors the crab with red- 
tipped claws. I said as much to Jack, who said we weren't in a philosophy class. I 
got the distinct impression that he didn’t agree with me; I had never known him to 
be anything but optimistic (with vehemence, in fact), and a malicious universe 
was just contrary to his worldview. It was not, however, contrary to mine, 
couldn't have been, not when you could fly across an ocean to witness female 
genital mutilation, or you could fly a few thousand miles south where two year-
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old kids develop lung cancer from all the smog in the air. Human culture isn't a 
progression at all; it's in stagnation. Or so I thought when Jack said that Caliban 
does not represent the functioning of the universe by his arbitrary stoning of the 
twenty-first crab that makes its way down to the sea.
I'm certain now that it isn't Caliban's Setebos operating the universe, 
Setebos who is "strong and Lord" (99), Setebos who "dwelleth i' the cold o' the 
moon / . . . [who] made it, with the sun to match" (25-26); it's just the Quiet, the 
ever-revolving Quiet that has no cares, no worries, nor ever thinks of quadratic 
equations. It allows nothing but prohibits nothing; It thinks nothing but revolves 
and pulsates anyway, like quasars and black holes revolve and pulsate without 
thinking. They do so because they do so, because gravitational eddies and cosmic 
energies dictate (without thinking either in their operation) that they throb and 
throw themselves into dizziness.
The Quiet gave Jack alopecia, insofar as It can give anything, insofar as Its 
ongoing expansion and contraction and pulsation and revolution can be said to be 
the originator and thus bestower of all things. That his bald pate shined under 
classroom light, that his heavy spectacles weighed indentations into the bridge of 
his nose, that his eyelids blinked without eyelashes, that the bookshelves in his 
office burst with volume upon volume of those things known as words— all 
seemed a linkage of accidents. His parents’ genes had combined, and in their 
combination, Jack was born with that gene predisposing him for widespread 
hairlessness and this gene causing his myopia, and in the journey of his father’s
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spermatozoa towards his mother’s ovum, one carrying a Y chromosome had 
detached itself from all the rest to succeed in forming his penis. This 
spermatozoon and this ovum also carried the DNA codes necessary—provided 
Jack had the requisite environmental stimuli—to slant his intelligences toward the 
rabid consumption and scrutinization of words, sentences, paragraphs, poetry, 
essays, stories, novels, the art of writing— and while many might see a pattern in 
the movements of sperm towards ova, or of women and men towards one another, 
I have seen only accident, accident not devoid of causality but accident devoid of 
any greater motivation than the chemical reaction of love experienced by those 
who, like Jack’s parents, bear children. You could trace this chemical reaction 
back to the two chemical reactions that had ended in the births of Jack’s parents, 
and then the four chemical reactions that had resulted in his grandparents, and so 
on until you find yourself with either Adam and Eve or the divergence of Cro 
Magnon man from Neanderthal man, depending on whether or not you say that 
God gave us love because he wanted to see us flourish or that, within the Quiet, 
we have love and thus we are motivated to propagate ourselves.
The Quiet, as it gave Jack alopecia, as it gave both him and me the desire 
to understand words, gave Setebos rage. Setebos "hated that He [could not] 
change His cold," hated that said cold made him "ill at ease," and hence He made 
the isle upon which Caliban pondered Him (31-32). What was His cold? It was 
"the something over Setebos / That made Him, or He, may be, found and fought" 
(129-130); It was "something quiet o'er His head" (132). In the terms that I
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understand it, the Quiet is a void over Setebos, the absence of a god, a deep 
silence that arouses in Him a desire to understand His own existence and an anger 
that His existence has not been defined for Him, and just like Setebos, I’ve got the 
Quiet over my head too. When I step through my front door in the morning, 
perhaps onto a crust of snow that snaps underfoot, and I watch the purple sky turn 
orange, I am greeted with the same silence that caused Setebos to make "clouds, 
winds, meteors, such as that" (28), except that I can make no clouds nor meteors. 
Rather, I've got contemplation.
Browning isn't advocating Caliban's worldview, Jack rephrased, he is in 
fact arguing the opposite. I had to do a little research on the poem's subtitle, the 
"Natural Theology" part, to understand what Jack was saying. Otherwise I'd have 
misconstrued Browning's intent, just like I'd misconstrued Kipling's intent with 
"The White Man's Burden" when I'd first read it. Browning was skeptical o f that 
knowledge which humans come to through their own ability to reason (termed 
"natural theology"), skeptical of that knowledge which isn’t achieved through 
epiphany. God is Love. That's humankind's greatest epiphany, Browning would 
have said. Hence, we've got his "Caliban upon Setebos," which derides natural 
theology by putting its practice into the mouth of a creature who, by outward 
appearances and heinous deeds, seems abominable. That concept, the concept 
that knowledge is achieved through epiphany, seems archaic to me now, probably 
to all of us in this the age of post-reason, the age of science and medicated 
happiness, when the epiphany is reduced to a malfunction of nerves and an
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abnormal secretion of serotonin.
It took me a while to figure out why I no longer believed Setebos, or 
something like Him, was stomping on the random ants of the universe. It took me 
a while because I couldn't see the difference, at first, between Him and the Quiet, 
between a malevolent God-figure and an indifferent It. I could make no 
distinction between a universe that directs that the twenty-first crab shall be 
stoned and a universe that neither allows nor prohibits it to happen, not when the 
same act of cruelty takes place in either scenario, not when the crab remains 
crushed into the grains of the shore by Caliban’s hands. I could not separate the 
open hostility of Setebos from the resonating indifference of the Quiet in which 
He resides. Both seemed the same to me, two parts of the whole co-dependently 
responsible for the death of the crab.
Then though, after thought and more thought, I found that the 
purposelessness I had heretofore experienced became ameliorated when I 
considered that the universe does not direct the twenty-first crab to be stoned. If 
the Quiet and Setebos are co-dependently responsible for the death of the crab, 
Setebos for creating in Caliban a predisposition for killing crabs and the Quiet for 
being silent yet not ignorant of the crime, then Setebos' malevolence is 
unchallengeable, insofar as the Quiet—greater than Setebos—validates His 
malevolence by witnessing it without condemning it. Witnessing and 
condemning, though, take a kind of sentience that, for my part, I do not think the 
Quiet possesses. It exists, rather, as a non-sentience over and above us, a non­
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intelligence that is intrinsic to, or perhaps is, the universe, and which cannot 
offend for its lack of being.
In Jack’s class, though, I had not understood this. Rather, I had been 
offended by what I thought was Its assent of the deaths of ants and gazelles, of 
crabs and human beings, and I could not stand Its pregnant voicelessness, nor 
could I abide the fact that we gave It names to hide this defining attribute of Its 
nature. I had spent my life under It, had walked upon sidewalks in the heat of 
day, a blazing yellow wind on my face and arms, all of this without shadow, and 
It had always been over me. On airplanes, the seats in front of me had pressed 
into my knees, and my shoulders had been cramped upon all sides by my fellow 
travelers, and my back had been thrust upright so that my head could loll but not 
repose, and still It pulsed in every nanometer of every light year above me. I had 
not understood that absence, and not silence, was Its nature, and so I railed against 
all the archetypes I had lived under, against all the names given to describe Its 
benevolence and the evil It fought: God, Jesus, Satan, Sin, the Word.
At a Baptist church I attended as a child, I looked upon the offering plate 
passed through the pews, and the communion of grape juice and wafers—which I 
was to take in remembrance of Christ— as if they were artifacts of an 
extraterrestrial culture. I listened to a youth pastor tell the story of Saul blinded 
and traveling towards his transformation, to this pastor quoting evidence from the 
Bible that dinosaurs and humans had existed together, to his arguing that the earth 
is 6,000 years old, begotten and begotten again by unending patriarchal
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bloodlines. I understood that listening to Poison’s Flesh and Blood or White 
Zombie’s Astrocreep 2000 solidified my candidacy for eternal damnation, given 
that these albums espoused ideologies incongruent with Baptist teachings. I sung, 
though I could not carry a tune, hymns of the cross and of the miracles of Jesus, 
of Heaven everlasting— and I could not articulate to myself why I felt listless and 
angry, why I felt a lack of purpose.
I went to this Baptist church nearly every Sunday for fifteen years, driven 
sixteen miles by my mother to that place of worship which she, because she felt 
herself intrinsically part of its congregation, preferred above the others we 
occasionally visited. (On certain Sundays, I was allowed to worship with my 
father, who attended a small Catholic church in the town of our habitation, and I 
enjoyed these services much more, due to the fact that they were one hour and 
fifteen minutes shorter than those I had to attend with my mother.) I think, 
perhaps, that part of the purposelessness that I experienced derived from the fact 
that church on Sundays was obligatory—thereby acting, in a way that I did not 
understand at the time, as a symbol of the purposelessness inherent in having my 
beliefs dictated to me. There was oppression in being unable to decide for myself, 
oppression in the fear of hell as a motivator for all my behavior. Until my reading 
of “Caliban upon Setebos”— as well as The Stranger, Waiting for Godot, and 
Thus Spoke Zarathustra—I hadn’t understood purpose as the ability to choose for 
oneself (and the ability to bear the consequences of those choices). At this point, 
all I understood was that there was hell, there was madness, in self-definition, and
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so self-definition was inconceivable.
I felt, I imagine, much like Caliban felt when devising ways to serve 
Setebos: “ . . . If He caught me here, / O’erheard this speech, and asked ‘What 
chucklest at?’ / ‘Would, to appease Him, cut a finger o ff’ (269-271). The God I 
understood was this God, this God propitiated by the oblation of severed fingers, 
this God won over by the gift of my entire life devoted to him. That I loved him 
somewhere between his punishments and his contradictory mercies—between 
Lot’s wife turned to a pillar of salt for a single look in the wrong direction and the 
leper cured after bathing in the Jordan seven times—was, I think, a testament to 
the fact that, had I seen him or heard his voice, I would have cut my flesh and 
offered it to him, my hatred reflective of his hatred and my love reflective of his 
love—both consolidated into that portion of my body held aloft in my hands as a 
gift to him. My problem was Caliban’s problem; as he loved and despised 
Setebos, so I loved and despised God.
Throughout Browning’s poem, Caliban references his own behavior as 
nothing less than what Setebos would have done in his position, as evidenced by 
Caliban’s repetition of “so He” after some act of cruelty he has perpetrated, 
whether it is his obliteration of the crab or his more innovative— and cruel— 
fashioning of a pipe to call birds that will harass a blue-jay. This repetition serves 
as a marker of his imitation of Setebos, and it is clear that, in his imitation, 
Caliban loves Setebos— envies His power, yes; hates His cruelty, yes; but loves 
both power and cruelty in Him. When my mother drove my brother and me to
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church, as I looked out of the car window at a green blur of leaves and the gray 
drone of concrete below it, I never envied God’s power, nor perceived his cruelty 
as a manner representative of how I should act. He did have attributes, though, 
that seemed to mitigate his cruelty and his power, and those attributes— always 
described in relation to love— engendered in me an upwelling of physical warmth 
in my lungs. I heard, in church, of those moments when love overwhelmed 
hatred, when the prodigal son returned home to parents who rejoiced in their child 
that “was dead, but is alive again” (Luke 15:24). I heard the lyric verses of the 
Song of Songs: “As the lily among the thorns, so is my love among the
daughters”; “As the apple tree among the trees of the wood, so is my beloved 
among the sons” (2:2-3). These verses caused a vague, but unutterably powerful, 
emotion in me, an emotion I interpreted as love.
I have wondered, perhaps remembering this powerful and vague emotion, 
if  there might be a god unlike any I have ever contemplated, a god unlike Setebos 
or the god of my mother’s church. Perhaps, in wondering, I have reasoned my 
way out of belief— since I do not want to believe, not in Heaven nor Hell nor an 
intelligence unfathomable and greater than me, a god of utter love in which 
Browning believed. I do not want to believe because such a thought scares me, 
not because I am adverse to love but because, if  there’s a god who loves all 
human kind, then its silence is certainly the most heinous crime ever committed— 
and I would simply prefer to believe in no god than a god who loves us all but is 
silent.
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At the same time, I understand that there are many who believe there is a 
god of love and it is not silent, that it speaks to us through emotion, that we can 
know it lives because we are happy— and because we are happy, we are blessed. 
I have yet to learn how to hear past the silence, how to see direction in those 
common accidents which have some fortunate result. I have yet to hear in the 
silence, when looking upon the ocean, the Atlantic, a mixture of steel-gray and 
jade and smoke-blue, a sound without corresponding to anything within me. This 
is not to say that I do not see in such an expanse the poetic, that I am not affected 
by my minuteness next to it, that a feeling of the goodness of breathing does not 
swell up in me. I just don’t attribute it to anything else, to a design, to a reason; 
there is the ocean, and there is me, and the feeling that it dwarfs me, that it is good 
to be dwarfed, is mine and not a god’s.
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Once, while employed as a delivery driver at a small pizza shop called 
Angilo’s, I witnessed a co-worker drop a fully-cooked loaf of bread—not to the 
floor, but rather to a counter beneath the work station at which she applied garlic 
oil to steak hoagies and rolled her pizza cutter against the browned crusts of 
pizzas. When the loaf of bread slipped from her fingers, I heard a sharp intake of 
breath and then a miraculous sigh after she realized that the bread was not ruined, 
that, because it had fallen upon the counter instead of the floor, she did not have 
to cook a new loaf of bread. Upon this realization, she lifted her head upwards
and proclaimed, Thank you, Jesus! Thank you, Lord! This declaration of 
gratitude struck me because of its sincerity, because it did not resemble those 
moments when one says offhandedly, Thank God, due to general relief that 
something negative has not occurred. Rather, her thanks were a conscious prayer, 
and as such, a conscious belief that God had circumvented, on her behalf, the 
inexorable process of gravity.
I must admit I found this prayer ridiculous. Not just ridiculous, actually, 
but callous— since she believed in a God able and willing to keep her piece of 
bread from dropping to the floor to save her the inconvenience of cooking another 
one but unwilling to prevent the various systematic exterminations and tortures 
perpetrated upon an indeterminate number of ethnic and gender groups 
throughout history. Her prayers in veneration of God disturbed me, because of 
her callousness but also because she appeared to have no concept of the silence of 
her God, no understanding of God as capable of intercession on behalf of the 
victims of atrocity but unwilling to make that intercession. Instead, she appeared 
perfectly reconciled to the irony of her God’s action on her part and inaction on 
the part of millions of others whose lives, rather than being inconvenienced, have 
been destroyed.
Unlike my coworker at Angilo’s, I have been unable to reconcile love and 
silence, Hell and mercy, and have thus cast aside any belief in a god, 
contemplated the Quiet, and have decided that I must hate atrocity. I must hate 
atrocity because there is no god hating atrocity for me, no god preventing the
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crimes of those who love atrocity and hate everyone they can. In place of a god, 
there is only the Quiet, and Its function is to reverberate, to palpitate—not to 
witness and condemn. And while It is silent as any god of love is silent, It, at 
least, has no sentience, and therefore has no voice to condemn.
Under the void of the Quiet, I have found purpose by protesting the 
reasonless deaths of crabs and people, the suffering by which humans live their 
lives, the smog factories which make malignancies of children's lungs, the sects in 
secluded (and not-so-secluded) parts of the world which call the torture of clitoral 
removal a moral necessity—that is, right as opposed to wrong, good as opposed to 
evil. In understanding that Caliban’s imitation of Setebos is love, that he justifies 
his acts of sadism as behaviors carried out by Setebos, I have come to understand 
how the God I grew up with and believed in functions to alleviate people of the 
responsibility of their humanity, how that which is abhorrent (e. g., female genital 
mutilation) becomes moral: people have feelings, ascribe them to Gods, and carry 
them out as if  the will of those Gods had dictated them to do so.
Under the Quiet, though, there is an absurdity with which many people— 
like my Angilo’s coworker— cannot cope: the absurdity of human suffering.
Under a silent god, one may define suffering as having reasons, reasons known 
not to humankind but to the silent god alone, reasons that, though unknown, are 
comforting in that they are purported to exist. The death of one human being in a 
car accident, or the death of millions in pogroms, may be dismissed as the will of 
God. In the shadow of the Quiet, there are no such reasons, and those deaths can
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only be seen as meaningless. Thus, if the Quiet is real, meaninglessness is one 
facet of the definition of human life, a facet that is, in itself, oppressive, as the 
religious archetypes I grew up under were oppressive, as Setebos is oppressive to 
Caliban and Caliban is oppressive to the crab. The problem, then, is transformed 
from one of the ability to choose for oneself under the dubious auspices of a 
malevolent or silent god to the ability to bear meaninglessness as a fact of life.
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I had, two or three years after Jack and after the ant, a friend at grad school 
who enjoyed Browning's poem and had pondered, perhaps as much as I had, the 
Quiet and the meaninglessness proceeding from It. He believed that transcending 
the Quiet was possible, that conquering It was possible; Fuck the Quiet! was, I 
believe, how he put it. I enjoyed the power of his assertions and the levity with 
which he communicated them, but I was not convinced of their efficacy in 
actually eradicating the influence of the Quiet over our lives. You cannot 
transcend, go above, that which you physically exist within and with whose 
natural forces you are constantly engaged in battle. That is, you live in the Quiet 
because the Quiet is fundamental to the universe, an ancillary effect of its 
workings, and the universe is everything known and everything that will become 
known. One would have to escape the universe to escape the Quiet.
I should have helped the ant, should have put my finger down to it. 
Nothing I could have done for the others, as they had perished before I'd noticed .
. . but that final ant, I could've saved him. There have been other creatures whom
I have destroyed or caused to be destroyed, from the countless ants that have met 
their end under my sneaker soles to the spiders and roaches I've smashed in fear 
and disgust to the bird with a broken wing I stepped on because I thought I was 
putting it out of its misery. (I thought this way until I saw the round white 
protuberance of bone bursting from its feathers, and I thought then, with my ten- 
year-old child's brain, that it would have preferred to stay alive.) I should have 
known to help, or at least to not kill, these creatures, but I didn't. I should have 
known this because there's the Quiet over all our heads, the silent and the cold and 
the enduring Quiet, and It has enough meaninglessness on Its own without me 
contributing to it. So, even if we can’t eliminate It, even if we can’t escape It, we 
can say Fuck the Quiet! by saving ants from drowning, by not acting like Caliban. 
To do so, to make an explicit choice not to contribute to the Quiet’s 
meaninglessness, is powerful. It is powerful not because that choice ends 
meaninglessness, but rather, because it combats the oppression of 
meaninglessness, because it creates at least some small sense in a universe where 
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Time Debt
Men blasted the tilted bedrock of the Cincinnati Arch with dynamite to create the 
spillway east of Caesar’s Creek Lake. Limestone and shale, rock strata whose age 
has been defined by superposition, looked at light and felt rain for the first time in 
450 million years. A rare cephalopod, the long cylinder of its shell corrugated 
with thick ridges and shallow depressions, still grows in the stone of a flat boulder 
on the far eastern end of the spillway. Like two shoulders over the ash-white 
plain of fossil shards, heavy knolls of grass rest upon exposed limestone topped 
with shale topped with limestone. The layers of limestone, sturdier than the shale, 
protrude several feet over the plain, while the shale lies between them in ten feet 
of shade. I stare from a central point on the plain, my fingers dust, my palms 
rocks, and I want to climb to the shade and rest, to ease myself onto the crags and 
fissures of these blackened recesses, to cease this hands-and-knees quest for 
ancient crustaceans, smaller than the pupil of an eye. Air sun-washed, all the 
rocks at my hands white, old dead creatures in the earth, broken by toe of boot, 
polished by scarf of neck. I work at the ground, a tiny mass of black when the sky 
pulls up, a little dark shape above the white. I retrieve a brachiopod fragment 
from among the littered cairn stones, the shrapnel of the shell of a mussel, and I 
watch it roll to the long crease of my palm. What would we give, I think, to come 
back, or to never pay that which we owe? The cutting spear tips of my finger
bones and the truncheon of my femur lithify as recompense: all seconds of all 
days tabulated. All these flakes of the earth have yet eons still to lie as they do, 
but I’ve a sack of skin and blood. So why should I ever sleep, if  I can’t bid the 




Home's a shed and wood-pile. Home is bones. It might travel with you, if 
you ask it to, but you rarely ever ask it to. Home is a dog you love because it’s a 
creature on four legs, a dog who cocks its face to look at you and beg. Home lies 
upon the island groaning with trees— and the island itself lies upon the mud-green 
lake that swells with each hard rainfall. You can see home in the forested island’s 
ruptured leaves, in its tree trunks which ache into the soil. You can see home in 
the island’s shadow washed across the cement surface of the water, cast down in 
the unsaturated light of a sun borne by a sky of clouds which shatter their 
raindrops to the ground.
Home is the quiet pain of being in your head, the average pain of living in 
your own head for seven moments chained to one another by the torch of welder. 
On the forested island, watched by unsaturated light and ruptured light, you are 
chained to seven moments in your head by the torch of a welder, and you find that 
home can't quiet the quiet pain in your head, the average pain in your head. You 
murdered and conquered home, built it as a rock castle upon a hill of grass 
clippings. You devoured home in insect mandibles, gorged upon it and loved the
rock castle you ruined even as you laid down each of its stones. Each of its stones 
is a quiet pain, an average pain, laid down by your weathered hands aged with 
their cumulative weight.
Its stones are as porous as the bark of melaleuca trees and inside each one 
lingers the coiling smoke of your countless cigarettes. Your face has been aged 
with the cumulative weight of all that cigarette smoke, the cigarette smoke caught 
inside the aerosol cans you have sprayed upon the tulips growing just a few yards 
back from the edge of the lake, its surface broken by the forested island that loves 
to ingest the grass clippings you have thrown and scattered to the trees. Your face 
is aged, wrinkled, folded over upon itself within the plumes of cigarettes. Home 
is cigarettes. Smoke has always been a bad omen, or at least the absence of good 
omens, and you are at home in the absence of good omens. You are at home 
sweating under limbs of dense sunlight and tossing to the dying grass the apple 
cores whose absent flesh you have ingested. You have spent so many happy 
days wandering in potato fields, wondering if the tubers lying therein want to be 
unearthed. You always keep your face to the earth, looking for the spuds to climb 
up from their fertile coffins, waiting for them to break apart the soil upon which 
you stand and throw you eleven feet into the sky. Once thrown there, and perhaps 
asunder, you will be unable to see the island upon the lake but whereat you will, 
nonetheless, see towards the end of the vacuum of space that casts itself outward 
in the knowledge that it must, always, contract.
You've seen the cosmic solstice brought on by winter in space, seen snow
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drifting in its places and known that the universe never stops walking, and in 
witnessing its walking, its ever-repeated contraction, you've become tired of 
living and dying the same way a million times, of reenacting birth, of always 
pissing, eating, shitting, wailing, loving, fucking, hating, fucking, and dying. 
You’ve become tired of the iron drainpipes with which you’ve flagellated 
yourself, tired of their rust that has oxidized and corroded your skin throughout 
the repetition of lifetimes that has not ceased. You know that cosmonauts are at 
home climbing gymnosperms, but you have never found, as they have, that home 
is something tangible, like twigs in your hands are tangible, like the powder of 
moth wings is tangible; you have not found home in space nor in heaven, nor in 
moths beating their wings to break the sky.
Perhaps you found home once in viewing mountains, where you knew, if 
you could get high enough, you would eat snow every day and your lungs would 
spew forth from your lips due to the lightening of pressure. Perhaps you thought 
home could be in the mountains, or in the rivers that spill down from their crags. 
You thought home could be in the hills dwarfed by the mountains, or in the 
flowered vales that puncture the earth between the two. But then you knew, when 
turning your eyes away from such vistas to your hands upon the steering wheel, 
that home could be in these places or it could be in no places. Perhaps, you think 
now, that one of these places, one of these spots in which home resides, is in the 
pulchritude of the irony in its inherent ugliness.
Home is beneficent, you know that; at the same time that it is ugly it is
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beneficent. It is also a cracked road of five miles from your house to your village, 
an aged street across which lies tangles of pith-vines pointing barbs to your ankles 
and wrists as you swing your limbs by, a brick wall which leans outward and 
crumbles cement and begs to be set upright. It is your fingertips upon the gravel 
of your driveway, your flat fingerprints upon its sediment as you take breaths 
from your cigarette and kneel to slide your hand into its depressions that have, 
from season to season, been refilled. Yes, home is beneficent and only three 
generations old, angry that you rarely ever ask it travel with you when you take 
steps to leave it behind. Home mourns in your absence, erects gravestones next to 
its walls, shivers as icicles slough down from its gutters, aches as you walk 
outward through rusting leaves and mutes its cries behind its windows, knows that 
you know it isn't really here, in the place it says it is, in this place you've lived for 
one of three generations, in this place where it seems it has always, always, been. 
Home is not in this place, nor is it in one place, but it is in some place or in no 
place, depending on who you are and who you've thought yourself to be.
In traveling outward from this place through rusting leaves and tangles of 
pith-vines, you have wished that someone might tell you where home is, what 
shape it takes under yellow clouds or upon the cusp of rocks. You have wished 
for a voice to mention a location, perhaps just two square feet of earth or mind, 
that could stand for home. You want to see it somewhere, in words written on a 
page, in the thin tremors of a cymbal, in heavy brush strokes on canvas. Until you 
see it there, you've decided that you'll content yourself in wandering, in traveling
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with your heart in a box, carrying it around like mules carry sugar and straw and 
sunflower seeds.
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In a Quiet Place
I apologize, sir. There are no refunds available.
But it was just a mistake. You can see that from looking at my order.
No, sir, I can’t. All my computer shows is an order for four tickets. There aren’t 
two orders for two tickets each. There is just one order for four tickets.
It was a mix-up. I just wanted two tickets.
I apologize, sir, but there’s nothing I can do.
Look, can’t you just refund me for the two tickets I don’t want?
No, sir. There are no refunds available.
Can I talk to someone else, someone a little nicer than you?
I can take down your name and number and pass it off to my manager. 
She’ll call you back when she gets a chance.
This was just a mistake. I only wanted two tickets.
I realize that, sir, but there’s no mistake in my computer system. One 
order for four tickets. If we had two orders in our system for two tickets 
each, I could cancel one of them, provided that they were purchased 
within a few minutes of one another. With just one order, though, I’m not 
able to verify a mistake.
Listen, my computer just screwed up, okay? I typed two in the box, not four, but 
there was a glitch or something and I ended up buying four. I typed two in the 
box, it said my total was ninety-nine ninety-eight, and I clicked okay. Then, it 
said my total was one ninety-nine ninety-six, after I’d charged it to my card.
As I said, from our end, in our system, there is no mistake. There’s just 
nothing I can do.
You can’t do anything? There’s a glitch in my computer, and you can’t do 
anything?
No, sir.
So you’re just going to take one hundred dollars from me and I don’t get 
anything?
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You get four tickets instead of two.
I don’t want four shitting tickets. I want two tickets and my hundred bucks back.
I’m sorry, sir. There are no refunds available.
I don’t want a refund. I want this mistake cleared up. You’re just going to take 
my fucking money? You assholes. You shit-fucking assholes. I give you one 
hundred dollars to visit your stink-rat park and you just take another one hundred.
I apologize, sir.
Fuck you. Shit asshole. You stinking shit fuck asshole, son of a bitch. This is rat 
piss! I want my money back. It was a shitting mistake, assholes.
I apologize, sir. There’s nothing I can do.
the sound of his voice calm then urgent then in rage the stone wall of my voice on 
the mouthpiece so vacant his accent middle-eastern or indian i wasn’t sure but 
we’d stolen from him i thought i knew we’d stolen from him his voice the sound 
of razors at the end a heart pulped in a fist bright spurts of purple red between the 
cracks of fingers and his voice a heart beat at the end a pillbug’s moan the metal 
squeak from the other end an insect and me the insect too my voice a monotone a 
mound of granulated dirt a patch of grass upon a knoll of sand our voice one voice 
an ire doubled the same though his a shout to break the earth and mine a whisper 
to sever the tissues in me
The employee parking lot, concrete rubble and painted lines, six or seven 
acres of glinting metal and windshields absorbing sun-heat and the wear of time
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spent upon the road and motionless, row bordered by row, a mile’s walk from one 
end to another. A red truck threading the road inwards to the mass of cars, one of 
my hands turning the wheel and the other fishing my wallet from a rear pocket, 
my face lining the laminate of an ID card. Pressed through the windshield at the 
security guard, who glances there with a hand to shadow his eyes but waves me 
on without reading, the little hut behind him the first security outpost, my truck 
requesting entrance. Print on my ID too small, face a mass without contours, 
perhaps he can see me in my uniform in the driver’s seat, but my face on the card 
he can’t, nor the words written there, Kings Island Amusement Park ID, 2010 
season. Twenty cars behind, no time to inspect in detail, so I drive past him, his 
face different every time, sometimes a woman’s face, concavity of eye sockets 
hidden by sunglasses, her pony tail erupting from the rear of her baseball cap, but 
her face changes every time, to a chin dimpled and sharply defined, his 
cheekbones high below long-staring eyes, or his neck grows out and his jaw 
recedes, his flat stomach rounds to hang from his waist, or sometimes his toes turn 
inwards and he walks a staggering gait. I find a spot in the second or fourth row 
if it is nine in the morning or four in the afternoon, find a spot in the sixteenth or 
seventeenth row if it is noon or two. Arm bands pulled over my left forearm to 
cover the tattoo, a word, adrenaline, bordered by stars, a name tag pinned to the 
left side of my chest, cigarettes and cell phone and lighter stuffed into my pants’ 
pockets, sewn up when I received my uniform from Associate Services, sewn up 
to prevent theft, but threads undone with a pocket knife before my first shift,
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cigarettes and lighter and cell phone stuffed inside. A set of strides along the 
pavement, feet striking and footfalls heard, I in my green uniform and beige 
slacks, black sneakers bought for twenty dollars. Others close the parking lot’s 
distances in beige shorts and red shirts—roller coaster and ride operators— or in 
blue flannel shirts under aprons—food service— or in yellow button-downs— 
clean-up and maintenance— or in green like me, branded to interact with guests, 
either over countertops or through windows, or over telephones and computers, 
all I know of them the sound of their voices crackling foil on air waves and 
electric currents traveling on wires. Legs cease at security post two, my ID card 
in hand, an exchange of touch with this second guard, his fingerprints on my 
fingernails as he takes the card from me and swipes it, a short beep to let me pass. 
Six, seven yards to security post three, an angling of knees and slapping of feet, 
where shirts should be tucked, name tags visible, faces clean-shaven but for well- 
trimmed and kempt mustaches, though no new growth after employment starts. 
My face hung over, glaring at the pocks in the concrete as the guard lets me 
through, a palm risen to cup my chin, naked and bitter, the memory of beard hairs 
still felt in burgeoning follicles, a zealous plan to return once employment ends. 
Long the heat of day on my shoulders, sweat in bulbs under my armpits, darkened 
fabric that hides patches of stringy hair, a heavy sun overhead and underfoot, 
black concrete reflecting light on my flesh, I walk. Well-trodden yellow lines, 
parking spaces behind the security posts, all named for the guest relations 
manager, security manager, rides manager, maintenance manager, group sales
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manager, the park ahead, me traversing behind six-foot fences, needling through 
back-lot buildings, and beyond towering track-lines of yellow, red, green, blue 
metal, train cars hurtling screaming guests skewering them into the sky via loops 
and steep inclines, the heavy heat of day long overhead. A mass of furious bodies 
veiled from me, a whisper remembered in my ear: if  we wanted guests to know 
our business, we wouldn’t have put up fences. This, a policy I will understand 
with the phone pressed against my head, my ear sweating and aching after the 
first thirty minutes, undiluted and unabbreviated sound repeating, repeating, all 
voices merge, you think you know every voice you hear. Enter now the shade of 
the alley, backdoors to the pizza restaurant, the ice cream shop, and the Cinnabon 
bakery on my left, a drain in the center of the pavement, rivulets of water 
escaping there sidestepping dams of errant leaves and half-smoked cigarettes, a 
hundred thousand shreds of tobacco sodden beneath my feet. Ahead, the door to 
the office; inside, rolling chairs, desks, computers, phones, ceaseless human 
intonations and invocations, all one voice in supplication: help me.
Unfortunately, ma’am, Kings Island does not have a refund policy.
But you charged my credit card twice.
We did not charge your credit card twice. If it has been charged twice, 
then you should contact your bank to see what the mistake is.
I already did that. They said I should call you.
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I’m sorry, ma’am, I don’t know what to tell you. If there’s a mistaken
charge on your credit card, then you’ll have to clear it up with the bank. 
You’ve got to do something about this NOW. You’ve got to refund my money. 
That was two hundred dollars that I needed. I need to have this cleared up right 
away, before my husband gets home.
I apologize. There’s nothing I can do.
You have to do something right now. My husband is going to be very angry 
when he gets home.
a whimper in her voice a little crack in the spaces between syllables she groped a 
trilling of the tongue and me a machine clacking joints and cogs turning wheels 
broken teeth the organ inside a bolt drawn back and clanking a rising tremor in 
her throat a quavering below the words spoken chained together in a dance of 
swords though neither ever changed strategy each pressed by the weight of anvils 
each an ache of muscles in the jaw each slashed a thousand times each a voice in 
fear hers on every audible level mine far below
I logged off of my phone line and out of my computer, a buzz lingering in 
my right ear. I pushed out from the desk, the wheels of my rolling chair snapping 
on the plastic floor mat, and stood, an ache uncoiling in my legs, my knees weak 
as sodden boards. Sherryl did not look up; her computer screen glowed on her 
cheeks.
See you in a few minutes, I said.
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Sherryl nodded. Okay, Patrick, see you at ten-thirty.
I would not see her at ten-thirty. Maybe I would see her at ten-forty-five, 
after I’d done the work of taking down the Pink Duck Tent, but not before. I’d 
never seen her at ten-thirty. She always arrived a little late, soon enough to help 
me store a plastic bucket, but never soon enough to help me unpin the aluminum 
struts of the tent and fold them together. Still, as I left, I clutched my right fist to 
my chest, a warmth like fluid washing through my lungs: I had finished with the 
phones for the night.
From the door of the office, I walked over concrete through the alley that 
led to the employee entrance, a break in the fences that separated the park’s office 
buildings from the park itself, where, during operating hours, a confusion of 
humans swirled towards pizza stands and sausage restaurants, ice cream parlors 
and funnel cake sellers, roller coasters and waterslides. After walking around an 
eight-foot tall cement partition, I emerged at the main entrance to the park and 
traversed the twenty-yard stretch of cobblestones beyond the turnstiles that 
admitted guests. To the east, the Royal Fountains geysered ten-foot spumes of 
water, six hundred thousand gallons pumped all day in a shallow pool one 
hundred yards in length. Beyond the Fountains, the replica of the Eiffel Tower 
loomed, its three hundred feet of turquoise-painted steel, a latticework of girders, 
pushing skyward. I strode towards the Pink Duck Tent, situated at the front end 
of the Fountains near the inflatable pink duck and, for a moment, stared. I
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watched this monstrous caricature, twenty feet high, wavering against gusts of 
wind.
Kings Island had initiated, at the beginning of August, a fundraiser for 
breast cancer and sold, under the Pink Duck Tent, pink rubber ducks for five 
dollars each. Once a customer purchased a duck, he stepped up to the Royal 
Fountains and tossed it in—which resulted in a raft of hundreds of polymer fowl 
accumulated at one end of the Fountains, each of them swaying in the currents 
produced by the water’s jets and spindrifts. Working with the Susan G. Komen 
for the Cure Foundation, Kings Island offered a brand new Toyota Yaris (a 
gleaming white sedan parked next to the tent) as a prize, which would be given 
out at five in the afternoon on August 21st, the last day of the fundraiser, to the 
person whose duck was retrieved at random from the Fountains. I’d seen the 
alpha-numeric codes that stretched across the bottoms of these ducks, and I’d 
witnessed customers securing their receipts after purchasing, their only proof 
should their duck be picked out from among the many. I’d also been told to 
upsell these ducks over the phone, though I had asked only one or two customers, 
and this only when Don (the employee-relations manager) or Katy (the call center 
supervisor) had been looking over my shoulder.
On busy nights, every now and again, I’d go out to the Pink Duck Tent at 
the end of my shift and be told by those who manned it that they were going to 
keep the Tent open another ten or fifteen minutes, that they couldn’t turn away all 
those guests who were waiting in line for the opportunity to purchase their little
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pink animals and their chance at the Yaris. Tonight, though, the park’s guests 
appeared more interested in leaving than in gambling for a car, so I took paces to 
the base of the giant duck hovering over the edge of the Fountains, pressed a hand 
to its vinyl, and felt the air inside give in at palm. I bent, turned off the air 
compressor that worked all day to keep it inflated, and then unzipped the two-foot 
opening under its tail, inhaling the gush of hot, stale air that burst forth. Knowing 
the duck would take several minutes to deflate, I crossed the cobblestones from its 
corner of the Fountains to the other corner, where I began to dismantle the tent 
and cart away the various supplies used to sell the ducks during the park’s 
operation: a collapsible table; two folding chairs; buckets of pens, clipboards, 
paper, tape, stickers; and advertising signs attached to the beams of the tent.
On any given night, anywhere from one to three interns, pulled from 
various colleges in the area, worked the tent until its closing. Depending upon the 
relative dispositions of these interns, I might receive a hand from them in taking it 
down. Tonight, I saw no friendly faces. The interns working this shift— a man 
and a woman—unplugged the cash registers from their power source in swift 
motions and rolled them towards the office, where the interns would count the 
amount of money made in the day and leave me to pack up everything else. I felt 
no anger, since I knew how Kings Island drained you, how the garish tones of 
pink and blue coloring the buildings all around made you squint, how the heat 
made your legs and arms like drooping layers of skin. I wanted to go home too,
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and I might have abandoned any friend, all my friends (let alone strangers), just to 
leave a little earlier.
I felt no anger at them, but I did grit my teeth at the thought of Sherryl in 
the office, taking her time with the last phone call of the night, speaking in the 
minutest detail to answer the most mundane of questions: What happens if  it 
rains while I’m at the park? I gritted my teeth because, while the tent didn’t take 
too much trouble to fold, storing the pink duck balloon took quite a bit of time. 
When it became airless, I’d have to roll it up and stow it in its bag by myself, 
which could be an onerous task considering its awkward girth, an oblong mass of 
plastic folds and ropes that stretched a bit further than the span of my arms. Then, 
I’d have to drag the duck in its bag fifteen yards to a nearby storage shed, a fifty- 
pound weight scraping the ground while exiting guests shuffled past me. I knew 
that, in just thirty minutes or so, I’d leave the park. I would go back into the 
office, clock out, and head to my truck, perhaps punching my fists into the air 
above me, saying, under my breath, Watch Good triumph over Evil! or Fuck you, 
Quiet! For now, though, I remained caught in the present moment, hauling the 
folded tent on my shoulder to the storage shed, bearing resentment like shards of 
metal in my stomach.
On my first night taking down the pink duck, I’d acquainted myself with 
one of the duck seller interns, since he’d offered to help me take everything down 
before he moved off to begin his calculations. Though I did not get to know him 
well, I found him to be amiable enough, and I learned that he was a junior in
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college majoring in marketing, which allowed Kings Island to pay him in credit 
hours but not currency.
Where you from? I’d asked him.
Here. Cincinnati, he’d answered.
Go to UC?
Yeah. Marketing degree. How about you?
I’m a grad student in Alaska.
Why’re you in Ohio then?
Oh, I’m from here. I’m just back for the summer.
All right, he’d said, and nodded.
We never exchanged personal information of more depth than this, though 
I still felt glad of his presence, not solely because he helped me put everything 
away (which, I would learn later, most other duck sellers would not do) but also 
because I noticed (or imagined) a solidarity between us, an acknowledgement that 
neither of us enjoyed our time working at Kings Island but that working there was 
an essential nonetheless. For him, I think the Kings Island Pink Duck Tent 
offered the possibility of progress, valuable work experience in his field that 
would lead to other opportunities. I worked there because I needed cash, because 
I needed to buy gas for my vehicle, maybe some hair dye for my wife, perhaps a 
CD for myself, and, of course, food for the both of us.
When we had finished working, I thanked him for helping me and wished 
him a goodnight— and I didn’t think of him further. Briefly, upon learning that he
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was a marketing student, I condemned him in my mind, certain beyond doubt that 
we had enough marketers and advertisers in the world, enough companies and far 
too many products. Almost immediately though, I admonished myself to let him 
live as he wished, to let him do whatever it was that fulfilled him. That was the 
longest I ever thought of him, a few seconds of disdain coupled with self­
reprehension. When the tent and the duck were stored, he went off to count 
money, and I returned to the office and put a phone to my ear, a sequence of 
numbers unfurling beneath my index finger to end the shift.
Yeah, I spoke with someone there this morning. They said Katy was going to call 
me back this afternoon about compensation or something, since the power went 
out yesterday.
Who did you speak with?
I don’t remember her name. One of the people who answers the phones.
Well, I’m sorry, sir. I don’t know who you spoke with, but Katy isn’t 
available at the moment. Do we have your name and number?
Yeah, I gave it to the lady I spoke to earlier, but she said Katy was going to call 
me back today and she hasn’t yet.
I apologize, sir, but Katy is very busy. W e’ve had to deal with a lot of 
calls today about the July 4th power outage, and right now w e’re just 
trying to get everyone’s name and number so that we can call them back 
when we figure out a solution to this problem.
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Is there someone else I can speak to?
No, I apologize, sir. Katy is the person you need to speak with, but she is 
not available at the moment. We have your name and number so we will 
call you when w e’ve figured out a solution for you.
i shouldn’t be hearing katy’s name on the phone no representative is to tell any 
guest katy’s name ever why did you tell that guest her name i just heard you speak 
her name on the phone you are not to tell them her name you are to tell them if 
they call about the power outage that we will take their name and number and get 
back with them i am tired of having to tell you what you have to do if this team 
can’t do it then it might be time that we replace this team with one that won’t 
disobey directions
sir i did not tell the guest her name the guest said someone told him that 
katy would call him back this afternoon but he did not remember who told 
him that i know that you said this morning that we were not to give 
anyone’s name out but our own and i did not tell the guest katy’s name 
well i ’m tired of having to tell this team the rules over and over follow the rules 
do not tell anyone katy’s name do not offer them a refund do not promise them 
anything if it might rain tell them that there are no rainchecks if they want to 
speak with someone else just stonewall them they do not have the right to speak 
with someone else
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Patrick, can I talk to you for a second?
Yeah, Katy, what’s up?
Well, Don’s pretty upset about your performance with the secret caller.
Okay.
You got the lowest score of anyone in the call center, a sixty-seven percent.
All right.
The secret caller said you were professional and offered adequate information, but 
you weren’t very friendly. He said you didn’t make him feel better about what 
happens if it rains, that you didn’t tell him that the rides reopen as soon as it stops 
raining. He said you sounded as if you were speaking by rote.
Uh-huh.
Now, it must just not be showing, because I know you’re a friendly, funny guy. I 
see you around the office singing, making people laugh, so I know you’re a nice 
guy. You just need to bring a little bit of that enthusiasm to the phones, that’s all. 
I’m confident you can bring that score up.
Mouths of babies filled with ice cream, blue tongues rolling about lips. 
Fingertips slathered in pizza sauce, funnel cake powder powdering chins, damp 
hair looped around necks and hooked over collar bones, shirtless men striding in 
flip flops— an old woman, heavy behind on a cement ledge, her wrist draped over 
the handle of a cane. Blue strollers emblazoned with the park’s name, children 
buckled in, costumed figurines ambling twice the size of life: Snoopy, Charlie 
Brown, Linus, Lucy. Masses of bodies corral at their feet, cartoonish habiliments
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marking them for the attention of toddlers, the brood of adults waiting on shaded 
benches. I measure my time upon the black tar ground, crushed under sun and 
heat of human breath, by each answered question, a penciled checkmark on a 
sheet of paper: If Kings Island were to build a hotel here at the park, how likely 
would you be to stay? Very Unlikely, Unlikely, Likely, Very Likely. Throat 
bleeds I ask so many questions: where they live, work; how far they’ve driven; 
where else they like to go; how much they’ve spent; how much they make in a 
year. And of course, the last question, never asked, which I always answer in 
secret: Ethnicity? Anywhere between three and seven surveys to complete in 
forty-five minutes, anywhere between three and twenty people I must accost. I 
ask a man seated on the brick retaining wall of a mulch bed, Excuse me, sir, 
would you mind taking a few minutes to answer some survey questions about 
your stay at the park? Silence accompanies a cocked head, an eyebrow raised— 
not in askance or curiosity, but in answer—from which I imagine his response: 
Fuck you man, I’ve got kids I’m dealing with, my life sucks right now, go find 
someone else. I trudge away from him after offering a brief apology, my shaven 
head slicked under the shower of my sweat. Miniature cars follow rusted steel 
tracks while little hands slide against rubber steering wheels. Shoeless youngsters 
emerge from a maze cordoned by jets of water, their bodies drenched in rivulets. 
I walk, scanning for seated parents, the adults who’ve nothing but the present 
moment to abide, the women and men staring at browned smears of gum on the 
cement or resting their arms on painted banisters. My boxers crumple at my inner
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thighs, moist like fog and rain mist, and my throat clenches: I walk and walk and 
walk, but today I cannot muster the courage to ask any more questions. Bodies 
tumble past me on the walkways, boys and girls brushing my pant legs as they 
charge by, a panoply of color—blue, orange, purple, yellow, green, red, black, 
brown—bruises of color bedecking human bodies, a swirling sun and dancing 
trees, a man-sized white dog, black-nosed, hugging children without end. I burn 
in my uniform, but the person in the dog must burn hotter than me. I repeat my 
steps on the walkways’ stones, but I can’t make sense of all the faces I see, all the 
people congregated in this child’s wonderland: the streaming of boys and girls 
into the interactive haunted house, parents lagging behind; kids tugging on their 
parents hands next to the twenty-foot tower that lugs you up to the top and drops 
you down in jolts; carousel variations, red airplanes or flat purple body boards 
functioning as riding units, that spin the children around, smiles revealing an array 
of teeth. Wailing and screeching, all the children play. Outside in the blaze far 
too long, five minutes too long, I trudge to the office, shading my head with the 
survey clipboard. Sherryl twists her face, furrows her brow, when she asks and I 
answer that I’ve only completed two surveys. Two! she says, her voice in 
tremors, but you were out there an hour. I was not gone an hour—fifty minutes, 
rather—but I do not argue over this, an inconsequential battle. I merely 
apologize. Tomorrow night, stricken again by the fear of a sweating crowd, I will 
go straight to the restroom, unbuckle my pants, and sit on the toilet, marking the
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surveys with calculation, knowing that I cannot answer both “Unemployed” and 
“Annual household income: More than $100,000.”
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Mating with Wolves and Spirits
Earth exudes oily lights of warm amber and the blue-green that undulates on 
surface of oceans. Heaven—glowing wastes of amorphous mist—gropes towards 
the earth to thieve its warmth. In mourning the ovals of sap weeping through 
gnarled bark and the lion whispering his roar between rigid whiskers from 
savannahs that liken him to an insect, the daylight knows that the fly has twenty- 
four hours, the elephant seventy years, and the redwood centuries. But in Heaven, 
mere centuries of absence, a hollow in the guts of angels and souls, since one has 
time to count the ridges of a worm. On Earth, cancer patients, hairless and
vomiting; on Earth, wolves howling and fucking in cornfields. But shadows 
above mimic the forms of life: eddying spirits shovel invisible food into their 
mouths via invisible spoons, and watch through scrying glasses men and women 
fucking next to dogs . . . and envy them their bodes. And below, black soil and 
heavy rain and wind like skin against skin and hair and lips on nipples and oceans 
swum through by sea dragons barbed with pectoral fins: where everyone dies.
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On Gods and Human Shadows
Under the gaze of the machine, I counted. It sweated grease above me, a 
looming hulk twelve feet high and twenty feet long, its sheet-metal angles, tubes, 
and wires sealed together as a carapace hiding air compressors and pistons, the 
inorganic viscera of an inanimate malevolence. At intervals of thirty, forty, or 
fifty seconds, the machine birthed plastic parts from various apertures, and as they 
entered the world, I bent and grasped them in my hands. I slide my fingers along
their edges to check for the fibrous tendrils of excess plastic—what my factory 
colleagues called “flash”—that clung there. I imagined the molds inside the 
machine, the injectors expelling liquid plastic into them, and visualized that 
plastic splattering onto the perimeter of each mold and drying. I gripped my 
boxcutter knife in my hand, swallowed the dryness of my throat, and closed my 
eyes. I will cut and cut, I thought, cut and cut.
I counted. Seven hundred seventy-four. Seven hundred seventy-five. 
Seven hundred seventy-six. The machine released a rectangular plastic part, 
about a foot wide, eighteen inches long, and six or seven inches tall, a depression 
in its center about three inches long, four wide, and two deep. Seven hundred 
seventy-seven. I bent, collected the part, and trimmed the flash with my razor 
knife. Seven hundred seventy-eight. Seven hundred seventy-nine. I turned to my 
left and put the trimmed plastic part on the shelf of the stamping mechanism, 
itself a machine ancillary to the one glowering above me. Seven hundred eighty. 
I placed my right foot on the pedal of the stamping mechanism, made sure that the 
plastic part was situated in the center of the shelf, and pressed my foot 
downwards, triggering the stamping mechanism’s air compressor and the 
downward motion of the metal arm attached to the shelf. Seven hundred eighty- 
one. The length of the metal arm connected with the plastic part for less than a 
second, rocketing upwards and leaving a blue line etched along the outer edge of 
the plastic. Seven hundred eighty-two. I retrieved the part from the shelf, 
inserted it into a cardboard box next to the stamping mechanism, and faced the
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larger machine, its innards hissing and whirring to spit out the next piece of 
plastic. I had heard, but not confirmed, that today this machine generated parts 
for reclining chairs.
I counted not to determine the average interval between the arrival of each 
plastic part in a given period of time (say, the three hours between each of my 
breaks), nor to amass in my mind the number of parts I trimmed and stamped in a 
shift—but rather to pass the time. At Lebanon Plastics, working from seven in the 
evening to seven in the morning, inhaling the fumes of melted plastic and 
listening to the constant grinding of not only the machine at which I labored but 
of all those adjacent to me, I had to devise some methodology by which I could 
retain sanity. This methodology consisted of numerous escapist and rhetorical 
devices: 1) I never (or rarely) looked at my wristwatch, hoping thereby that time 
would shift forward more quickly; 2) I focused on getting to my next break, to 
either smoke three cigarettes in ten minutes or to eat the chicken salad sandwich I 
stored in the break room refrigerator; 3) I thought of being high, of smoking 
marijuana with my roommate when I got home in the morning; 4) I tried to count 
as high as I could, and if I lost count, I started from one; 5) Failing all else, I 
prayed to the machine god, facing its manifestation in front of me, that on my 
drive home in the morning a semi-truck would run a red light that was green in 
my direction, compressing me inside my pickup truck as the machine’s entrails 
compressed to inject plastic into its molds.
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The machine god always offered its inner grinding as a response, its inner 
grinding and the product of its grinding: more and more plastic parts. This is not 
to say that there was actually any life inside the machine, that an omnipotent 
sentience resided within it—because, of course, there couldn’t have been—but 
insofar as it (or the company for which I worked) dictated how I would spend the 
bulk of my time, the machine, always thrumming, felt like a god. It seemed to be 
the source of all causality, the first antecedent of inestimable corollaries, 
impelling me to bend when it spat, wait as it worked, count through its sound. I 
structured my time around it, knew when it wanted me in its presence, knew when 
I might use its remunerations to purchase sustenance and entertainment, 
comprehended that it offered remunerations precisely so I might use them up and 
have to return. This is to say that it seemed to exist for itself, while I existed for 
it, that its birth (event A) and my birth (event Z) were causally joined, that my 
will (will X 1), and the wills of my factory colleagues (wills X2, 3, 4, 5 and so forth), 
were the progenitors of its will (will X).
Will X 102, a small Hispanic man from Mexico City, had five children and 
one wife— all of whom he had left there. In the break room, on one of my two ten 
minute breaks per shift (we also had a twenty minute break for lunch), will X 1 0 2  
and I tried to overcome our inability to speak the same language. My Spanish 
vocabulary consisted of the numbers one through thirty nine (uno, dos, tres . . . 
triente y nueve), the words “yes” and “no” (si y no), the word “and,” as well as 
the words for “work,” “death,” and “I have.” (I once tried to communicate to him
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that I hated working at Lebanon Plastics by saying No trabajo, hoping that 
context and inflection would communicate “hate.” Later, I thought of trying to 
tell him I had been working myself to death, but then I figured I’d have as much 
luck with Tengo trabajo muerte as I’d had with No trabajo.)
Will X 102, one or two nights a week, worked with me at machines that 
required two operators. Since we had difficulty communicating, few words 
passed between us when we worked at the same machine—though the easy 
bobbing of his head and the constant smile on his lips made it easy to get along 
with him. His amicability, combined with the alacrity of his work and the general 
gaiety of his company—expressed through his affable laughter at our failed 
efforts to speak to one another— existed in stark contrast to the measured 
movements of my body, all limbs numb, and the churning of thoughts that drove 
me mad. One might say that twelve hours of automatism, four days a week, in 
hazes of plastic smoke severed only by the crunching of metal and the acrid 
spumes of plastic branded with paint, had reduced every single thought of mine to 
a denominator equatable with the kind of empty sadness one feels when resigned 
that nothing can change. Since no thought was required of me, since will X 
needed only automatic bodily functions, I spent the life within my head by 
contemplating the meaninglessness of my work, my mind a swallowing hole into 
which all pleasures dissipated.
I wondered how will X 102 could deal with such work as well as he did, 
how his smiles did not melt on his face in inverse proportion to the amount of
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plastic that hardened inside the machines. That he was not unhappy disturbed me. 
His cylindrical legs pumped swiftly up the steps leading to the aperture of the 
machine at which we worked, and his arms, slender as fish bones, stretched out 
for the plastic part in my hands. I trimmed the flash, counted, handed him the 
part, and observed his rapid descent down the steps towards a huge cardboard 
box, which rested on a wooden palette at the base of the machine. He deposited 
this part in the box as I bent to retrieve another from the aperture, and, out of the 
corner my eye, my back curled over to tighten my skin against my vertebrae, I 
could see an oblivious smile upturned on his lips. How can he smile, I thought, 
when the machine will not allow us to smile?
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Much later, perhaps five or six years later, I read Thus Spoke Zarathustra 
for the first time. I read the book while house-sitting for a friend, his African 
Senegal, Franklin, shrieking for dried apricots from a wooden bar stretched 
between the two walls of her cage. At times, I sat at the kitchen table, the bird’s 
noise lost on my ears, the pages of the book curled back in my fingers, my face 
pressed forward to the words. At others, I couldn’t stand her high-pitched 
caterwauling, so I sat in a chair on the back porch, cradling the tome between my 
left wrist and the heel of my hand while smoking cigarettes and drinking orange 
juice with the other.
I understood only half of it. I woke up in the mornings, often at the 
piercing insistence of Franklin, or perhaps because Jack, my friend’s yellow cat, 
scratched at the door to the guest room. Usually, I ignored these sounds as long 
as possible, but then I’d get up, sleep elusive in the midst of animal clamor, and 
wander to the restroom to urinate and rub my eyes. In this process of waking 
up—perhaps still in bed, Jack scratching; or perhaps walking the hallway to the 
restroom, Franklin’s shrieking ceased for the moment— I’d remember I had 
Friedrich Nietzsche’s philosophical narrative to read. I was not particularly 
concerned that I couldn’t comprehend fifty percent of it, or that, of the fifty 
percent I did understand, I didn’t agree with half. During my thirteen days house- 
sitting, I woke up for that twenty-five percent of Thus Spoke Zarathustra which I 
understood and with which I agreed. I woke up for that twenty-five percent that 
made me feel as if  it were worth it to wake up, that made me feel as if  I could do 
something with a life that seemed otherwise determined.
I wasn’t working for Lebanon Plastics anymore; after all, the machines 
there were not gods. Though they had spat out their plastic parts, though I had 
once seen myself as a function of their production of those parts, they were not 
gods. Because they were not, they had no ability to demand that I remain to work 
for them. They could say nothing at all. Perhaps the managers under whom I 
labored, or perhaps even the owners of the building and the company, could have 
demanded that I stay—but neither were they gods. Thus, any such utterances 
would not have become performatives. So, after around three hundred sixty hours
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of bending, turning, repeating— after about thirty shifts—I moved on to another 
job: glazing donuts for Bill’s Donut Shoppe from eleven at night to seven in the 
morning. It was not anywhere near as terrible—but I wouldn’t have said, if  I’d 
been asked, that dumping yeast donuts into vats of brown syrup-glaze was more 
fulfilling than bending to trim plastic from plastic.
Eventually, of course, I moved on from that job too, from being a Bill’s 
Donut Shoppe glazer to being a Hooters grill cook and vegetable cutter, and then 
from that to being a Chili’s fry cook. I went back to college near the end of my 
employment with Hooters, back to undergraduate work after a two-year break— 
and I didn’t feel much better about undergraduate work, either. I liked the 
thought of graduating, but the work at college seemed, in some ways, worse than 
that I’d been required to do at Lebanon Plastics, at Bill’s and Hooters and Chili’s. 
At Lebanon Plastics, I understood my relationship to the machine, to the boss that 
told me to sweep when my machine broke down: I was part of the productive 
mechanism, a toggle or a gear or a pedal working in tandem with other toggles, 
gears, and pedals, all of us in synchronous labor to make something for 
consumption. At college, I had similar feelings, though these were not expressed 
as thoughts. They were condensed into a vague grief for myself, as if  education 
were a eulogy and I dead but for the residual twitches of anxiety in my muscles. I 
felt this way, I realized later, because, at Lebanon Plastics, the fact of my 
exploitation was explicit, overt; at college, this exploitation remained, only 
concealed.
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Certainly, I was happier doing undergraduate work. I read Burmese Days 
for the first time, wrote my senior thesis by comparing it to “The White M an’s 
Burden”; I read “Ligea,” “The Purloined Letter,” and discussed the use of 
ratiocination in Poe’s work. Such exercises were, of course, much more fulfilling 
than the twelve-hour shifts at Lebanon Plastics, the twelve-hour shifts attended by 
the accidental lacerations of my own fingers, the hands leeched of moisture from 
repeated contact with stiff cardboard. I was happier, but I still felt used. My 
place, it seemed, was not the place of a toggle clicking inside the mechanism, the 
worker subservient to the work; now I was the plastic part shooting out of the 
machine, the part shaped not by molds but by words and images, the knowledge 
of things past. That is, I was the product of education, being made ready for the 
society of buying and selling, the society of working to buy what we work to sell. 
I was educated so I could continue my productive function, not on the factory 
floor but in the factory office, for Lebanon Plastics or Heinz Ketchup Packaging, 
or perhaps for a small college, where I would teach students by discussing 
ratiocination and thereby shape them as products, as I had been shaped.
During my thirteen days of house-sitting, though, and in the weeks 
following, I forgot about these feelings, the certainty that, no matter my specific 
place in the American economy, I was ultimately a drone. I forgot because of 
Nietzsche’s Zarathustra, whose musings on the nature of the overman seemed to 
me like a possible exodus from the causal progression of birth, take on a 
productive function, death. The overman, due to my limited understanding,
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appeared as the template I might follow out of capitalistic determinism. He was 
the creator of new values, the breaker of obsolete systems of thought and virtue, 
the human being who, rather than being designed by the world around him, 
designed the world to fit around him. I promised myself that I would achieve this 
free state of being, that my being would be defined by my lucid thought, that my 
lucid thought would enable me to extricate myself from the delineated function 
my middle class had preemptively given me. That is, my being would be my 
being, not my value relative to my productivity.
Of course, I missed something in my first reading of Nietzsche’s fiction 
qua treatise, something very important. Dissatisfied with the fact that my 
relationship to education had much in common with the relationship of the liquid 
plastic to the molds inside the machines, I had been too earnestly seeking 
empowerment to notice the nuances of one of the introductory speeches given by 
Zarathustra:
Companions, the creator seeks, not corpses, not herds and 
believers. Fellow creators, the creator seeks—those who write 
new values on new tablets . . . To my goal I will go—on my own 
way; over those who hesitate and lag behind I shall leap. Thus let 
my going be their going under. (Nietzsche 24)
Zarathustra speaks here to the world around him, to himself, after walking for 
four hours to bury a tightrope walker that has fallen to his death. I imagined
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Zarathustra, in this passage, with his chin held up, his face bearded, his arms at 
his flanks, his voice low and enunciated with shallow breath, energized but also 
saddened by the implications of his new mode of action. He will have freedom— 
and solitude. Persuaded by the pathos of this construction of him, I did not pay 
attention to the final two sentences of his soliloquy.
The tightrope walker had fallen because, as he reached the mid-point of a 
rope strung between two towers, a second walker came up behind him, heckling 
him to move forward at a brisker pace. Because his heckling did not have the 
desire effect, the second walker leapt over the first, whereupon the first grew 
flustered, lost his balance, and fell thirty feet to the hard soil below. This incident 
defines the overman’s advance towards the creation of new values. He must leap 
over those in his path, as the second tightrope walker had over the first, and many, 
I assume, will go under when he does so—will set, as the sun sets, but will not 
rise as it does.
I could comprehend the need for the creation of new values, the erasure of 
antiquated moralities—but I could never condone doing so at the expense of 
others’ lives. If the cost of the overman’s new values is the accumulation of 
innumerable corpses in the wake of his passing, then he is contributing to 
precisely that which I would see undone: human suffering. I will not go so far as 
to say that every factory laborer’s experience has coincided with mine—will X 102 
still has that smile on his face in my memory—nor every kitchen worker’s or 
donut maker’s, but I think it is reasonable to assume that at least some of my
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fellow factory workers have suffered in the same way I have. So I cannot say, as 
Zarathustra would, that I should leap over such people in the advance toward a 
new value system, to not only ignore their suffering but to contribute to it by 
empowering myself at their expense. I cannot do this because, as far as I can tell, 
a new value system that does not account for the suffering of the powerless is not, 
in actuality, a new value system at all. It is, rather, quite an ancient one, 
conspicuous in societies ranging from the Grecian system of slaves, helots, and 
citizens to Middle Age feudalism to the contemporary bourgeoisie and proletariat.
I must admit that it seems ridiculous to me now that I did not grasp 
immediately the full implications of Zarathustra’s ideology. In his speech entitled 
“On the Way of the Creator,” which defines the solitary nature of the overman’s 
life, Zarathustra asks of those who would become the overman: “You call
yourself free? Your dominant thought I want to hear, and not that you have 
escaped from a yoke. Are you one of those who had the right to escape from a 
yoke? There are some who threw away their last value when they threw away 
their servitude” (Nietzsche 63). Too overjoyed at the thought of trading my 
productive function for freedom (or perhaps too focused on the citric burn of 
orange juice complimented with smoke), I overlooked this section of 
Zarathustra’s musings, his supposition that people must have the right to give up 
their servitude. At this point in the narrative, I can see Zarathustra’s face again, 
his cheeks pockmarked, his eyes rigid—and devoutly sad— staring at me. His 
voice quavers: “Don’t give up your servitude. It may be your last value.”
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How will I justify myself to this Zarathustra, this forty-year-old man 
dressed in hermit’s cloth, chin covered in ten years worth of gray beard? What 
will I say to this man, who looks at me in true concern, worried that I should give 
up my servitude in favor of the free but heavy solitude of the overman? I suppose 
that I could tell him that I too have become tattered and aged by listening to an 
historical evolution of values, from one God or Truth to another, that I am in 
desperate need of something new, that I want to create something new. If I 
cannot tell him this, I am certain he would say that I should remain in servitude; I 
would be lost otherwise. He would speak thus: “Unable to think for yourself, 
you need the stipulations of a twelve-hour work day, a corporate guidebook on 
production, and a machine god’s impetus to labor— all so that you can structure 
your day, your week, and then your years. If you cannot think well enough to 
create your own values, then thinking will destroy you.”
Even if, prior to my work at Lebanon Plastics, I had acquired every word 
in the Spanish language, even if I had assimilated its entire lexicon and had 
studied its etymology and genealogy to exhaustion, I would not have offered this 
passage from Thus Spoke Zarathustra to will X 102 as something in which he 
should believe. I would never have told him that his best value is his servitude, 
that he should remain under the glare of the machine if he could not cast away the 
collected virtues of all religions and all philosophies. I could never have asked 
him to do that, to remain in a space that I could not abide. If I understood my 
servitude at Lebanon Plastics as an intrinsic element of my suffering, and if I
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understood, despite his smile, that will X 1 0 2  could suffer in that way as well, then 
there would simply have been no way I could tell him to equate his labor with his 
worth. Albert Camus, in his book-length essay The Rebel, writes, “From the 
moment that life is recognized as good, it becomes good for all men” (6). So, 
from the moment I understand that my life is good, that its goodness increases as 
its suffering decreases, I understand that the same is true for will X 102.
So, were I to offer any part of Thus Spoke Zarathustra to my former co­
laborer, it would be that part which posits free will as a source of power, free 
will—rather than productivity— as a defining attribute of one’s identity. It would 
be that part which propones the breaking of old values, the destruction and 
replacement of systems that perpetuate dominance and subordination. This would 
mean the breaking of one of the oldest and most obsolete values of our time, a 
terrible anachronism: the political structure that encourages us to let our lives be 
determined by a diffuse system of limited hands accumulating wealth, unified 
under an ideology that defines itself as what it is not, i.e. limitless opportunity, to 
choose where and when you will work, what your work will be, to succeed or fail 
through your own effort.
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Maybe two years after reading Thus Spoke Zarathustra, after I’d come to 
realize that I could love the poetry of Nietzsche’s words but not necessarily his 
worldview, a colleague, through some of my writings, became acquainted with
my work at Lebanon Plastics. I had characterized my work there as insufferable, 
as incompatible with living the life of a human person, and this colleague had said 
to me, in a tone that was both sympathetic and flippant, Well, whoopty-do. I 
know this job was horrible for you, but what about kids in sweat-shops who work 
sixteen-hour days sewing shoes together, making four dollars? After the inner 
sting of his comment wore off, I wondered, Well, what about those kids in sweat­
shops?
I’ve never seen a sweat-shop, nor have I ever known a child who had to 
work two-thirds of a day to make less money than can purchase an extra large 
coffee at a coffee bar. I imagine, though, a scene similar to those depicted in 
histories of the Industrial Revolution: ten-year-olds adorned in rags, sweat
bursting from their pores, breath frosting the air in front of their lips, fingers thin 
and worn to the bone. I don’t know if such images correspond to anything in 
reality, or if  they exist only in fiction—but, I do know that sweat-shops exist, that 
kids work in them, that these kids have as much capacity to suffer as I do. The 
fact that I can do almost nothing for them beyond writing of them or buying fair­
trade products weighs heavily on my mind. I suppose that’s the truth of our mode 
of production, though; it’s plutocratic and thus arrogates to itself all individual 
and collective power to change. All I am left with is the ability to say that will 
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An Apocryphal Fable (with Quiet Memory)
Mouth-ashes. Tree-needles splinter in the air, incinerate. Smoke hugging the 
shoulders of the road. Forest limbs, wooden detritus evaporate a thousand yards 
in. Fire on the hill, black swath in its wake. No stopping whilst the earth is 
burning. In a hushed tone, I theorize that a spear of lightning set itself upon the 
arid timber and brown grass weeks ago—to carry itself into the future as curling 
flames. We witness through the windows. Beetles, prompted by the flames, 
leave their homes of rotted logs, and moths bound from moss-covered branches to 
escape, though many specimens of both strike ablaze, moth-wing membranes and
beetle carapaces carbonizing to the film of ash-powder. We smoke against the 
smoke, fingers curled upon the steering wheel, face pressed against viewing glass, 
a sky dissimulated above by the slate of clouds. Asphalt unfolds before us. 
Shaking wrists paired in this slow-motion exodus, a coiled fear receding along the 
length of bones and hours. Taste the cumulative mass of the forest on your 
tongue, see the animals flee, hear in yourself a silence you never thought was 
there, a fear that the earth must fail you.
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Of Worms and People
His torso, long and spare, arched over the dirt like a sickle, his knees like bushes 
planted in the mud, his shoulder bones slanted at upward angles under his shirt, 
and his elbows barbs swinging with each downward thrust of the mattock. Sod 
cleaved from the edge of the mulch bed clung to his pant-thighs. His skin red, 
spotted, crisp as wax-paper.
My knees pressed deep in heaps of shredded bark, a whorl of steam released on 
cold mornings. My hands gloved, my wrists sodden brown. I pushed the pile of 
mulch away from me in waves, forearms greased in the dying tissue of trees. The
recess of each finger of both gloves—packed with mulch, my fingernails 
crowded. I crooked my head to the truck on the curb, the words stenciled in white 
on the doors: Abacus Landscaping.
His arms paused in retreat of the earth, the mattock set aside.
Ricty, my uncle said, a worm.
Between his fingers he offered me a purple nightcrawler, chunks of mud affixed 
to rippled skin by its mucus.
Don’t hurt it, I said.
His eyebrows drew down. Now why would I want to hurt a little worm?
His hands slanted to the mulch bed, burrowed the dirt, cut a ditch three knuckles 
wide. He covered the worm over. A week later, I bisected another worm with a 
shovel blade as I scooped out a ditch for the root-bulb of a bush—and watched 
him do the same.
That’s okay, I said. They live. Two worms instead of one.




I. A Casualty of Archetypes
In my Papa John’s delivery driver uniform, I arrive at work. I wear a pair 
of khaki pants with cargo pockets, a red polo shirt, and a PJ baseball cap. The 
shirt, at the left breast, and the cap, above the bill, display the PJ insignia, the 
name of the restaurant above its tagline: “Better Ingredients. Better Pizza.” I 
walk through the back entrance, staring at my shoes and the scuffs on the tiles of 
the kitchen floor. Steel sinks nestle in the upper right-hand corner of the room, 
and hundreds of folded pizza boxes, stacked twice as high as me, line the wall at
my left. I stare at the boxes, so so many of them, and my fingers feel the ghosts 
of movement, the urge to flip up the sides of unfolded pizza boxes and put their 
perforated tongues into the grooves that will keep them upright.
I cross the room, from the rear entrance past the corner sinks, beyond the 
door to the office that faces the door to the freezer, to the front of the kitchen. 
Here, in times of heavy business, phones vibrate and bodies jostle to move pizzas 
from the conveyor-belt oven to the cut station. From the cut station, I look out of 
the two front windows at the parking lot and the gas stations across the street, 
where I have bought and will buy gas with my wages. I know that a causality of 
frenetic motions will visit the kitchen today, though long into the Friday evening 
and quite a bit of time after I’ve left. Now, all motions are without urgency; I step 
like creeping frost to the garbage cans hidden in the corners, remove soggy trash 
bags and take them to the dumpster in the back parking lot, heaving the bags over 
the rim with extended gestures. Back inside, I carry a hundred pizza boxes from 
the rear of the store to the front in increments of five.
While I carry the boxes, Manager Jon (not Papa John Schnatter, founder of 
Papa John’s) stocks the make station, a wide, squat industrial refrigerator holding 
rectangular containers full of meat, cheese, and vegetables. Jon wears a PJ 
baseball jersey, not a polo, with a cap similar to mine, and he doesn’t smile when 
he sees me, though I think of him as a nice man. Sometimes, when we’re slow 
(we’re always slow in the morning), he sets his behind on the countertop in the 
office, his legs slanted towards the floor, and he reads a hardcover edition of a
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Terry Goodkind book, resting it on his round stomach. Other times (every 
morning), he turns on conservative talk radio, and I listen to Neil Bortz, Rush 
Limbaugh, and Sean Hannity discuss the issues of the day.
This morning, after I’ve stocked the cut station with pizza boxes, I trudge 
to the rear of the kitchen. Before I begin folding, Jon leaves the make station for 
a moment to turn on the radio, and I hear the deep and bouncing voice of Neil 
Bortz, funneled through radio static, decrying the liberalism of our time: Hey, 
folks, hoooow is everything out there? You know what? I think things are 
baaaad out there. O-baaama just doesn't know what he's doing. I swear it's what 
AYN RAND was talking about. It's The Fountainhead in reeeal life, folks. O- 
baaama wants to increase our dependency on government. He wants us 
INcapable of living without government. He wants to take our RIGHTS away, 
folks.
I try to tune this out, but I’ve got folding to do, hundreds of pizza boxes 
worth of folding, and the radio—because it is not for customers to hear—rests on 
a shelf in the back of the kitchen, within feet of where I must stand next to the 
boxes already folded and those yet to be folded. I let out one heavy breath, tear 
the plastic away from a bundle of unfolded boxes, and set my hands to work. 
Before long, my fingers wear the residue of the red glaze emblazoned on the 
cardboard. John Schnatter’s face looks up from each one.
Schnatter’s teeth, between his lips on the box, approximate white, as the 
gray pigment over the beige cardboard mingles to resemble sepia. His eyes,
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though, are black, orbicular voids into which I feel myself sinking, as one loses 
thought and stares in hypnosis. Pull the box from the plastic, bend it at what 
might be called its waist, turn up its sides, dip the tongues in the sockets, set the 
box aside. Repeat this process four hundred times a day. I fold in a trance, eyes 
fixed but sightless, such that I do not even think to ask Manager Jon to turn the 
radio off. So I listen to Neil Bortz, to his voice lilt on radio waves, to the 
vocalizations so loud that one cannot think of anything else but the contradiction 
between them and the silence of the Javan tiger’s place within the context of 
history. While the first proliferates on airwaves like dividing cells, the other fades 
from sight, not seen since 1979, presumed extinct. I continue to fold though, feet 
cemented to the tile, yearning for the respite of a delivery, one precious delivery 
to send me to my truck and its CD player, where sound, in the form of music, 
offers the possibility of salvation, if  for just a short while.
My ears are perked for the ringing of the phone, though I’m not certain I’d 
hear it through the boom of Bortz’s voice. The long ache settles into my fingers, 
an ache that will echo for much of the day, and my retinas, when I turn my eyes 
away from the boxes, feel unaccustomed to new imagery, the harsh white light 
diffused from the bulbs overhead, the balls of dust in the creases between the tiles, 
my gym shoes lined with royal blue, the heap of metal dishware layered upon the 
sinks in the corner. I fold, and I watch Manager Jon, now that he’s finished 
stocking the make station, go into the office. I watch him, through the half­
opaque window, rest his buttocks on the countertop next to the computer. He
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pulls Goodkind’s Faith o f the Fallen in front of him. My fingers curl, uncurl, 
trace the edges of cardboard boxes, and clench into my palms. I feel the accreted 
dust of Papa John’s face rubbed onto my skin. Bortz’s voice drones on, my ears 
unable to filter out the auditory detritus that fills the room. I watch Jon turning 
pages.
I wonder if he knows that what he reads, a fantasy novel that depicts a 
protagonist trying to live under a Socialist regime, is but a fictional representation 
of Rand’s capitalist treatise “For the New Intellectual” and the human archetypes 
this treatise defines. I speculate that he does; he reads under the sound of Bortz’s 
diatribes and condones Limbaugh’s cajoling of everyone who calls him. (On a 
previous shift, we listened to Limbaugh growl, when disagreeing with a caller, 
You’re the reason this country is failing. You make me sick. It’s a shame to call 
you American.) I hear Bortz on the radio, and I do not want to speak to Jon, to 
tell him that I’ve read Goodkind’s novels and Rand’s philosophies, partly because 
I’m ashamed to admit that I have, but mostly because I do not want to discuss 
ideas I detest with a man who supports them.
I could tell Jon that I know that Goodkind’s protagonist is one of Rand’s 
Producers, “the men who think and work, who discover how to deal with 
existence, how to produce the intellectual and the material values it requires” (17). 
I could talk about how the novel’s main antagonist, a murderous and brutal 
dictator, is an Attila, a “man who rules by brute force, acts on the range of the 
moment, is concerned with nothing but the physical reality immediately before
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him, and regards a fist, a club or a gun as the only answer to any problem” (8). I 
could compare the sorcerer-monk who assists this dictator to a Witch Doctor, a 
“man who dreads physical reality, dreads the necessity of practical action, and 
escapes into emotions, into visions of some mystic realm where his wishes enjoy 
a supernatural power unlimited by the absolute of nature” (9). I could tell Jon all 
these things, and perhaps I could converse with him about how Obama, or some 
other liberal politician, might be an Attila or a Witch Doctor. I could, but things 
like that are not for me to say, since I am a member of Rand’s Human Ballast, one 
“of those who go through life in a state of unfocused stupor, merely repeating the 
words and the motions they learned from others” (17).
I am part of the Ballast because I am interchangeable, because there are 
a thousand other people, within a radius of fifteen miles, who would clamor to 
work the sixteen hours a week at Papa John’s that I do. I am needed, but in the 
most abstract of ways, as a body rather than as a human person, as a creature 
capable of work rather than as one capable of thought. In this way, Papa John’s 
may maintain its quota of folded boxes, have its pizzas cut and delivered, and 
replace me at its discretion or my own. I am the Ballast because clearly I am not 
a thinking man, because the perpetual motion of John Schnatter’s portrait in front 
of me and the constant film of cardboard dust on my hands induce me to stupor, 
whence I grow taciturn and ponder hardly anything at all.




When Kevin told me that he had baked a garlic cheese bread for a 
customer who had not arrived to pick it up, that there was nothing to do—given 
that the elapsed time had rendered the cheese bread unsellable—but throw it away 
or eat it ourselves, my mouth salivated in the same manner as Pavlov’s dog. I did 
not normally work with Kevin, but I’d found, during the few times I had worked 
with him, that it was characteristic of him to offer to his fellow employees those 
prepared food items not able to be sold. On this Tuesday morning, such an 
offering elated me, not only because it gave me an excuse to stop folding pizza 
boxes for five or ten minutes but also because I’d forgotten my lunch of carrots 
and an apple in the fridge at home.
Letting perhaps a microsecond pass before shuffling my feet to the front 
end of the store, I joined Kevin in devouring the garlic cheese bread, applying 
Papa John’s signature ranch dressing dip to the rectangular slices of crust topped 
with oil-dampened cheese. Kevin’s red cheeks puffed out like balloons on each 
side of his face, and beneath the rims of my spectacles I could make out the 
rotundity of my own cheeks pulsating as my teeth ground the cheese bread into 
swallowable paste. That the cheese bread was cold did not matter to me, nor did 
it matter that the garlic-oil, coagulated now that the cheese bread had cooled, left 
a grainy film on my tongue, the bitter tang of powdered garlic mixed with 
artificial butter. That the ranch, oozing at the corners of my mouth, covered up
the tang with the flavor of a plastic bottle did not seem to matter either. I chewed 
and swallowed, swallowed and chewed, satiety gradually replacing hunger, some 
part of me reversed, no longer concerned about the face waiting for me upon the 
boxes, focused solely on that animalistic need to—fill the emptiness.
2.
Evening dropped upon me; my truck’s headlights pierced the gray of its 
pallor. Rain threads and vapor misted its windshield. Jagged arms of lightning 
revealed clouds in flashes of blue, humped and bulbous and thick as oil. Pruned 
hands, palms the color of fish bellies, grasped a crumbling steering wheel, flecks 
of fibrous rubber caught in the creases of my skin. Rainwater hung in the bristles 
of my eyebrows, fogged the lenses of my spectacles, dripped second to second 
from the point of my nostrils. I peered through blackness for street signs and 
addresses. Whenever I stepped from my truck onto a sidewalk, a driveway, or 
paver stones, I quickened my strides, foolish enough to believe that haste kept 
lightning from striking me.
3.
Brown water sloshed in the mop bucket, shreds of pepperoni and sausage, 
tumbleweed rounds of cheese and green pepper and hair floating on the foam of 
the water’s surface. I had mopped the tiles on the floor at the back end of the 
kitchen, removing black rubber marks and dirt footprints left in the wake of
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constant sneaker treading. I opened the door to the walk-in refrigerator, dragging 
the mop bucket inside with me, and applied the dingy strings of the mop head to 
the accumulated filth on the floor. Above my shoulders, on wire and rubber 
shelves, hung boxes containing various foodstuffs: frozen meat, beef and ham 
and sausage and pepperoni; anchovies in oil; huge orange-red tomatoes; green 
peppers; ranch and garlic sauce, blue cheese and barbeque dip, all in two ounce 
plastic containers; eight ounce plastic packets of cinnamon drizzle; and white 
icing in white containers. In the back corners of the fridge, under the shelves that 
lined each wall, water stood flat in puddles. I would need a new, dry mop head to 
soak these up. I bent at the waist, hands locked against the wooden haft of the 
mop, and rubbed the mop head into the grooves between the tiles, crusts of food 
and dirt and amalgams of hardened sauces giving way to soap and degreaser. 
Though it was very cold, I felt sweat drenching my armpits and staining my red 
polo shirt.
4.
I cut a pizza inadequately. The slices were not uniform, but I served it 
anyway, though I should have known not to do so. Papa John’s had a standard, 
one I was constantly reminded of through gentle criticism from one manager or 
another, or by way of impersonal signs posted over the make and cut stations. 
These signs set, side by side, pictures of acceptable pizzas and unacceptable ones. 
All ingredients were to be uniformly placed on the pizza so that, when cut, each
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bite had at least one piece of each ingredient ordered. A pizza, once baked, was 
to have a one-inch wide crust without dough bubbles of any kind. A pizza, once 
cut, was to have slices of approximate sizes. One was never to serve a pizza with 
any of these deficiencies but was, rather, to throw the pizza away and make it 
anew.
Since I delivered pizzas, I rarely worked at the make station, where sauce 
and cheese and ingredients were thrown onto the crust. I did, however, have 
ample opportunity to work at the cut station, where cutting was the penultimate 
step to a pizza’s delivery. Though on frequent occasions I noticed pizzas with 
thinner or thicker crusts than the specs required, with ingredients placed more or 
less haphazardly on the dough, I had never called for a remake. To do so would, 
of course, delay the delivery of a pizza—which could transform an already 
chaotic rush of orders into an anarchic loss of pizza-making structure, leading to 
foul-mouthed oaths uttered at one’s coworkers, the slimming of chances for a tip, 
and speeding. Once in a while, if  a manager worked at the cut station and had, a 
day or so earlier, been upbraided by Corporate for serving pizzas that might be 
rated at six or seven rather than nine or ten, a remake would be ordered. When 
this happened, a collective groan would rise up from all of us, irritated much more 
with the minimal nature of the mistake and the stringency of the rules rather than 
with having to make the pizza again.
Kevin once allowed an inadequate pizza to be served. I am glad that it 
was not a pizza that I had cut, nor one that had even been served on my shift,
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because this particular pizza caused Kevin to be demoted. Lindsay, the store’s 
general manager, called him not only on his day off to tell him that he would no 
longer be a manager, but on a day off that also happened to be his birthday. On 
his next shift, Kevin left empty beer bottles in the office at the end of the night, 
along with a note that conveyed, in enraged and insulting terms, his resignation. 
When I quit Papa John’s, I did not have this strength. I told them that my truck 
had broken down, that I’d let them know when I got it fixed.
And these are the petty things that drive your day when you are a member 
of the Human Ballast, when you work for an hourly wage:
1.
You pay for the uniform because you are required to pay for the uniform, 
though you do not pay for it outright. Papa John’s takes one dollar from each of 
your paychecks and puts it towards the price of your polo shirt, but this process 
does not stop when you have paid for the value of the shirt, which might be met 
after a year’s worth of biweekly checks. Rather, as long as your employment 
continues with Papa John’s, a dollar is deducted each time you are paid— and 
whenever you pull the shirt over your face, whenever you feel its fabric scratch 
your skin, you remember this and shake your head.
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2 .
When it rains, you come to work in a thin nylon pullover that Jon has told 
you you cannot wear during your shift. You are required to exchange it for a PJ 
rain jacket, a piece of attire that you would otherwise have to purchase if your 
store did not have three or four used jackets in the closet. When it rains, you 
think often of refusing Jon, of telling him that you prefer your pullover to the 
jacket embroidered with the company logo, but still you take the pullover off 
whenever he commands you to do so. The same is true for the Papa John’s 
vehicle sign; you tell yourself that you will not put it on your truck, since 1) the 
sign puts you in unnecessary danger of thieves who might wish to steal the fifty 
bucks you always carry, and 2) Papa John’s wishes to use your private property as 
advertisement space, though they are not willing to pay you for that space. When 
you’d worked for Donato’s, you’d had the same problem, though the manager 
there, when you confronted him about the Donato’s flag that you were to display 
on your vehicle, said that Donato’s did pay you for that space through your hourly 
wage. As you had no luck with him, you don’t bother to bring it up at Papa 
John’s, though you grind your teeth whenever a manager tells you to put the sign 
on your truck before going out.
At Papa John’s, you live in the irritation of knowing that you could 
potentially pay for your uniform a dozen times, that you can be ordered to change 
your jacket and put a sign on your car, that you can argue with your boss about 
what you should or should not be made to do but that at the last you can always be 
made to do any small thing. You can always quit, and presumably you do not
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choose to do so until you have found some other opportunity or you cannot 
function as a drone any longer. Preferably, you terminate your employment for 
the former reason, and not the latter, but more often than not the days of grease 
burns, crust upon crust upon crust released from the oven, and torn garbage bags 
soaking your hands or shoes wear you down until the scream inside of you cannot 
be pent up any longer.
3.
John Schatter’s face then becomes a symbol of power for you, a smiling 
face in black lines and beige complexion. His smile twists into a sneer, and his 
eyes glare with malevolence, a look of gleeful hatred and sadistic intent. You 
devise slave morality under him, magnify his evil, call all that he is wrong and all 
that you are right. You wish his countenance real, three-dimensional, so you 
could hear the crack of the cartilage in his nose as you bring your fist down on it, 
so you could listen to the whisper of his lips splitting and bleeding, to the low 
whine that emerges from his throat when you take your knuckles away spotted 
with red. He remains sepia, though, and cardboard, and all you can do is fold him 
away, dismiss him for a moment—the length of the space between his 
disappearance and reappearance a respite perpetually erased but covetously 
remembered. You think of yourself as his implement, some great contrivance of 
his that he extends outward at his will to deliver pizza and to increase his 
wealth—but to think in this way is to increase your value to him and in actuality
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your value is of the minutest quality, as the pizza dough left out to rise and the 
tomato sauces canned in large quantities must be of higher estimation in his mind.
All you want under his gaze is to go into your truck and be pulled into a 
vacuum of music— a black singularity that, though no sound escapes from it, 
promises eternal sound within. Fingers in constant motion, you long for the long 
drive on the painted asphalt, cracks spreading or sealed with tar. You long for the 
singularity of music because it releases you into your own mind, where you may 
erase the hours of the days behind and glimpse a purpose for the days ahead.
II. Languages of Domination
A prank call comes in on Bortz’s phone line, a quickly uttered, Bortz you 
a fool!, and Bortz wonders aloud to those who listen, Did I hear a yo in there? I 
don’t know if Jon heard a “yo,” or if any of Bortz’s other listeners had, but I had 
not. I had heard two male voices in confrontation, but I had not heard the prank 
caller offer anything beyond his rapid insult. Nothing else in his words hinted at 
what Bortz’s question implied: a lower demographic, an inferior intelligence.
Something in this exchange reminds me of a phrase I’d come across a year 
earlier, while reading a book called The Society o f the Spectacle : “Like modern 
society itself, the spectacle is at once united and divided . . . As it emerges in the 
spectacle . . . this contradiction is itself contradicted by virtue of a reversal of its
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meaning: division is presented as unity, and unity as division” (Debord 36). The 
spectacle, as I understand its definition, is the proliferation of the image as 
commodity, the ever-outward progression in real space (e. g., community centers, 
marketplaces, business districts, etc.) of products proffered by the logos and 
advertisements that attend them. According to the author of The Society o f the 
Spectacle, Guy Debord, it is, at least in part, the contradiction of ostensible 
division in economic systems (between two political parties, for example) 
masking actual unity that drives those systems to perpetuate themselves:
This is not to say that the spectacle’s sham battles between 
competing versions of alienated power are not also real; they do 
express the system’s uneven and conflict-ridden development, as 
well as the relatively contradictory interests of those classes or 
fractions of classes that recognize the system and strive in this way 
to carve out a role for themselves in it . . . By pointing up these 
great differences . . . the spectacle is able to portray them as 
markers of radically distinct social systems. But from the 
standpoint of their actual reality as mere sectors, it is clear that the 
specificity of each is subsumed under a universal system as 




If one can call what transpires on the radio as I fold boxes a dialogue, then 
the two speakers of this dialogue must serve “as markers of radically distinct 
social systems.” On the one hand, you have Bortz spouting off about the increase 
of government and the prophetic nature of Ayn Rand’s writing, while on the 
other, you have a nameless voice standing against these beliefs. On the surface, 
Bortz and the nameless voice seem irrevocably opposed— a “sham battle” 
signifying our system’s “conflict-ridden development” and its “competing 
versions of alienated power.” During this brief impasse, though, something much 
more is concealed: unity. While I am certain, from the disdain in Bortz’s voice 
when he asks, Did I hear a yo in there?, that he finds the voice deplorable in the 
extreme, just as I am certain that the voice finds Bortz objectionable, I must 
admit, though I find myself siding with the voice, that this makes for good radio, a 
perfect incendiary to set the confrontation and the resultant insults in motion. 
These insults, the voice’s “fool” and Bortz’s “yo,” keep the listeners tuned in, the 
radio waves alive, the station in business. That their opinions are opposed doesn’t 
seem to matter; the radio company above them functions more efficiently because 
of their opposition.
I wonder if Papa John’s functions more efficiently because I oppose it, if 
somehow the stupor Schnatter’s face imposes on me makes Schnatter himself 
more prosperous. Perhaps it does; perhaps my mindlessness enables me to fold 
four boxes in thirty seconds, instead of two. I wonder also if Manager Jon works
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as a manager because he is not mindless, because, in the midst of becoming a 
Producer, his intelligence allows him to make decisions about the daily operation 
of Papa John’s for which I, in my stupor, am not fit. I wonder if his abilities as a 
manager might be derived from his understanding of Goodkind’s book, if  he sees 
its protagonist and knows that he must deal with reality as it is, with himself as a 
Papa John’s manager and all the opportunities that his position affords.
At the same time, I wonder if Manager Jon would think differently of 
things were he to read Rand instead of Goodkind, or Nietzsche instead of Rand. I 
cannot speculate that he would, that Limbaugh and Bortz would suddenly revolt 
him rather than draw him in, but I know that my reactions to these three writers 
were in no way uniform, given their differing styles and mediums and the 
perspectives I had when I first encountered them. While Goodkind and Rand are 
not, either of them, what I would call good prose stylists—the former unable to 
properly use a metaphor or a compound sentence, and the latter inordinately fond 
of overusing (i. e., using at all) the cliche “have one’s cake and eat it too”— I 
could enjoy Goodkind while Rand repulsed me in everyway. Fiction must be the 
mitigating factor for Goodkind, since it is easy not to think of bad prose or even 
faulty worldviews when you’d like to relax and read about a wizard living as a 
worker ant for a totalitarian state. Having never read Rand’s fiction, I did not 
have the luxury of a sympathetic protagonist and a story to mask the fact of her 
arguments. Nietzsche, on the other hand, struck me not only as an adept writer 
sure of his craft but also as a human being: inconsistent, displaying both
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compassion and contempt; devout in his loneliness; at times adroit, and at others 
sentimental, in the composition of his verse and aphorisms; brutal in his 
application of the will to power, yet also unwavering in his denunciation of its 
counterpart, the state.
In Beyond Good and Evil, he writes:
The Jews— a people “born for slavery,” as Tacitus and the whole 
ancient world say; “the chosen people among the peoples,” as they 
themselves say and believe—the Jews have brought off that 
miraculous feat of an inversion of values, thanks to which life on 
earth has acquired a novel and dangerous attraction for a couple of 
millennia . . . This inversion of values (which includes using the 
word “poor” as synonymous with “holy” and “friend”) constitutes 
the significance of the Jewish people: they mark the beginning of 
the slave rebellion in morals. (108)
To bring my knuckles down on a cardboard face is an inversion of values, a 
polemic employing bones instead of verbs that without equivocation calls John 
Schnatter loathsome rather than meritorious. That I invert values with the mental 
swing of a fist is not significant, since others have done this long before I have, 
but the first of such inversions, “the beginning of the slave rebellion in morals,” 
is. Though I cannot say that Nietzsche’s words here characterize the quality of
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this inversion as a positive, I can say that the act of inversion itself, the first 
reversal of master-slave values, appears, in this passage, as a positive. Here, 
Nietzsche commends the creativity he perceives in Jewish people, in their ability 
to build up opposite values, a moral system that simultaneously questions the 
morality of their oppressors and answers this question with the resounding cry of 
their own holiness.
Still, he concedes much later on,
Every enhancement of the type “man” has so far been the work of 
an aristocratic society— and it will be so again and again— a 
society that believes in the long ladder of an order of rank and 
differences in value between man and man, and that needs slavery 
in some sense or other. Without that pathos o f distance which 
grows out of the ingrained difference between strata—when the 
ruling caste constantly looks afar and looks down upon subjects 
and instruments and just as constantly practices obedience and 
command, keeping down and keeping at a distance—that other, 
more mysterious pathos could not have grown up either—the 
craving for an ever new widening of distances within the soul 
itself, the development of ever higher, rarer, more remote, further- 
stretching, more comprehensive states—in brief, simply the
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enhancement of the type “man,” the continual “self-overcoming of
man,” to use a moral formula in a supra-moral sense. (201)
What can I make of these passages, when the urge to smash John’s Schatter’s 
likeness echoes in the bones of my fist? That others have experienced such 
desires before me robs this conceptualization of any creativity, while, 
concurrently, I should realize that society “needs slavery in some sense or other,” 
that the enhancement of humanity depends upon “an order of rank and differences 
between man and man.” Of little condolence is the idea that differences in socio­
economic position lead to self-improvement— especially when I hear my father- 
in-law say, from one occasion to another, I’ll be working until I’m dead. For him, 
no life enhancement is available; “self-overcoming” seems to have skipped him in 
favor of someone else. Neither does he have recourse to call himself (at least by 
Nietzsche’s standards) creative, since any ressentiment he feels has long been felt 
before. Rand, I think, would lay the fault for his inability to prosper on his 
inability to reason, on his inability to devise a way to service his needs more 
adequately, and would, perhaps, analyze his mind-state, looking for some kind of 
stupor. Nietzsche, maybe more compassionate (but also maybe not), would 
probably see in the constancy of his work a metaphor from which to extrapolate 
an over-arching necessity: there must be slaves and kings, so that both slaves and 
kings can reevaluate themselves in relationship to one another and hopefully, 
thereby, improve themselves.
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In this context, I am surprised by Nietzsche’s insistence upon “an order of 
rank,” even as I respect what he perceives as honesty, because, while the 
“enhancement of the type ‘man,’” may depend upon aristocracy, upon one class 
subordinate to another, he seems to universally condemn the state, of which 
aristocracy is one form:
State? What is that? Well then, open your ears to me, for now I 
shall speak to you about the death of peoples.
State is the name of the coldest of all cold monsters. 
Coldly it tells lies too; and this lie crawls out of its mouth: “I, the 
state, am the people.” That is a lie! It was creators who created 
peoples and hung a faith and a love over them: thus they served 
life.
It is annihilators who set traps for the many and call them 
“state” : they hang a sword and a hundred appetites over them. 
(Thus Spoke Zarathustra 49)
I think that I would be the first among many to agree with Nietzsche here, to 
condemn the state as “the death of peoples,” to call its structures and policies 
abominable—but I don’t think an aristocracy would somehow eradicate such 
structures, that it would be any better than the plutocracy under which I have lived 
from birth. In fact, I’d probably call them the same thing, since, if  you take away 
titles and nobility but not money, an aristocracy becomes a plutocracy. All this is
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just to say that what Nietzsche perceives as divided is, in fact, quite unified. What 
follows seems natural enough: an aristocracy might also be “the death of
peoples”; it might not, actually, produce “enhancement” . I cannot say, while 
staring at a cardboard grin, at a face topped with short wavy black hair, that I am 
inspired by what passes for an aristocrat. Perhaps Nietzsche’s point is that the 
tension between the slave and the king drives the slave to improve himself—but, 
of course, for the slave to achieve any rights at all, much less equality, the slave 
will need to resort to violence, for the king above him gives little willingly.
As we know, while the punishment for rebellion may be mitigated by 
success, consequences abound for the rebel who does not succeed. I may, as 
many times as I wish, break Schnatter’s nose in my mind, but to even attempt it 
once upon his person is to be almost assured of jail time. So, I must say again, I 
am not inspired by what passes for an aristocrat; neither does his face make me 
want to revolt, nor does his face impel me towards business, where, to succeed, I 
might have to stoop to similar practices of advertisement. (I cannot bear the 
thought of a human being folding my face back and forth for hours and then days 
at a time.) If I do not revolt, though, if I do not grind my knuckles into 
Schnatter’s face, I do not know what other recourse I might take to halt the 
exploitation of the Ballast, to reveal the relationship between them and the 
Producers for what it is: people with power justifying their subordination of
others. I do not know how to change that relationship, how to alter a system that 
I’ve been born into and internalized, for changing it would not only require
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collective action—proletariat rebelling en masse, violent or not—but would also 
necessitate a Nietzschean transformation of values, a giving up of the images and 
products by which we identify ourselves.
Such a task, I think, is a nearly impossible undertaking. In The Society of 
the Spectacle, Guy Debord argues that “the more readily [a person] recognizes his 
own needs in the images of need proposed by the dominant system, the less he 
understands his own existence and his own desires” (23). So as much as I want to 
change the Producer/Ballast relationship of dominance and servitude, I’m not sure 
I can, not when I’ve defined myself through these “images of need,” through the 
music I listen to, through the books I read, to the point that I’ve made of myself 
an elitist looking down upon the aesthetic tastes of others. These “images of 
need,” for me, are Deftones albums, Isis albums, Pelican albums, and bookcase 
upon bookcase of volumes: George Orwell and Albert Camus, Karl Marx, Kafka, 
Nietzsche, Foucault, Michel de Montaigne, and a slew of others. I tell myself, 
when I look at these volumes, that the words and their meanings are more 
important than the fact that I’ve collected the books—but I’ve collected them all 
the same, and I’ve been proud to display them.
Despite this understanding of myself, I’ve sought some form of 
redemption, sought to categorize my desires and define which are authentic and 
which not. I’ve wondered if the music and the literature I’ve most enjoyed could 
be divorced from the images that attend them once they have been commodified 
(though Debord implies that they cannot be). I have hoped, when I’ve listened to
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the seven tracks on Isis’ Panopticon, that what I’ve responded to in it is a 
fundamental aesthetic integrity that corresponds to my need for aesthetic integrity, 
rather than to the album as an “image of need,” a thing not only signifying the 
social position of my taste but (just as execrable) my ability to buy it and display 
it. I have hoped this, but I have also asked myself, echoing Debord’s conviction 
that “the spectacle is essentially tautological,” How can I be sure what I really 
want? Do I want to listen to Deftones and Isis because I like their music, or do I 
listen to them because the spectacle has constructed their music and proffered it, 
almost assigning it to me? (15). What I mean to ask myself is this: Am I simply a 
function of the ideology I live under? Am I but an empty receptacle for the image 
and that which it cannot be divorced from, its commodity, void of desire until the 
spectacle extends itself to be desired? I want to believe that I am not, that there is 
at least some very small space within me that is inviolable, that, however limiting 
ideology can be, it does not ensure absolute determinism.
III. Outside the Singularity
Around two or three in the afternoon, the requisite number of boxes now 
folded and the make-station and the front-of-the-kitchen refrigerators and coolers 
fully stocked with meats, vegetables, and containers of sauces, I receive my first 
delivery of the day. Elation washes over me, since my boredom will, temporarily, 
be relieved. Once I have cut the pizza, placed a small and plump banana pepper 
in the corner of the pizza box, and closed the pizza up inside a thermal delivery
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bag, Manager Jon bids me farewell. I’ll be back very soon, I tell him; the house is 
less than a mile away, on Pelbrook Farm Drive. When the phone had rung, I had 
whispered to myself, attempting to invoke, by repetition of a sotto voce wish, a 
delivery order, one that might be quite far away, on Lower Bellbrook Road or 
even on Little Miami Drive, the outskirts of our delivery area. I had received the 
delivery order I desired, but not the long one for which I’d whispered.
I open the passenger door to my truck first, put the pizza on the seat, and 
walk along the front bumper to the driver-side door. I stick the key in the 
ignition, depress the clutch, check that my truck is in reverse, and watch the 
outside wall of the store recede, my hands curling the steering wheel to the left. I 
consider letting the CD in the truck’s CD player continue from this morning’s 
drive to work, but I press the power button instead. I have but a minute or so to 
my destination, and a minute or so back, and neither minute would allow me to 
enjoy a song in its entirety, nor both minutes together. I have previously lamented 
the inability to listen to an entire album on a given drive, the short errand run to 
the grocery store or post office, and though I am fully aware, upon the 
commencement of such drives, that I will be unable to listen to all of Deftones’ 
eponymous fourth album (my favorite of their releases), I nonetheless regret the 
closing up of space, the density with which various marketplaces populate streets 
and avenues, towns and cities. I enjoy the very long road, the thirty-mile cruise to 
a destination, affording me ample time to let music congregate my CD player and 
my thoughts. In this instance, on but a fraction of a delivery, I detest the thought
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of beginning “Battle Axe” and being unable to finish it, especially when my 
preference is to listen to “Hexagram” through “Moana,” from the first track to the 
last.
My insides have turned sour, and so I drive in silence. I stare at the road 
during the short seconds that pass on the quarter-mile drive from Papa John’s to 
the left turn onto Pelbrook Farm Drive. For the remaining half-mile, I stare as 
well, eventually making a right into the driveway. I glance through the truck’s 
windshield at a small tree in the front yard, its trunk thin but straight—and think 
of another tree I encountered on another delivery some time ago, a walnut tree 
black and tall, branches stretching out like hands over me. I’d walked through the 
yard underneath this tree, brushing the fallen walnuts in their green husks with my 
feet, to meet the resident where she stood on her front porch.
We had a walnut tree like this when I was growing up, I told her, 
extending the pizza in my hands forward.
She glanced up at the tree. I hate it, she said, and moved her gaze from the 
tree to the hundreds of walnuts accumulated in her yard. You can’t ever clean 
them all up.
I nodded, exchanged the pizza for her money, and drove away. I do the 
opposite now; I look at the tree through the windshield for a moment longer, get 
out of my truck with the pizza in tow, and knock at the door. The resident, after a 
long moment, opens it and greets me. We offer one another cordialities while I 
hand him the pizza and he gives me the money. After we trade farewells, I walk
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back to my truck, the customer’s front door closing at my back. Again, I drive in 
silence, but now I think of the walnut tree I had played under as a child. I had 
picked up the walnuts fallen onto our driveway, and I had thrown them, in their 
husks, against the brick wall of my house, always pleased by the wet thwack! each 
collision made. I’d retrieve them to throw them again, putting my fingers into the 
bruises and depressions scarring the husks, and when my attention waned, when I 
had thrown and mutilated all the walnuts within a reasonable distance, I always 
found that my hands were sticky, coated from fingertip to palm in a resinous fluid.
Though I know I should not hope that there will be another delivery 
waiting for me when I get back, I do so nonetheless. Once all boxes have been 
folded for the day, and the front end of the kitchen has been stocked with various 
food products, I have nothing to do. Papa John’s offers, on a wire magazine stand 
at the front register, a free community publication that contains news from the 
Bellbrook area, most of it related to the high school, but I have already pored over 
this for more than an hour today. I can sometimes find work to do, but not as 
often as one would think. On a previous shift, out of boredom, I cleaned all the 
garbage cans in the store, spraying them down with water and degreaser and 
scrubbing the crust and grime away from their insides. Afterwards, the manager 
on duty (not Jon) had told me I deserved a smoke break, so I took one (though 
smoke breaks are never a rarity and therefore not really a reward). I have also 
passed time taking a metal sponge to the walls—but cleaning garbage cans and 
cleaning walls are not regular maintenance. Rather, they are things that need to
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be done only occasionally and do not constitute a routine duty of mine. I do not 
mind doing these things when there is a need to do them, but scrubbing walls that 
are as clean as the countertops frustrates me.
Feeling the expected absence of work like a sharp edge cleaving my chest, 
I imagine that there will be a large order of pizzas in the oven when I return to 
Papa John’s, an order for so many pizzas that I will need two or three thermal 
bags. I let my mind wander even further, to the idea that two delivery orders will 
be waiting for me. I can see all the details of these fantasized deliveries: one 
works pizza and an order of cheese bread, bound for River Edge Circle or River 
Bend Drive (both off of Little Miami Drive); and the other, twenty-four barbecue 
chicken wings, an order of garlic bread, a personal pepperoni pizza, a two-liter of 
soda, and an order of cinna-sticks, headed towards Far Hills Avenue near the Ole 
Spanish Village Shopping Center. I’ll listen to all of “Battle Axe,” and then to 
“Bloody Cape,” and so on until I have to start the album from the beginning 
again, timing my listening so that each song ends as I park near the proper houses. 
No riff will be truncated by an early arrival at a given destination. I will not miss 
the subtle bass line roll over the barricade of guitar notes at the end of “When 
Girls Telephone Boys,” nor will I turn my truck off before I hear the electronic 
thrust of keyboards that underlies the outro to “Needles and Pins.” I will hear 
these things, and then I will push the power button before the next song starts, 
take the keys out of the ignition, and knock on a door. When I return, a new song 
will be waiting for me, one that I do not have to divide into halves or thirds.
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Albert Camus, in his essay The Rebel, writes that “[a]rt is the activity that 
exalts and denies simultaneously,” that “[a]rtistic creation is a demand for unity 
and a rejection of the world,” because, in part, “of what [the world] lacks and in 
the name of what it sometimes is” (253). That I do not listen to music on this 
delivery, that I deliberately choose not to, seems to parallel art’s rejection of the 
world in which it exists. In art’s acceptance, it mimics the facets of human 
culture, from the extremities of the screaming brutality of “Bloody Cape” to the 
somber eulogy of “Anniversary of an Uninteresting Event” to the seething 
introspection of “Battle Axe.” In its rejection, it insists that it be listened to all at 
once, regardless of the constraints of the division of time that allows for some 
tasks during given seconds but not others. In this way, it demands that time be 
unified, that forty-seven minutes should be set aside and spent listening, and thus 
it rejects the breaking down of time into three-minute delivery trips, into fractured 
segments without space enough for a series of notes to progress to its natural 
conclusion. Hence, I think art and ideology are opposed, insofar as ideology 
demands not only the structuring of time but also the structuring of life by way of 
time. That art still flourishes under ideology, though perhaps not as verdantly as 
it may first appear, is a testament to the fact that, when creating, an artist engages 
in an act of rebellion, a critical response to, and perhaps a denunciation of, the 
aesthetic expectations of the reigning ideology.
Camus writes,
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We now know . . . that rebellion with no other limits but historical 
expediency signifies unlimited slavery. To escape this fate, the 
revolutionary mind . . . must therefore . . . draw its inspiration from 
the only system of thought which is faithful to its origins: thought 
that recognizes limits. (294)
Camus’ chief concern up to this point in The Rebel has been the tendencies of 
revolutions to become tyrannies, to replace one form of oppressive government 
with another just as, or perhaps more, oppressive. Though he gives numerous 
examples of this, he spends considerable time examining the French Revolution, 
citing the Reign of Terror’s massive bloodshed (the executions of Louis XVI and 
Marie Antoinette, Saint-Just and Robespierre—leaders of the revolution 
themselves— as well as thousands of others) as evidence. In these revolutions- 
turned-tyrannies, he sees a nihilism that serves “historical expediency,” a need to 
undo oppression so urgently that the cost is, more often than not, endless human 
lives.
Camus offers, as an alternative, “thought that recognizes limits,” thought 
that holds, first and foremost, human life as the most fundamental value, thought 
that is unwilling to sacrifice human life, since an oppressed, living human has the 
potential to see himself freed, whereas a dead one never can. Many of Camus’ 
contemporaries (e. g., Jean-Paul Sartre, Francis Jeanson) felt this line of reasoning 
woefully inadequate, given that it left little room for rapid, wholesale change, as
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violent revolution was not, to Camus’ thought, an acceptable option. While I 
agree that this can be frustrating, that the idea of exchanging brutal (and bitter) 
empowerment—the will to power—for “thought that recognizes limits”—the will 
to meaning— seems ineffectual, I realize that this leaves us with art as rebellion, 
with music and words, even as they are commodified, standing in for swords and 
missiles. Let us hope, then, that art may, in some way, be authentic, that it is not 
totally determined by the ideology hovering over its creators. Otherwise, we will 
need murder to rebel.
When I arrive at Papa John’s, the silence of my CD player now like an 
empty space in my head, a space not recognized by what it is but rather by what 
its lacks—the experience of music enjoyed— I do not want to step out of my 
vehicle. I do not want to swing the back door wide, nor close the distance from 
the rear of the kitchen to the front counter, nor place the thermal bag beneath the 
cut station, nor stare at the road behind the window. The engine of my truck 
rattles here, my hand paused over the keys, the dumpster reflected in my rear­
view mirror, the dirt-flecked wall hanging over me through the dust on the 
windshield. A glacial erratic, a weathered boulder twice my height, lies on a 
knoll of heavy grass twenty-two miles north, where limestone cliffs, 430 million 
years old, are continually severed and revealed by a small brook, which swirls in 
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On This Infinite Species
The melaleuca quinquenervia—its bark is porous, falls apart in your hands, peels 
away from its trunk in curls. It can soak you up, as it soaks up water, it will soak 
you up. You want it to soak you up, because you want to be inside the tree, to 
drain yourself into the earth at its roots. Would that you were water, that you 
were just the water of your body, that you could drain yourself into the earth at its 
roots. Then you would be inside the tree, the water of your blood its water. 
Would that you were a tree, because you have wanted to be a tree, ever since you 
touched the paper of its bark, you have wanted to be that tree, to soak as it soaks
and hold all as it holds all. Oh prosperous melaleuca, that contains you, that sheds 
apart, that has room enough for you and the entire living world. It always wants, 
as you have always wanted, and to absorb, to leech the nutrients from the soil is 
want you have wanted. In the forests of melaleuca quinquenervia, nothing else 
grows but massed eradicants of mangrove shrubs, saw grass, and moonvine. A 
closed loop system—where energy is always accounted for, but where the forms 
of energy, once gone, never take shape again. You have wanted once to be gone, 
to disperse somehow in the wet smoke of a fire burning on damp wood, but in 
tasting such smoke, acrid and heavy, you smelled the bitter tang of your spirit in 
the air. You’ve known you must be gone, but you’d rather drain yourself than 
disperse, would rather lose the blood of your arteries to the water of the 
melaleuca, to its fibrous bole emerging eighty feet from the soil— a last attempt to 
remain rooted as you cut the sky.
In the Tower of the Citadel
And God said, Now we will make humans, and they will be like us. But with 
fingers of stone, and shoulders that hulk in the rafters of the Synagogue, risen up 
from the clay of graves. Like the snarling of wolves, it gazes; stands, mudwails, 
curls the black of its drooling fists— a word, truth, indented by finger in its 
forehead. In the tower of the citadel, its shadowed form in the window. Skull
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bones in shards at its feet; flesh of eye, of tongue, pulped in the monoliths of its 
palms. Hordes of men with frothing mouths, beating at gates to break inside, 
shriek at it crouching near the ark of the Torah and the rabbi whose hand, gloved 
in mud parched to dirt, birthed it. Downward, it steps, and outward. When it 
goes mad, when only the innocent remain for its attention, the rabbi will risk the 
bones of his legs, and the teeth of his mouth, to subtract an aleph from the word 
over its eyes, one letter imbued with the raveling and unraveling of its spirit, 
death, as always, but a character too few for truth. Now, however, he averts his 
eyes, since those who have come have come to pierce and burn.
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In Grief
We are silent as we drive the highway that unfurls between the 
skyscrapers on our left and the lakeshore on our right. We have been driving 
beneath the buildings, under their shadows, for half an hour, and there seems to be 
no hint that either they or the lake will taper away. We are reverent; Chicago’s 
business towers and apartment high rises are stately, causing us to be somewhat ill
at ease, but next to Lake Michigan, which captures many of Chicago’s shadows 
on a dark plane of water, the city not only imposes, but strikes awe as well. We 
watch its windows shine under the sunlight that breaks through the clouds. On a 
future visit, one of us will wait for a ride near the river that cuts the city into two 
halves, watching river taxis ferry people upstream to multistory complexes in the 
distance.
We have driven five and a half hours to see Isis, a band taking its name 
from the Egyptian goddess of fertility, sister and wife of Osiris, who later 
searched the earth for the body parts of her husband— strewn about the land by his 
murderer, Set—in order to resurrect him. We have not seen Isis in concert 
previously, and so we are eager for the show to begin, to see if their performance 
live matches the three albums that— discovered only a few months prior on a trip 
to Philadelphia to see Neurosis—have captivated us as no other albums have been 
able to do in recent years. We listen to Isis now, as seems to be our pre-concert 
ritual, one maintaining familiarity with whatever band we are about to witness.
We have not made note of this to each other, nor to ourselves (as we will 
when, with the release of future albums, it becomes more obvious to us), that Isis 
makes numerous allusions throughout their lyrics and song titles, from reflections 
on panopticism to (on future albums) Don Quixote in the song “Dulcinea” to the 
assassin Hassan-i-Sabah and his manufactured paradise garden in “Firdous e 
Bareen” and “Garden of Light.” As we have not yet recognized these allusions, 
we have spoken of Isis only in tones of wonderment, musing upon a greatness
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understood emotionally but not intellectually— or, at the most, musing upon a 
greatness understood intellectually but with the most inchoate of vocabularies. 
We can speak in terms of how their music grooves, how riffs expand for minutes 
to explore nearly-inaudible guitar quaverings and other nuances, of the only four 
measures on Panopticon in which all five instruments are locked into the same 
riff, fifteen seconds of droning string textures combined with the thumps of mid­
tempo percussion. We have yet to speak of their music in other than these devout, 
shallow words. Later, one of us will feel wry amusement at thinking of Dulcinea, 
Quixote’s object of desire, whom Sancho Panza refers to as a common bar wench. 
The other of us will lament, at a concert several years later, that there are only 
twelve notes, that the language of music must be restricted to such an unvaried 
lexicon. We will wonder aloud, to each other, how original music is still being 
created—though Structuralists, perhaps, would say that, where language is 
concerned, there can be no originality, that we are forced (maybe condemned) to 
repeat ourselves. We must admit that there are a finite number of possible note 
interactions, that a combination of notes in a musical composition corresponds, if 
one were to map out these possible interactions on a two-dimensional axis, to a 
single point on that axis. Does this mean, if  one cannot create an interaction but 
merely choose one from among its variants, that no new music can be created?
Yes, strictly speaking, it does. But, if we have discoursed upon 
innumerable subjects during the concert drives and sibling trips we have taken, 
one that we seem to continually remember is that a single explanation of things
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has little use for all people, regardless of whether or not it is factual. For us, when 
lamenting at the concert for music, delimited by twelve notes, the possibilities of 
music, theoretically finite but concurrently impossible to quantify, will seem to 
allow for originality. We are here to see Isis because of that originality, because 
we have heard in their sound a new concept, one incapable of expression in words 
despite the fact that there are so many more sound-image-concepts than there are 
notes.
When the appointed time arises, we turn inward to Chicago’s buildings, 
giving our backs to Lake Michigan and, along side it, the asphalt path laid down 
for pedestrians, our eyes glancing up to terraces as we navigate the grid of its 
streets. Ten minutes pass in this fashion, and the height of the buildings begin to 
diminish. We arrive at our motel, a small and oddly shaped building, not 
rectangular but triangular, a pyramid tipped on its side. We park in a space 
beneath the cement covering of a tiny parking garage—used only by patrons of 
our motel— and enter the front door to find an office cramped into perhaps ten or 
fifteen square feet, a vending machine on our left and a coffee maker on our right. 
Once our reservations are secured and the door key is in our hands, we traverse 
four flights of staircase that cut sharply back on each other with each new flight. 
Our room, with one bed and one window, is triangular as well, something we 
remark upon aloud as we first enter, since we have neither of us seen before a 
motel room that was not rectangular in shape. Having had little money when 
planning the trip (and still little money in our pockets), we had been unable to
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book a room with more than one bed, Chicago being quite an expensive city, and 
had hinged our hopes upon being able to secure a cot at the motel at a less than 
exorbitant fee. Of course, when getting our key to the room, we had asked the 
clerk for one of these cots, and, none being available, had decided that one of us 
should sleep on the floor.
I, since I had been the one to book the room (and since I had been the one 
who thought a cot would be available), am the one who will sleep on the floor, a 
sheet covetously torn from the bed and laid meticulously on the carpet. Once this 
sheet is lain there, we relax as best we can, one on the floor and the other on the 
bed, both of us wishing that Isis had chosen an hour earlier than eleven at night 
(which, we will learn later and to our regret on the occasions of performances yet 
to come, is the normal, or perhaps somewhat early, time of evening at which they 
begin playing) to initiate their set of songs. We decide that, in the eight-hour 
interim between our arrival and the commencement of their show, we will take in 
a movie at the theatre only three or four block’s walk from the motel, which we 
had noticed during our drive. We had been looking to the left rather than the 
right; otherwise, we would have seen an apartment building, rather than the 
theatre at which we would view a computer-animated children’s movie depicting 
apocalyptic end-time predictions instigated by a falling sky.
We merge with the crowd on the tiny venue’s floor, within spitting 
distance of the stage. We remember another concert, several years ago but not
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enough be called “many,” during which we saw Pantera for the third or fourth 
time and—though we had never heard of them and disliked them when they 
performed—Neurosis for the first. (Of course, we ended up giving Neurosis 
another chance, right after their album Eye o f Every Storm was released.) We 
went to see Pantera with a friend at Hera Arena in Dayton, Ohio, not a huge venue 
but still much bigger than any concert house we went to these days. At Hera, one 
had to have floor tickets to get on the floor, an inconvenience that neither of us 
missed now that most of the bands we listened to and made the effort to see live 
played in locations that only sold general admission tickets. At this Pantera 
concert, the friend with whom we traveled, in the middle of the performance, 
began to spit on the band’s lead singer, Phil Anselmo, who took a moment to tell 
him to stop. I know you think it’s cool, he said, but it isn’t. We were 
embarrassed for him, and ourselves, but we didn’t blame him; we’d gone to too 
many Marilyn Manson concerts—whose frontman often solicited projectiles of 
saliva from the audience—for him to know that such acts were not normally 
considered acceptable by musicians on stage. Five years later, Pantera’s guitarist, 
Dimebag Darrel, was murdered in Columbus, Ohio by a fan who hopped a fence 
to get into the concert and who, coworkers said, had been agitated earlier in the 
day while also talking of suicide. The fan was shot by police inside the venue 
after killing Dimebag Darrel, wounding Darrel’s brother and the band’s drummer, 
Vinnie, as well as several others. We had attempted to see Machine Head at that 
same venue only two or three weeks prior to the murder and felt disturbed, to say
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the least, that one of our adolescent icons had been killed not only in our home 
state but in a place we had visited as well.
When the lights dim inside, after ten minutes of standing, we place a bet 
with one another, as we have done in the past and as we will do in the future. We 
have, previously, wagered a dollar on these bets, and we do the same now. We 
aren’t betting for the money, not really, but rather just to see if  one of us will best 
the other. Often, neither of us wins these bets, but when one of us does, the 
winner achieves a crude sense of pride at having guessed correctly.
What song are they going to open with?
Is there really a point in betting? W e’re both going to say the same song.
Probably there is no point. But I think they’ll open with “So Did We.”
That’s what I would have said. I’ll guess “The Beginning and the End” to 
make it interesting.
A dollar on it?
Sure.
After a few moments of audience chatter, but silence between the two of 
us, we hear the thin tendrils of electronic ambience, a constant undercurrent of 
sound which is not loud but which nonetheless permeates the concert space, 
seeming to mimic and interact with the voices streaming from those assembled 
with us. We aren’t certain, as of yet, which song it is Isis is playing, but we both 
have the feeling that neither of us is correct about their first song of the night.
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The five members of Isis take the stage without ceremony, an act we find 
refreshing given the tendencies of other musicians to make much ado when 
commencing a performance. The band’s singer, a moderately tall man whose thin 
arms and torso contradict the under-worldly, hoarse bellows that emerge from his 
throat, offers a short greeting to the audience in a voice that would sound natural 
for a young businessman or professional. After a few more long moments of 
electronic whispers and trembling, notes from two guitars, a bass, and a set of 
drums collide with an undercurrent of electronics in a thunderous commitment to 
a raw but measured riff. We find the groove of the music immediately, bending 
our necks and our waists with it, and are glad, though we have both lost, that they 
are playing “From Sinking,” an eight-and-a-half minute cut from Oceanic— an 
album that seems aptly titled to us, given the vast and explorative quality of its 
sound.
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Isis officially disbanded on May 18, 2010. This was the announcement on 
their website:
Good Night!
ISIS has reached an end. It's hard to try to say it in any delicate way, and it 
is a truth that is best spoken plainly. This end isn't something that occurred over 
night and it hasn't been brought about by a single cataclysmic fracture in the band. 
Simply put, ISIS has done everything we wanted to do, said everything we
wanted to say. In the interest of preserving the love we have of this band, for each 
other, for the music made and for all the people who have continually supported 
us, it is time to bring it to a close. We've seen too many bands push past the point 
of a dignified death and we all promised one another early on in the life of the 
band that we would do our best to ensure ISIS would never fall victim to that 
syndrome. We've had a much longer run than we ever expected we would and 
accomplished a great deal more than we ever imagined possible. We never set any 
specific goals when the band was founded other than to make the music we 
wanted to hear and to play (and to stay true to that ideal), so everything else that 
has come along the long and winding path has been an absolute gift. As with any 
momentous life-changing decision (which this certainly is for the 5 of us), we feel 
a very dynamic range of emotions about this and cannot express all of it within 
the space of a few sentences, and perhaps it's best to do what we've always done 
and let our music speak for us. It is and has been the truest expression of who we 
are as a collective and in some ways who we are as individuals for the 13 years in 
which we've been together. The last and perhaps most important thing we might 
say in relation to all this is how grateful we are for the people that have supported 
us over the years. It is a lengthy list that would include those who put out our 
records, those that played on them and put them to tape, the many bands with 
whom we shared the stage, all of our family, friends and companions who 
supported us in our individual lives and thus made it possible for us to continue 
on in the band, and most importantly those who truly listened to our music
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whether in recorded form or by coming out to our shows (or both). It is quite true 
that we would never have done what we have without those people, that is many 
of you who are reading this. Our words can never fully express what we feel, but 
we hope that our music and the efforts made to bring it into being can serve as a 
more proper expression of gratitude for this life and for everyone in it. Thank you.
I received the news of their disbursement over the phone, from my 
brother, who said, I have bad news. One of the bands we really love has broken 
up. It’s Isis. This information, I have to admit, I accepted with a bit of 
melodrama, despite the much worse news of Peter Steele’s (bassist and singer of a 
well-loved band, Type O Negative) death only a month or so prior. Later, I had 
said aloud, to my wife Tracy and my friend Kurtis, that 2010 was turning into a 
particularly horrible year for music. I’d hoped, I told my brother over the phone, 
for another three or four albums from Isis; I feel like I just got into them. (From 
the first time I’d heard Isis’ music to the announcement of their break-up, roughly 
five and a half years had elapsed.) After the phone call from my brother, Tracy 
and I drove from my parents’ house to her parents’ house, and I immediately put 
Wavering Radiant (Isis’ fifth and last album) into my truck’s CD player—in 
memoriam, I said. Tracy snorted at this. Stop it, she said, and she did so with 
every right; I was acting depressed and foolish.
But how does one express one’s emotions that surround an event that is— 
even if it is melodramatic to say so—taken as a tragedy? When I’d heard of Peter
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Steele’s death, I’d thought about it quite some time, attempted to write a prose 
poem eulogizing him in an oblique way, regretted that Type O Negative’s most 
recent album (and my favorite to date) would be their last. When Isis broke up, I 
felt a similar regret, a similar desire for one more collection of unique musical 
compositions that would stand out among an onslaught of metal albums without 
the least bit of significance, with riffs catchy but not complex, with sounds so 
hyper-sensitive to a pop-culture need for immediate gratification that nothing 
beneath the notes that gratify can be discerned.
Isis’ break-up seemed all the more sour given that, in the months 
preceding, I’d been reading Michel Foucault’s Discipline and Punish: The Birth 
o f the Prison and had identified a thematic substratum to Isis’ lyrics that I’d 
previously understood only in the vaguest of terms. One of my favorite songs on 
their album Panopticon, “Syndic Calls” (which, to my regret, I have never and 
will never hear them play in concert), combines heavy, truncated guitar riffs and 
minute electric sub-wailings with lyrics that—if one is not familiar with 
Foucault’s book— seem garishly surreal:
Rise in the morning air 
Greeted by cinders of the dead
Syndic calls your name
Show your thinned face at the window
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Is this the next last-day?
Prepare to be carried by the “crows”
Heavy hand upon the land 
Feel its weight inside you
The last (for lack of a better term) quatrain of the song’s lyrics is sung in 
clean, mourning vocals, in contrast to the second couplet’s growls. Before 
reading Foucault, this mournful quality was all I understood of the meaning of 
these lyrics, as if  they were but signifiers of an upwelling of sadness. During this 
portion of the song, I would always turn my CD player to full volume and knock 
my hands against the air in successive beats with the drumming, certain that I 
could not bear the sound for a moment longer without screaming, or weeping. 
Though on numerous occasions I attempted to explain and describe to my brother 
the pleasure I took in these last moments of “Syndic Calls,” he offered only slight 
agreement: Yeah, it’s a good song. Probably my least favorite on the album, 
though. Feels too much like an extended jam to me, instead of a song. Maybe 
that’s why Isis never played this song live when I went to their shows; they didn’t 
like it that much either. Or maybe I just had bad luck.
Until reading Foucault, as I mentioned, I had no precise notion of the ideas 
that are examined in “Syndic Calls” (and throughout Panopticon), but since then 
I’ve come to understand exactly what is being said. Foucault writes:
The following, according to an order published at the end of the 
seventeenth century, were the measures to be taken when the 
plague appeared in a town.
First, a strict spatial partitioning: the closing of the town 
and its outlying districts, a prohibition to leave the town on pain of 
death, the killing of all stray animals; the division of the town into 
distinct quarters, each governed by an intendant. Each street is 
placed under the authority of a syndic, who keeps it under 
surveillance; if  he leaves the street, he will be condemned to death. 
On the appointed day, everyone is ordered to stay indoors: it is 
forbidden to leave on pain of death. The syndic himself comes to 
lock the door of each house from the outside; he takes the key with 
him and hands it over to the intendant of the quarter; the intendant 
keeps it until the end of the quarantine . . . Only the intendants, 
syndics and guards will move about the streets and also, between 
the infected houses, from one corpse to another, the ‘crows’, who 
can be left to die: these are ‘people of little substance who carry 
the sick, bury the dead, clean and do many vile and abject offices’. 
It is a segmented, immobile, frozen space. Each individual is fixed 
in his place. And, if  he moves, he does so at the risk of his life, 
contagion or punishment.
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. . . Every day . . . the syndic goes into the street for which 
he is responsible; stops before each house: gets all the inhabitants 
to appear at the windows . . . he calls each of them by name; 
informs himself as to the state of each and every one of them— ‘in 
which respect the inhabitant will be compelled to speak the truth 
under pain of death’. If someone does not appear at the window, 
the syndic must ask why: ‘In this way he will find out easily
enough whether dead or sick are being concealed.’ Everyone 
locked up in his cage, everyone at his window, answering to his 
name and showing himself when asked—it is the great review of 
the living and the dead. (195-196)
This is the great review of the living and the dead, each person locked 
away but visible in space, forced into a choice between regulated behavior and 
death. This may be the point at which panopticism began, given that Foucault, 
primarily a historian, outlines, in Discipline and Punish, a Nietzschean genealogy, 
an account of the origin and evolution, not actually of punishment, but of power. 
It is the visibility of the inhabitants of the plague-town dwellings with which 
Foucault is concerned, their compulsory visibility, since, if  he is correct, it is 
through knowledge of one person’s location in space and habits in time that 
another achieves power over him. If one must show one’s thinned face at the 
window, perhaps cheeks gouged with boils and eyes almost liquid, then one is
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beholden to the syndic when he calls, as the syndic, maintaining his street-side 
vigilance, is beholden to the intendant. I imagine that, in the dense, hot air of 
these houses, where all one knew was a rapid decomposition of the body, many 
prayers to God must have been spoken through cracked lips, interrupted only by 
the occasional demand to present oneself for inspection. Perhaps we can condone 
the structuring of these people’s time, and their imprisonment, on the grounds of 
medical ignorance, on the lack of a cure for an extinct disease and thus the lack of 
any other option but quarantine—but the question of security versus freedom has 
not ended with the plague, nor the conception that security must always subtract 
from freedom. Regardless, this is the problem with which Isis’ Panopticon is 
concerned, the constant surveillance of human subjects and the behavioral 
limitations imposed upon them by way of that surveillance. We are watched, Isis 
seems to be saying, and there are consequences of being watched. Elsewhere in 
Discipline and Punish, Foucault outlines and interprets these consequences, from 
the lack of a public space in which to voice grievances— eradicated by the 
dispersal of human subjects via panoptic methods of control—to standards of 
imprisonment that encourage recidivism and techniques of business that 
dehumanize laborers. Still, these plague-stricken people, huddled over their dead 
loved ones and their shacks closed in upon them, strike me as consequence 
enough.
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In 2008, Culta of Luna, a Swedish band from Umea sometimes likened to 
Isis—insofar as both of them can be placed in the post-metal, or (as I prefer) the 
art-metal, genre—released their fifth album, entitled Eternal Kingdom. They had, 
for several years, used an abandoned mental institute as their rehearsal space, and 
by happenstance, while cleaning out this space, they found a collection of storage 
boxes containing medical texts, paintings by the hands of the institute’s 
inhabitants, as well as a journal written by one of the patients. This journal, called 
“Tales from the Eternal Kingdom,” contained an elaborate narrative offering an 
alternate version of how Holger Nilsson, committed in the 1920’s for the 
drowning of his wife, came to be incarcerated.
Nilsson, his journal claims, came home one day to find his wife in labor. 
Upon finding her, he rushed to the next village over to find a doctor, and along the 
way, he met a gypsy, whom he asked to attend to his wife’s needs while he was 
gone. However, when Nilsson arrived home, he saw that his child had been 
stillborn and that his wife, in grief, had drowned herself in a nearby river. The 
gypsy was nowhere to be found. Driven mad by the death of his wife and his 
child, Nilsson fled into the forest, where he encountered evil half-human, half­
bear creatures called Kuman, which congregated about the gypsy from whom 
Nilsson had requested help. In the midst of these nightmarish creatures, the gypsy 
transformed into Ugin, the Owl King, a great beast that walked about like a 
human but possessed the wings, claws, and head of an owl. Nilsson, again, fled 
from this scene, terrified and perhaps broken, back towards his house, where he
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waited uneasily. In the morning, he answered a knock at his door with much 
trepidation, only to discover one of the Capercally, a race of benevolent animal 
creatures who wished to dethrone Ugin and revoke his power over the land. This 
emissary at his door brought an invitation from the king of the Capercally, who 
wished for Nilsson to join them in an offensive planned against Ugin. Though the 
Capercally were peaceful creatures, they could not bear to witness Ugin devastate 
their forest with magic, and thus his presence necessitated reprisal. However, as a 
consequence of treachery, the Capercally King had based the plan for his 
offensive on faulty information, and when Nilsson, along with the Capercally 
animals, put this offensive into motion, they were trapped, captured, and 
imprisoned.
While the concept behind Eternal Kingdom has little to do with Foucault’s 
Discipline and Punish, or with panopticism specifically (beyond Ugin’s ability to 
see and know everything), I can’t help but think of Foucault, and by extension 
Isis, when I listen to this most recent album by Cult of Luna. Don’t mistake me; 
Eternal Kingdom is excellent in its own right. It is not an act of comparison with 
Isis I engage in when I listen to Cult of Luna; rather, I ponder the nature of the 
Eternal Kingdom, wondering whether its name mirrors, and is an application of, 
the society of the Capercally, who live amiably amongst one another without 
strictures regulating their fellows’ behavior— or if the name denotes the complete 
sovereignty of Ugin over the Capercally. That is, I wonder if the Eternal 
Kingdom is the inner sanctum of one’s mind, the will to life and meaning, or if
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what is eternal is power, panoptic or otherwise, and what attends power: 
subservience to it.
I must recognize that if  the Eternal Kingdom is an application of the 
society of the Capercally, then the Eternal Kingdom is not inviolable. Insofar as 
Ugin is a representation of the ascendancy of power and its structures and the 
Capercally a resistance to that power, I must see in the Capercally’s defeat a truth 
that can be extrapolated and applied to our tangible, not-as-fantastic world: we 
can be made to do things we would not otherwise do, and we can be made to 
believe that which we would never believe. While I would like to be able to say 
that the Capercally are the Eternal Kingdom, that human empathy and intellect 
are lasting and self-augmenting, that one’s mind is one’s own and that influences 
upon it are minimal, I cannot ignore that Ugin is eternal as well and that the 
conflict between this chimera and those that oppose him is most-likely never- 
ending—which is to say, the Eternal Kingdom is not actually the will to meaning 
nor power, but rather one continually set against the other. If one could ask 
Foucault about the relationship between power and resistance, he might say that 
where there is power, there is resistance to power. Oftentimes, perhaps always, it 
seems to me that the diffuse resistance that Foucault examines in Discipline and 
Punish—the little ways in which individuals, segregated from one another and 
acting outside of unity, ignore or flout the power structures above them—is 
resistance without teeth, resistance that represents great effects but never 
generates them. This seems tantamount to saying that where there is power, there
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is also powerlessness, or perhaps, more accurately, where there is power, there is 
nothing to be done. This is also to say that the will to power is in direct 
opposition to the will to meaning, inasmuch as one’s power eradicates another’s 
meaning, while contradictorily, one’s power creates meaning for oneself. If there 
is a viable alternative to this relationship, to the erasure of one person’s meaning 
by another’s power-meaning dyad, then it must be this: meaning, without power. 
Until all human beings can find meaning without power, we are condemned to the 
repetition of the conflict of the Eternal Kingdom.
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Though we enjoy all of the songs that Isis performs this evening, from 
their opener “From Sinking” to their song “Glisten,” an explosive track from their 
first album, we are most in awe when they play “Weight,” an ambient song 
without words that begins with minor, soft guitar strokes that build into a wall of 
sound. On stage, Isis has a third guitarist play with them— a bespectacled, wavy- 
haired man who normally writes for and performs in a Chicago-based band called 
Pelican— and while he and one of the other guitarists strum fervently at their 
instruments, the third crouches low to the ground over his guitar, rubbing his pick 
along the strings. We move our hips and swing our heads, not knowing that this 
space, this space full of sound—which somehow permits silence of mind—will 
someday be gone forever. Here, in the chaos of sweating bodies and flailing 
tattoos, we are part of a whole, two constituents in a mass of one thousand five. If
one were to view us from the outside, without an interest in the music or the live 
experience, we might appear as drones, all of us moving in tandem in some kind 
of worship of the stage. On the inside, though, amidst the crowd and the sound, 
we are all aware that what we experience here is a rarity: a public space in which, 
among other things, we may express solidarity with one another and any 
discontent we might feel, even if  it is only a minor disappointment (as one 
concert-goer will indicate after the final song) that “In Fiction” has not been 
played. Of the future, there is no concern—but again, we do not know that this 
place, once expired, can never be returned to again.
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The Cosmology of Land and Sun
I will return, as one returns to the wooden chair near the front door, wherein 
carpenter bees nest down bored cylinders, hair-like fibers needling from their 
exoskeletons. I will sit again, my spine unfolded and my buttocks slumped in the 
depression between the seat and the backrest, at some moments conversing or
smoking, at others staring upon the dying walnut tree across the driveway, which, 
for two or three seasons past, has borne fewer and fewer fruits. I will return to 
Hocking Hills to sit upon the rockbridge, which hangs over a fall and a hollow, 
where I will dangle my feet as cones of ice seep from above to below. I will 
grasp my wife’s hand, and we will pad through the dirt beneath prominences of 
rock, ledges that rest like shoulders of the air, ninety feet above. Chains of water 
will slap the shallow pool at our feet. In the rock house, I will trace again the 
names inscribed in geologic time, a name from 1783—the year the first hot air 
balloon took flight— speaking in 2015, 2276, though not in 242725. She will not 
wear again the unpadded shoes she wore on our honeymoon, through which rocks 
cracked and blistered her feet, and I will not stare in oblivious awe at the chunks 
of stone fifteen feet high, between which we squeeze to walk the edges of the rock 
crescent curved with the surface of the cliff, eroded by what is now but a trickle 
of water dropping fifty feet. At each end of the crescent, though, we will stand, 
gaze across the divide of air between us, and hear our whispers as if  we stand next 
to one another, the acoustic waves of our throats carried along the sandstone walls 
of the cliff.
Would that I had the years to watch natural bridges armor themselves with moss.
I will return to ocean, ride upon slivers of sand that, at the west, reveal Albemarle 
and Pamlico Sounds, and, at the east, dunes of the shore, twenty feet high, tall 
ocean grasses growing. I will, as I have never done before, stop upon the road
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shoulder, remove myself from the car, and hike the dunes. I will have seen what I 
will then see, though I will know that I should have already seen the Atlantic from 
this vantage. When I’ve chased ripples of sun dispersed on the water all that I 
wish, I will turn back to the road, crouch with my feet flat in sand at the apex of 
the dune, and light a cigarette. I will watch my car idling as I smoke. Perhaps 
then I will think of the pitchfork that punctured my father’s toe before he had 
grown, or Porter Township, of which my grandfather wrote and in which he lived. 
I will need much quiet to put the ocean at my back, and little fatigue to go to my 
car again.
I will never again glaze donuts from the night to the morning, nor will I pour 
coffee for others while I wear an apron and know the workings of the cash 
register. I will not shove the cream-filling spigot into rounds of yeast, nor clamp 
the trigger that dispenses the cream. I will not twist braids of dough into pretzels, 
nor sprinkle them beforehand with cinnamon, nor will I singe my palms on the 
donuts as they emerge from the oven, nor ever feel again the relief the vat of glaze 
may bring to such pains. I will never learn chess again from the beginning, nor sit 
in the front of the shop playing before my shift, coffee in Styrofoam at my hand.
Perhaps we will drive Parks Highway again in the blizzard, travel 350 miles in the 
night whilst the sky freezes, whilst the road burns with frost and the air heaves 
gusts of snow. I will cover my face when she drives, sleep with the seat tilted 
back, and take the wheel hours later when she asks. We will smoke, and smile at
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one another in the darkness, and I will check the fuel gauge like an animal hovers 
about the brood of its young: in constant fear. On this second drive, though, 
which will occur in five or seven or thirteen years, I will not worry if a gas station 
will be open, nor will I ponder the number of miles to Fairbanks behind us and to 
Anchorage before us, and neither will I stop the car in dense blackness. I will not 
ask her to hold the flash light as I pour gasoline from the container into the tank, 
nor will I allow my ears to twitch at every sound in the grass thickets against the 
road, nor will I abandon her when I am frightened, shouting There’s a bear! from 
the safety of the driver’s seat. She will not need to circle behind the car, shoving 
down the back door, rushing to the passenger seat so far away. Nor will she need 
to scream, nor cry, because I will not have left her behind. Why you’d do that? 
she will not ask, and I will not use silence as an answer. I will not have to 
whisper, Oh, Jesus, my love, I was scared, I thought there was a bear, I’m sorry, 
darling, I’m sorry.
I will visit the sight of catastrophes— calderas, craters, memorials— and I will 
remain silent, since history claims everything for itself. I will visit graves.
I will not walk away from roasting chickens; I will not wander out from 
perpendicular flea market aisles to my car at noon, enraged. I may smell again of 
sweat, and my clothes may stink of kitchen work, but I will not walk away from 
broiling chickens because someone has told me that I will never make food again, 
that I will work the cash register only. I will never work the cash register again,
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though I will slice carrots at an angle on a cutting board, will put my nose down to 
green beans and garlic and onions simmering in sesame oil, will sprinkle stew 
with salt and red pepper and cloves. But I will not walk away from chickens 
because I will not again work in a flea market kitchen. I will not witness men and 
women shuffle from shop to shop, from used CD’s to rebel-flag t-shirts to electric 
appliances to rugs stretched and rolled.
I will bear tidings of my time in space, my ponderings in the backseats of cars, 
staring at the long distance between me and chutes of light uttering from the 
charred awnings of every nightfall. I will return to this question once and then 
again: if  it is four point three light years to Proxima Centauri, how many trillions 
of miles is that? I will spend thirty minutes calculating the numbers in my head, 
relying on the hopelessness of elementary arithmetic— addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division—because I will not grasp the problem by higher 
formulae. If light travels at 186,000 miles per second, then I will need to know 
how many seconds are in a year, and to find that sum I will need to know how 
many seconds are in a day, and then how many seconds in an hour . . .
I will go again to the lake across the road, over the road, into the brambles, the 
snarling lines of bark and twig and weed arm, the ticks amassing at my ankles, the 
length of a waddle-bodied dog at my calves. I will unearth the dog from her 
burial soil beneath the garden, which has grown the tomatoes that I’ve punctured 
with my teeth. She will walk in front of me, and behind, will wander toward the
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ridge that obscures the lake, will huff with her regrown lungs, will scratch her 
back in the grass, will lean her head over her shoulder to ask me where I’ve been. 
We will stride the incline of the ridge, and I will witness the porous rocks clutter 
the lesser, downward climb. Perhaps I will wear headphones on this day, a set of 
headphones hugging the lobes of my ears, and wield the skull on my neck in time 
with a crush of music, and breath the stretch of water below, an oblong calm 
sidling near sheer banks of roots coiled into new air instead of mud.
She and I will smoke cigarettes in the car again, my right hand on the wheel, the 
other holding the glow out the window. One of hers will rest on her thigh, 
fingernails varnished purple-black. Perhaps, at one moment but not the next, she 
will claim the muscle between my neck and right shoulder for her palm.
I will never return to Locust Run Farm, where boiled meat stew and hunks of 
bread heaped my bowl at lunchtime. I will not watch the bobcat in the cage 
behind the barn hide itself in green foliage, nor observe its ears laid back, a sliver 
of chicken pressed in three fingers between the bars. I will not ever caress again 
the head of the black dog, long hairs matted at the ends, a quadruped furred like 
sheets of land grown up with weeds, nor listen once more to the story of its birth, 
an accident, a mangled face, a plan to euthanize. I will not walk to the rows of 
broomcorn, each plant seven feet high, nor raze their needled stalks with pruning 
shears, nor collect those stalks in wheat-colored bundles, flashes of auburn and 
mustard burnt on their lengths. And though I will not walk again to the rows of
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broomcorn, I will, if  ever again I walk through rows of broomcorn, glove my 
hands, for I will know that a certain caterpillar, armed with inch-long spindles and 
stripes of purple and yellow and black, lurks on the leaves, its weapon a secret 
poison that will numb the cubit of your arm for half an hour.
Some of us will travel, and live in places to which we’ve traveled. Some of us 
will try to tame the trees to keep from creaking in the wind.
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The Myth of Light Revoked
Imagine that there once lived, during the middle of the ninth century, a fisherman 
named Asbjorn who took saithe and halibut from the fjords that mimicked the 
crags of his face. His nose thrust from his cheeks as a serrated arm of rock, while 
his eyes, pallid stones in his head, traversed the waters that sustained him and the 
sun that he knew would give out. Beneath his boat, perhaps five or six hundred, 
or a thousand meters down, trilobites—lithified in eras past— accreted under the 
weight of tides. He sunk his nets, which collapsed upon shoals of saithe, and may
have, in search of larger prey, strung his rod with line, hook, and bait, certain— 
after years in the cavity of his boat— of the depth of two-meter ling. As the days 
on the fjord amassed (measured by the hollowing shore), he thought of Skoll, a 
wolf of gaseous shadow and ice who chased the sun, claws rending gashes in the 
sky. Asbjorn knew that one day he would look up, after casting his nets, to find 
the sun devoured, the sky and blackness one, his hands trailing shards of rime. A 
piercing luster would shine from Skoll’s mouth and eyes before its jaws clasped, 
sharp glow effaced, and the wolf would turn its snout away, the blades of its 
shoulders razors under crystal fur. Asbjorn would not know that it is impossible to 
chase and devour light, that to propel infinite mass one must have infinite energy, 
that a wolf becomes baffled when it pounces upon a dusty slant of sun striking the 
ground: it takes its paws away, expectant, but finds that the light remains.
Of Skill, and Chance
Wisps of hair like scrub-grass grew on his face, coarse dark patches that, 
as he had remarked numerous times in bemused frustration, appeared in irregular 
intervals along the flesh of his cheeks, chin, and neck. When he did not shave, 
when he simply let his beard grow, one could rest two, perhaps three, fingers next 
to one another in the spaces between these tufts of hair, such that one could 
compare his physiognomy to the motley accoutrements of a jester. Additionally, 
he wore his hair, brown so dark as to simulate black, long, well below his
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shoulders, occasionally drawn into a ponytail on the nape of his neck, in all cases 
buttressed by two dense arms of sideburns mimicking the outdated fashion of the 
mutton chop. In the center of his chin, a goatee stretched unbridled, lengthening 
incessantly to rest upon his chest when he drooped his head forward. I had taken 
to calling him, often and with much amusement on my part, Dark Jesus, owing to 
the fact that an irony revealed itself in the disparity between his physical likeness 
to the archetypal depiction of Christ and the habits of his behavior, which were 
anything but Christ-like. I often had in mind, when I called him this, Albrecht 
Durer’s self-portrait, which depicts the fifteenth and sixteenth century painter 
with a holy and regal mien, artistic powers fully derived from the grace of God. 
In return, despite that my own face resembled a bird of prey (due mostly to the 
thick, down-turning beak of my nose), he called me Platymus, given that 
cognomen’s similarity to my first name and my rather incongruous sympathy for 
the anomalous mammal, the platypus. More often though, he called me Patrick 
and I called him Kurtis, our slightly insulting nicknames for one another symbols 
of an odious machismo we used to both stand in for and conceal our affection.
This machismo was, I think, predominant in our friendship, insofar as all 
the rituals of our association bore similitude with many of the activities of that 
which is patriarchally male: violence, power and dominance, individualism,
competition. O f course, our rituals were twice removed from actual activities of 
this sort, representations of representations that reified the acceptable norms of 
male behavior. On the whole, in each other’s company we played games of
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various kinds, from board games to collectible card games to video games, to 
which, contradictorily, many others, I think, would have applied terms such as 
“nerdy” or “geeky.” That is, others might have applied these terms to our gaming 
as pejoratives, repudiating it inasmuch as it deviated from certain male 
standards—physical activity, potence, drive for solitude—though these games 
nonetheless codified those very standards.
For example, our favorite pastime, in the early years of our friendship 
(before I chose to no longer partake in this particular substance), included 
smoking marijuana prior to sitting down to a game of Magic: The Gathering, 
which is, in metaphorical terms, a battle between two (or more) planeswalkers (i. 
e., wizards whose primary distinction is the ability to travel between dimensions 
or “planes”) that evolves through the casting of spells intended to either do 
vicious harm on the opponent or summon defenses of various kinds for oneself. 
These spells, as one can imagine, take on numerous aspects and forms, from 
scorching fireballs and bursts of lava to demons of hideous visage to sleight-of- 
hand tricks that misdirect the opponent or allow one to cast even more spells. As 
planeswalkers, Kurtis and I, from battle to battle, took on different strategies, 
since it was often our predilection to defeat one another in atypical ways, which 
ranged from denying each other spells (because, when a planeswalker is out of 
spells, the battle is over) to increasing our own life energy (since one often 
forfeits when the opponent has an unmanageable abundance of life energy) to 
creating an infinite loop of spells that could not be countered. More usually,
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though, we defeated one another by eliminating each other’s life energy, and 
when one or the other of us stood over the smoking ruins of his opponent, we 
celebrated with a self-congratulatory Fuck yeah! or (in the case of a victory a long 
time in coming) a good-natured Fuck you!
As far as these contests went, I must admit my uncomfortable 
comprehension of them as serving a dual purpose: on the one hand, they acted as 
pleasurable experiences that would perpetuate our dependence upon the game for 
entertainment and the necessity of purchasing the materials required to play it; on 
the other, the metaphorical battles that ensued imitated the power, dominance, and 
violence required (it seems to me) of the patriarchal male. Of course, these 
battles, being metaphorical, only symbolized the enactment of those standards, 
and the rules and physical attributes of game play further divided us from them. 
We did not cast spells in any literal sense; we were not wizards who could call up 
a host of monsters to annihilate one another. We were, instead, two stoned kids in 
our early twenties laying out, on the table before us, cards about the same size as 
those used when playing poker. Through plumes of marijuana smoke that 
gradually dissipated into a haze that rested upon our shoulders, we stared at one 
another, his haphazard beard often the object of my gaze and my beak, perhaps, 
the object of his. We laughed at one another’s mishaps, our thoughts a spreading 
fog in our brains, a card laid out of order on his turn accompanied by an 
apologetic Can I do that over? and an extra card drawn on mine with its attendant 
Sorry, man, I didn’t see what it was.
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So the game was a simulacrum, a facsimile of a facsimile of those 
concrete stipulations as to how our behavior should have unfolded. We each 
played with a deck of cards of our own construction; we purchased cards in bulk, 
or more often singly, at Maverick’s, a comic and card shop about equidistant from 
where each of us lived, and it was with these cards that we formulated our 
strategies: one deck would be aggro, employing numerous creatures to
overwhelm the opponent; another would be control, a reactionary technique that 
used spells to neutralize the opponent’s threats while concurrently building up 
counter-threats; and yet another would be combo, which relied on a combination 
of cards that could eliminate an opponent in one turn. Perhaps we would 
formulate a strategy and buy the cards necessary to enact this strategy, or we 
might buy a certain card and decide to build a deck around it. In either case, our 
decks most usually consisted of sixty cards (the legal minimum required in most 
tournaments), though we sometimes built decks of forty cards to obtain a more 
consistent first hand and draw.
So, to begin a game, we would determine who went first by the flip of a 
coin, the roll of a die, or (my personal favorite) the converted mana cost contest 
(which involved choosing a card at random from our decks and then seeing which 
had the highest casting cost). Once this was decided, and we were both satisfied 
that our decks had been sufficiently randomized through shuffling, we drew our 
first hands from the tops of our decks, seven cards each. From there, our turns 
alternated, and each was allowed to throw down one land card a turn, which,
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when physically turned sideways on the table, produced the energy needed to cast 
spells. (Each land produced one unit of energy, one mana, so the types of spells 
we could cast on a given turn depended on whether or not we had the requisite 
energy available to cast that spell, not to mention our desire to cast it.) As turns 
accrued, our threats accrued as well: if  one of us played an aggro deck, then by 
turn three that person should have had at least three (but preferably more) 
creatures on the table, and if the other of us played a control deck, then his hand 
should have been full of creature-removal spells, of necessity either low-cost 
single removal spells or mid-range cost mass-removal. Frequently, our games 
were decided early; one person’s deck was clearly better than the other’s. 
Occasionally (and these games were the most fun), neither deck was radically 
superior to the other, which expanded our contests into hour-long battles of sweat- 
producing intensity.
Now, while I have no objection to the slight often laid against such 
pastimes (i. e., that they are games of ridiculous fantasy meant for overweight 
losers without dating prospects), I don’t think that such insults get to the heart of 
the matter. That is, while one may certainly castigate fantasy gaming as the habit 
of certain stereotypes (which I found, as is most often the case with stereotypes, to 
be true selectively but not universally), implicit in such castigation is the idea that 
gamers would not need to indulge in such fantasy were they more virile 
representations of the human species. (Video gaming may be the exception to 
this, since the accessibility and ubiquity of home gaming consoles has made
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gamers of numerous individuals of varied socioeconomic strata.) Nonetheless, 
when I, or Kurtis, sends a lightning bolt towards the other, a lightning bolt that, 
even if it does not irrevocably maim the opponent, is deadly in its efficiency, are 
we not engaging in that typical pattern of dominance associated with the status of 
the alpha male? When we ruin one another with horrible denizens born from pits 
of sludge and noxious fumes, are we not asserting power over one another, the 
same power that one sees in, say, a football game or in (a more extreme example) 
the sexual rituals of pornography? In the aftermath of a game, when I have 
defeated Kurtis (or Kurtis has defeated me), I might invoke Nietzsche and the will 
to power, directly ascribing my victory to my greater instinct for conquering, 
while he might invoke the name of a fictitious dictator from a series of novels that 
we have read, suggesting that his victory has come from a very similar source. It 
is, of course, my hope that we do this ironically, that we find hilarity, and are 
never sincere, in doing so, and that through this irony we somehow shrug away 
the models of behavior that our gaming would otherwise uphold. But while this is 
my hope, I’m not sure how well this hope corresponds to reality.
Once, as Kurtis and Tracy (my wife) and I sat down to a game of 
Monopoly (which Kurtis and I enjoy very much but which Tracy plays only to 
humor us, and then only rarely), Kurtis told us a story that I found very 
interesting, given that it emulated the contradiction between my loathing of the
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economic system known as capitalism and my fierce enjoyment of a game that is 
nothing more than a microcosm of capitalism.
Did you know, Kurtis asked, that Monoply was first created in the 1930’s 
to make people feel sorry about taking other people’s money?
Really? I said.
Yeah, it was called Rent. It was designed to make you feel bad when 
everyone else got poor. It came out of the Great Depression.
Our conversation didn’t move beyond this short history of the game, but I 
made a mental note of it nonetheless, thinking that I’d like to find out a little bit 
more— and, after researching Monopoly’s origins, I found that Kurtis’ record of 
how the game came to be, though it had major date-and-name flaws, was, at its 
core, correct. According to John Steele Gordon, author of “The Monopoly 
Nobody Doesn’t Like,” the story of the creation of Monopoly begins “more than 
half a century before the onset of the Great Depression, in a time when the 
crusade against real monopolies was gathering steam,” and it is a particular 
crusade that Gordon has in mind, that of a man named Henry George (3). Gordon 
writes,
Henry George (1839-97) had a varied career before writing 
a book that made him famous. Born in Philadelphia, he quit school 
at thirteen and a couple of years later shipped out on a vessel 
bound for India and Australia. On his return, he learned
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typesetting, tried his luck in the gold rush on the Fraser River in 
British Columbia, and worked for several years as newspaperman .
Always interested in politics, George tried unsuccessfully 
to win elective office several times, and finally landed a patronage 
job as state inspector of gas meters. During this somewhat 
checkered career, George had been thinking about the economic 
problems of his day, especially the persistence and apparent 
increase of deep poverty amid the creation of so much new wealth 
as America industrialized at a furious pace in the post-Civil War 
years. In 1879 he published Progress and Poverty.
While an admirer of the creative nature of capitalism, 
George ascribed much of the evils he saw around him to monopoly 
ownership and advocated government ownership of so-called 
“natural monopolies,” such as public utilities. But he felt the worst 
monopoly of all was in land . . . (3)
Of one thing here I would like to take note before moving on: George as one who 
“felt the worst monopoly of all was in land.” I should add to this that the major 
argument proposed by George in his treatise Progress and Property is that land 
should be owned by all in common (or, in other words, that land cannot really be 
owned at all) and that its upkeep, rather than being shouldered by individual
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landowners, should be the responsibility of all society through a universal land 
taxation. This idea, though never considered viable by mainstream economists of 
his day, nonetheless attracted many proponents. Gordon goes on:
In 1904 one of [Henry George’s] more ardent disciples, Elizabeth 
Magie, known as Lizzie, of Maryland, patented a board game she 
called the Landlord’s Game. Its resemblance to Monopoly is 
startling: It has 40 spaces around a square board; 4 of them are 
railroads, each placed in the middle of a side; 2 are utilities— a 
water company and an electric company; and 22 are rental 
properties whose value increases clockwise around the board. 
There’s a jail, a go-to-jail space, and a park. The luxury tax is 
present, but there is no Community Chest or Chance.
Board games in the nineteenth century were often used as 
teaching tools, and they almost always had a didactic nature. The 
Landlord’s Game was no exception. As Magie explained in the 
introduction to the rules, “The object of the game is not only to 
afford amusement to players, but to illustrate to them how, under 
the present or prevailing system to land tenure, the landlord has an 
advantage over other enterprisers, and also how [Henry George’s] 
single tax would discourage speculation. (4-5)
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Gordon further elaborates on the origins of Monopoly by outlining its path toward 
commercial popularity. After some slight revision (e. g., the introduction of 
Chance and Community Chest), a company called Knapp Electric sold The 
Landlord’s Game under a different title, Finance, which was, in turn, found, 
revised, and sold to Parker Brothers by Charles Darrow. Charles Darrow, though 
he didn’t do much beyond hand-making and selling copies of Finance, retired a 
millionaire, while Lizzie Magie received only $500 dollars from Parker Brothers 
for the rights to her (marginally) different board game.
Kurtis and I, though we’d been playing Monopoly for years, had never 
recognized or spoken of its history or of its intended “didactic nature.” Instead, 
we’d smoked pot, shaken the dice while cupping them in our palms, and 
attempted to make language a performative, whispering or growling the dice 
count that we desired before releasing them on the board. If I owned Marvin 
Gardens and Ventor Avenue, and I needed a roll of seven to land on Atlantic 
Avenue, I would, with a thrust of my palm to the board, utter Seven! in a 
vehement hiss, while Kurtis, in a similar situation, might go so far as to invoke 
Satan for the needed roll. None of this idiocy ever infected Tracy, perhaps 
because she did not play as often but more likely because she was, from the first, 
always bored with the game, usually only agreeing to play if I would move her 
game piece to the necessary squares. It just takes up time, she’d said more than 
once, there’s no critical thought in it. She was right, of course, which is probably 
why Kurtis and I regressed into thoughtless children while playing, calling upon
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demonic archetypes in which we did not even believe. (Kurtis had even, at one 
point, come up with a logical proof against the existence of Satan; he had offered 
Satan his soul for one pound of marijuana and took Satan’s absence, at the end of 
his recitation, for evidence of his proof.)
We did not recognize any denouncement of land monopolies in the game 
because its “didactic nature” has, for quite some time, been lost in the false power 
that one takes on in one’s role as property owner, in the dominant/sadistic- 
subordinate/masochistic relationships that evolve between players as some amass 
properties and money and others vainly struggle to keep houses on the lands that 
they do own, perhaps crying out to malevolent entities for an opponent to land on 
a space that will prove lucrative and thus stave off their loss and (albeit 
metaphorical) bankruptcy. I have, on more than one occasion, refused to give up, 
certain that if  Kurtis were to land on the right space at the right time, his 
accumulated 500 and 100 dollar bills (stacked in front of him on his side of the 
board) would become my 500 and 100 dollar bills. I have also been in the 
position of monopoly-holder, a wad of cash clutched in my fist, while my 
opponents have said, If only you’d land on Boardwalk or Park Place, I’d be back 
in the game (the fallacy in this thought being, of course, the misunderstanding that 
owning Board Walk and Park Place is the monetary equivalent to owning Pacific, 
North Carolina, and Pennsylvania Avenues, as well as Marvin Gardens and 
Ventor and Atlantic Avenues). I only mean to describe something I have noticed 
in myself and other losing Monopoly players: we always assume that that big
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break is coming, that that moment when our fortunes will be reversed is but the 
roll of a die a way, even though we understand that this rarely happens.
Perhaps Lizzie Magie, were she alive, might find this unintended reversal 
of the game’s main intent, depicted so elegantly in a 2003 issue of M en’s Health, 
quite disturbing:
Few accomplishments cast a warmer glow over a cold, rainy night 
than crushing feeble friends and relatives in Monopoly. Here’s 
how, says expert Irvin Hentzel, Ph. D., a professor of mathematics 
at Iowa State University. [Why one should need to consult a 
mathematics professor for Monopoly strategies is not certain to 
me, but nonetheless . . .]
Buy, Buy, Buy. You’ll get nowhere without a monopoly; 
mortgage other properties to raise cash if you have to. Bold wins.
Think Trump. Only wimps build one or two houses; the return 
isn’t worth it. Build only if you can afford three.
Go Orange. Early on, if  you get the chance, grab the orange 
properties (Tennessee, St. James, New York), which offer the 
highest return on investment. Greens are worth snapping up to.
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Be Shady. Keep track of opponents’ cash, but pile yours in a 
stack, with $500s at the bottom. Appearing poor can trick others 
into making friendly trades. Especially your 8-year-old-niece. 
She’s a sap.
This version of Monopoly, not Magie’s, is the one that I have internalized, this 
“crushing of feeble friends and relatives,” this casting of dice to proceed across an 
industrial city in miniature, acquiring land so that others may not, building houses 
and hotels so that I can keep others from doing so, this small game in which 
fortunes of blue and orange and yellow money accumulate whilst the unlucky— 
perhaps the top hat, the thimble, or the battleship—wander homeless, every space 
occupied at a cost that, eventually, cannot be met. I have spent time wandering 
too, trusting my fate to dice, and often this trust has gotten me around the board 
three, perhaps four, times, eluding Kurtis’ properties to land in safe zones, but 
I’ve not once, when property-less, outlasted probability to win the game.
I do, though, recall winning a contest against Kurtis once in which, when 
all other players had been eliminated, we had been nearly evenly matched, though 
he was at a slight (but definite) advantage. Gradually, as we passed our turns over 
to one another, I found myself with less and less money, continually losing $1100 
when landing on Illinois Avenue but only gaining $1000 when he landed on St. 
James. Then, though, the dice fell right for me, and Kurtis landed on Community 
Chest. The card he upturned was the one card we both dreaded in that late time of
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the game, that card which read: You are assessed for street repairs; pay $40 per 
house and $115 per hotel. To pay to repair all the structures with which he had 
improved his properties, Kurtis would have had to sell those same structures back 
to the bank, leaving him to gain, at most, seventy dollars if  I were to pay him rent, 
and this only if I landed on his most expensive property. Concurrently, I would 
still collect $1000 from him when he landed on St. James, and $750 when he 
landed on Ventor. When Kurtis pulled this card, he conceded the game, 
probability having suddenly, abruptly, swung in my favor.
I recall my times spent playing games with Kurtis as pleasant ones, as well 
I should, since he was and is my friend. I have stopped smoking marijuana, while 
his smoking has proliferated, but we still meet, every now and again, to play a 
game of Magic or of Monopoly, or of Risk, the game of world domination. His 
facial hair changes (though not dramatically); perhaps his sideburns will vanish 
on one visit but reappear the next; occasionally, he’ll grow a mustache on his lip, 
which he will undoubtedly regret, saying, I think I’m going to shave it soon. As 
we play whatever game we’ve chosen— chess and Super Nintendo Street Fighter 
being possibilities as well— I might ask how his life is going, how his job is 
getting along or what the state of his relationship with his girlfriend is, and he’ll 
ask me similar questions. I have often left him to go home at three, four, five in 
the morning, traveling under a black sky in humid air or over mats of snowcrust 
clinging to the road, all to sleep in my own bed rather than on his couch.
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Once, when Tracy and I went with him for sushi, he and I drank from cold 
glasses full of beer, while Tracy sipped from a cup of hot tea. I ordered pickled 
radishes as an appetizer, and after Tracy and I took several bites, I offered him 
one, a yellow sliver dangling between my chopsticks. He shook his head, said No 
thanks, man, that smells funny, and returned to the spider roll on the plate in front 
of him, six or seven tubes of seaweed and rice wrapped around fried soft shell 
crab. He kept muttering, Man, I’m starving.
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Tunguska
A rupture in the cloud cover, a hanging light over bark that disperses in a 
concussion of air, a great mass of wind collects coniferous integument, helixes of 
black pulp buffeted across skeins of water vapor. One man will say of this light: 
Suddenly in the north sky... the sky was split in two, and high above the forest
who, according to the Nasa Science News, was thrown from his chair, forty 
miles away from the blast, at a trading post in Vanavara, Siberia,
the whole northern part of the sky appeared covered with fire . . . To watch the 
sky masking itself in flames is to witness an immolation, an extraterrestrial 
sacrifice of light-traveling ships, or perhaps a spatial disturbance, an errant 
meteorite body twisted about by gravity. Bipedal organisms, farther away even 
than this observer of sky fire, will read by midnight light. First, though, the 
orange-red luster shatters the forest asunder, flattening 830 square miles, chitinous 
aphids vaporized, boreal ungulates pressed to the earth and scorched. A terrible 
god, some will think, visits the taiga, perhaps so insulted by neglect that he cannot 
suffer even one tree unbowed.
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Some Notes on Lycanthropy
In 11871, Giraldus Cambrensis wrote of a wolf that approached a priest: “While, 
in company with only a young lad, [the priest] was watching by a fire . . . lo! a
1 when, on May 1st, Saladin defeated (ash) the crusaders (skin dangling like ropes) 
near the city of Nazareth (ribbons of blood lashed against circles of chain mail) 
and secured (blistered lips, eyes) his greater victory (throngs hording out from the 
City) against the Christian King of Jerusalem (nailing his own hands into wood)
wolf came up to them, and immediately addressed them to this effect: ‘Rest
secure, and be not afraid, for there is no reason you should fear, where no fear
2 3is!’” (57). (Know that wolves do not turn into women nor into men; they neither 
sprout phalangeal bones from foreclaws nor shed from their mouths canines for 
incisors.) This wolf, along with his life-companion, suffered the curse of living as 
Canis lupus every seven years, and sought from the priest communion for his 
mate. After the priest had administered this sacrament, the wolf sat in company 
with the clergyman around the heat of a fire and, when dawn broke, offered 
directions as an aid for the priest’s journey. Cambrensis, in conclusion, agrees 
“with Augustine, that neither demons nor wicked men can either create or really 
change their natures, but those whom God has created can, to outward appearance 
. . . become transformed, so that they appear to be what they are not . . .” (60). 
(Nose elongated by God to snout the dirt of His earth; teeth sharpened by God to 
snarl the itch between claw and claw.)
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who live in family units (suckle, nuzzle) consisting of a breeding pair (meat- 
gorging), their offspring, and orphans (wanderers) folded into the pack by 
adoption—fourteen to sixty-five percent of whom will die (nostril tears, weeping) 
by the teeth (whipcut) of other wolves
In the year of 15894, Stubbe Peeter, “Who in the Likeness of a W olf Committed 
Many Murders, Continuing This Devilish Practise 25 Years, Killing and 
Devouring Men, Women, and Children,” found himself taken for execution5 on 
“the 31st of October” (Otten 69). From the record of his trial (“truly translated out 
of the high Dutch” and which can offer no pity) we know that “Stubbe Peeter, 
who from his youth was greatly inclined to evil . . . [surfeited] in the damnable 
desire of magic, necromancy6, and sorcery, [and acquainted] himself with many
4 when, on December 25th, Swedish peasant soldiers (knives) destroyed 
(throatblades, bonefire) Pechenga Monastery, the northernmost outpost of God 
(light) in the world, leaving monks (chanting at vespers) and lay brothers (holy 
dung-shovelers) to bleed and dismember behind them
5 “ . . . a form of punishment in which a person experiences the severing of the 
vertebrae of his neck, or ingests (by force) poison of remarkable resemblance to 
toxins secreted by spiders (which is to say, a concoction that both paralyzes and 
liquefies), or tastes the oil of gun-metal upon his tongue and hears the clanking of 
a gun-barrel against his teeth, or otherwise lives the final moments of his life in a 
fashion similar to the hare chased, toyed with, and devoured by the lynx . . .”
6 whereby one may raise up (tongue cackling) the bodies of the slain (arrow­
faced) and otherwise deceased (lined creased scarred, fingers curled), wretched 
now in their decay (flags of skin waving from cheek, thigh, palm of hand), and 
command them (voice of thundercrackleblood) to one’s bidding, such that
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infernal spirits and fiends” (Otten 69). We know also that “The Devil , who hath 
a ready ear to listen to the lewd motions of cursed men, promised to give him 
whatsoever his heart desired during his mortal life: whereupon this vile wretch, 
having a tyrannous heart and a most cruel bloody mind, requested that at his 
pleasure he might work his cruel malice on men, women, and children, in the 
shape of some beast . . .” (Otten 69). (Prowl, like a shaft of muted light amidst 
shadows, in the streets of German towns and in the surrounding fields, snout 
curling first about the stone corners of alleyways, then the left browned canine 
bared, last one green eye of fire.) We can be certain that Stubbe, “if any person 
displeased him . . . [would] never rest till he had plucked out their throats and torn 
their joints asunder”; we can be certain that “if he could spy either maid, wife, or 
child that his eyes liked or his heart lusted after, he would wait their issuing out of 
the city or town” and “he would in the fields ravish them, and after in his wolvish
heaving boards snap against their bones, such that one may stretch out (ice- 
reaches and malachite parapets) one’s hand with lightning at one’s fingertips (iris 
lolls, red-veined nodules glance) and send out all risen bodies (foamed gums, 
punctured necks) toward an end: the evisceration of wizards, long cords boiling 
on the ground at their feet
n
who, in the year 4,000 B. C., at the fall of humankind, transformed himself into 
snake, bent himself to the desecration of souls (in blooms of yellow cloud, in 
restless conglomerates of rock and bodyflesh that surge and eddy)
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likeness cruelly murder them” (Otten 70). For these crimes and others, Stubbe, 
along with his daughter, Stubbe Beell, whom he “cruelly committed most wicked 
incest with,” and “a Gossip of his” named Katherine Trompin, were sentenced to
o
death (Otten 70, 71). Stubbe was “put to the rack” and had “his body laid on a 
wheel, and with red hot burning pincers9 in ten places [had] the flesh pulled off 
from his bones, [and] after that, his legs and arms [were] broken with a wooden 
axe or hatchet10, afterward [he had] his head struck from his body,” while “his 
daughter and his Gossip were . . . burned quick to ashes” (Otten 74, 75). (Fur 
rises along his spine, the pores of his skin clumped with beads of sweat, and a 
new orb of fire revolves in the pit of his stomach, a breath of smoke from his 
nostrils, while fangs and claw-razors weaponize his body.)
(But if the diseased seek shelter in the hospitals of the land, crushing their fists in 
their hair, cold long faces of shut-up eyes and downturned mouths—if they seek
o
tied ankle and wrist on a board, handle turned to hear the snapping of cartilage 
and ligaments, muscles thinned to paper, wailing like a hundred throats
9 implement of metal, blunted scissor blades, concavity of steel raining over 
moles and hair follicles, a red wound of bruises and leaking, four eyelids ground 
to tears
10 blocked end searches for scaphoid and capitate, talus and medial cuneiform, 
calcified slivers sharpen through epidermis, long facture in the mouth: rise up, 
bile, and smoke
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shelter, their noses human noses, their fingers human fingers, then we may pity 
them, give them medicinal succor, but if  they are transformed by God or Satan, 
we are helpless. We may give them sacrament in the forest of the night, the fire 
warming us and our voices in the air, but the sacrament we give them lies, since 
we yet condone their beveled teeth. We may toss them on wheels and boards of 
pain, and kill those whom they love too, and we may crack the bones of their 
ankles, tear femur from hip, or crush the joint of shoulder, and we may call them 
wolves in the name of on high.)
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On Certain Wounds 
I.
My wife once told me the story of a man with schizophrenia, of how this 
malady affected his and his family members’ lives. I wish I could say that none 
of this had happened, that this man, whom I will call Scottie, had not lived as he 
did, and that his mother and father, whom I will call Marcia and Albert, had not 
experienced what they, in fact, experienced. I wish that time could somehow
reverse, that but one thing in it could be changed, but time stands still. So, if  time 
is but an accreted boulder to witness, let me, as best I can, witness:
Marcia asked, Why don’t you go out with your friends anymore?
Scottie shook his head. Someone like me can’t do things like that. I have 
so much to think about that I can’t move. My head will explode.
Scottie closed himself up in his room and did not speak for days after this. 
As he lay in his bed, he tried to follow the threads of his thoughts, the twenty 
voice-needles that pierced his brain in different places.
Marcia answered the phone when it rang. Hello?
Yes, this is the RA in your son’s dorm.
Marcia paled. What’s happened?
Scottie’s okay. But—w e’re worried about him. He’s been disruptive. 
W e’re all very confused by his behavior. He stares sometimes, out the window, 
or he lies in his bed and doesn’t move. Sometimes he yells at himself, or speaks 
gibberish. You need to come and get him.
Scottie flung open his door and crashed to the asphalt near revolving tires. 
Marcia’s head flipped back from the steering wheel in her hands. 
Where’d he go?
Albert shook his head. His cheekbones and eyes had stretched like 
cracked sand: his face was a desert.
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When they stopped the car, they could not find him; Scottie had bolted 
into the alleyways of the city.
Well, the officer said, you shouldn’t have let your son come to this city if 
you knew how many problems he had.
Marcia crushed her fists together at these words, tears cutting arroyos into 
her face. We didn’t know, she whispered. He wasn’t always like this.
Scottie smashed his face against the brick wall of the building; he cowered 
upon his knees, the grains of the cement beneath him jutting into his palms like 
bones. His mother and a cadre of men armed with pistols had found him. They’ll 
kill me! he thought. They glared at him with boiling faces, their mouths holes of 
fire, their eyes collapsing into their skulls as chaotic whirls of black and white. 
His mother reached out a hand to him, but he twisted into the wall, away from her 
burning fingertips, and felt instead rings of ice and metal clasp his wrists together. 
He felt his heels scrape pavement, his arms tearing from his shoulder blades, and 
watched, as the men dragged his body, the sky above him, a long black nighttime 
burdened by flaming clouds. Where will they take me? Oh, Jesus, where are they 
taking me?
Marcia watched Scottie sleeping in his hospital bed and listened to her 
organs churning. Her thoughts were the serrated blades of swords: Let it be 
cocaine, or heroin. Let me lift up his sleeves and see track marks in the crooks of
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his elbows. What has happened to my son? He does not speak for days, cannot 
move for fear of an explosion in his head, does not laugh, has receded. What will 
we do? Let it be drugs, not this, not this.
But she was a Master’s candidate in Psychology, and she knew it was this.
The judge spoke: I do not want to force Scottie to take anti-psychotics for 
the rest of his life. Not when these medications can alter one’s personality in such 
a way that one often appears as an empty space. Furthermore, I cannot be certain 
that such drugs are necessary. Perhaps, he merely suffers from Oedipal desires 
for murder and sex, the loss of one’s phallus.
Marcia, in her head, screamed: But he has schizophrenia! You don’t 
know a fucking thing about psychology. Freud has nothing to do with this.
Schizophrenia: “a neurodevelopmental disorder with a relatively high
genetic liability,” or, in other words, an illness associated with abnormal brain 
functions due to heredity and environmental risk factors (Maki et al 65).
Scottie’s lawyer said to him, Now, the judge has ordered you to go into 
outpatient therapy, but you’re only required to go if you remain in this state.
Scottie said, My mother, she wants me to die. I can’t be near her.
The lawyer nodded. Then you’ll need to leave the state. Is there 
anywhere you can go?
Scottie went to Florida.
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Can you take him? Albert asked. He’s been jumping from house to house 
for over a year now. W e’ve got to get him to come back north. W e’ve got to get 
him on medication.
He heard the depth of his father’s voice through the phone line: Yes, we’ll 
take him. He can have the other half of the house. Your mother and I don’t use 
it, so we won’t bother him any.
Albert thanked him and hung up. He called his ex-wife. My parents will 
take him, he said. He heard a sound like rain on the other end, Marcia’s pent up 
breath escaping in a sigh.
Scottie strung wires in the attic because he knew that his grandfather crept 
through there at night, grasping the handle of a knife, trying to find a secret path 
so that he could sneak up on Scottie while he slept. Scottie nodded his head as he 
strung the wires. He won’t stab me, Scottie thought; he’ll run into the wires and 
then I’ll hear the bells clanging. Scottie smiled and smiled. No one’s going to 
kill me.
Scottie could not look at his father’s face.
You’re going to take medication, his father said, or you’re not going to 
stay with me.
Men beat him with heavy fists, knuckles erupted from the craters of 
volcanoes, scarring him with lava. Scottie watched the mouths of their bent faces
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gape below noseless expanses of flesh burnt with fissures. The shrieks of claw­
footed harpies uncoiled from their pulsing throats, adam’s apples thrusting like 
spears: Give us your fucking shoes! With hands quaking as tectonic plates
quake, Scottie reached to his feet, but the fists came first. He’d slept on empty 
streets, with his face laid upon pocked stones or in the shallowness of puddles, 
and he’d almost given in to it—but not this. He couldn’t bear these shattered 
faces, milky white eyes bearing no compunction about beating him for his 
sneakers.
Marcia saw Albert’s number on the caller ID display. Yes?
Mom?
Scottie!
Mom, I just wanted to say that I know you’re not trying to poison me with 
meds. I know you’re not trying to kill me. I just wanted to tell you I love you.
After a year of knowing that Scottie believed she intended him grave 
injury, Marcia wept at the sound of his voice on the phone. She wept when he 
told her that he was taking medication now, that he felt much better than he had in 
long while. Marcia knew he would never have a relationship, a marriage or a 
family, and she thought often of the moment when Scottie, eleven years old, had 
told her that he didn’t care if he ever had money or fame as long as he had a good 
family— and this thought crowded her lungs, the sharpness of loss aching there.
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Still, Marcia knew, with medication, Scottie had space in his mind for happiness, 
even if it were only produced by the absence of voices that tortured him.
Listen, Marcia said, her voice shrill as the scraping of metal, my son has 
schizophrenia. He’s been diagnosed by several other psychologists.
I realize that, the new doctor said, but if  you’re going to rely on 
government assistance for his medication, then we have to check him out 
ourselves. And I’m not certain he is schizophrenic. Anti-psychotics are 
expensive, and we won’t pay for them if they aren’t necessary.
Marcia held her breath. In her mind, she dug her fingernails into the 
doctor’s eyes. You think I don’t know the meds are expensive? I’ve used my 
lifesavings to buy them for two months. Get him the fucking meds!
The meds, dispensed at her home every Friday by a government worker, 
didn’t arrive as they should have.
What do you mean there’s been some mix-up? Marcia shouted into the 
telephone.
Yeah, a flat voice said on the other end, there’s been some kind of 
paperwork screw up.
Well, find the paperwork. My son can’t go more than two or three days 
without medication, or his hallucinations start to come back.
All right, all right. W e’ll have them to you by tomorrow afternoon.
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Marcia opened her front door on Sunday. At her feet, a newspaper lay. 
She scanned the street for the delivery van that had not, as the voice had 
promised, arrived on Saturday. Above her, Scottie swayed on a rope strung from 
the branch of a tree. His face was purple, and his neck was white against the 
noose. As she looked at him, she thought of what he had said to her the day 
before: I’m so disappointed by how my life turned out. I never thought it would 
be this way.
II.
In a bookstore in Fairbanks, Alaska, a cup of Starbucks chai nestled at the 
edge of a book placed upon a table in front of me, I listened to a man, maybe 
twenty-two or twenty-three years old, armored in a camouflage jacket so 
voluminous as to allow another person inside, utter neologisms into a cell phone. 
I sat in a chair padded as thick as sleep in the middle of the night, and sitting in 
another of these chairs on my left, my wife paged through a color-plated anatomy 
textbook, taken from the shelves behind her. The camouflage man sat to her left, 
directly across from me, and at intervals that ranged from twenty seconds to three 
minutes, he pulled his cell phone from his pocket, spoke like a bullhorn into it for 
several minutes, and snapped it shut—though no one spoke to him on the other 
end.
He spoke to us, speaks to everyone, my wife would say when we left, 
because he feels he has something very important to say.
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I recorded some of his words on paper, and these are the remnants of his 
loose associations and perseverations: ghosts of perdition; Egyptian, basic
gulags; prisoners of their own basic crusades; entemplements to save the damned; 
Russian, roaming Vikings from China; Parcheesi; rain-dead essences resting in 
Hell forever; big-eyed aliens trying to get to the Roman Empire; get to Hell 
forever; annihilate somebody; break you like little girls; holding hands with the 
damned; clean-cut people sitting in Hell forever. He returned to and reused these 
phrases in numerous ways, suggesting that all the people of the earth were 
condemned to Hell, that he was a warrior with a message to save them, that they’d 
been imprisoned by consumerist trappings and ideals and that he would construct 
entemplements to release them. The words issued in a stream from his bearded 
mouth, his eyes shadowed by the bill of his cap, his baggy jacket drooping from 
his arms, and his face, calm as stone. At first, as Tracy and I had taken our seats 
at the square of four chairs adjacent to one another, she with her caramel latte and 
anatomy book, I with my chai tea and Writer’s Market, we had thought the man 
just someone prone to loud conversation in public places. We eavesdropped, but 
only because his voice carried not just from his chair to ours but through the yards 
of shelves all around us. After but a moment hearing his speech, though, we 
recognized that he spoke in nonsense jargon.
I cannot say that this man was schizophrenic, but when, a year later, Tracy 
e-mailed me the inner monologue of person with schizophrenia given to her by
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her Abnormal Psychology professor, I wondered if the camouflage man had a 
mind like this:
I’d like to tell you about some personal experiences I’ve been 
having lately. You see I’ve ... been involved in highly abstract ... 
type of contract ... which I might try to distract ... from your gaze 
. if it were a new craze . but the sun god has put me into it . 
the planet of the lost star ... is before you now ... and so you’d 
better not try to be as if  you were one with him . because no one 
is one with him . any one who tries to be one with him . always 
fails because one and one makes three . and that is the word for 
thee . which must be like the tiger after his prey . and the 
zommon is not common ... it is a zommon’s zommon. But really 
... what do you think about what I’m thinking about right now? 
You can hear my thoughts, can’t you? I’m thinking I’m crazy and I 
know YOU put that thought into my mind. You put that thought 
there! Or could it be that the dentist did as I thought? She did! I 
thought she put that radio transmitter into my brain when I had the 
novacaine! She’s making me think this way and she’s stealing my 
thoughts!
I wondered also if the camouflage man had spent his time in Fairbanks roaming, 
if  he had experienced an alienation from his fellow human beings in the same
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manner that Scottie had. I imagine Scottie jumping from his mother’s car, his feet 
hitting the ground and his ankles rolling out from underneath him, his knees 
cracking on the asphalt— and I see his face, perhaps split in two with the pain of 
his contact with the road, and I see his body lifting, residual agony still spiking in 
his nerves and bones, but his body lifting nonetheless, and his feet shuffling away, 
his feet carrying him away from the terror behind him, his mother trying to kill 
him. I see the camouflage man, too, gesticulating like a bird flaps drops of 
moisture from its wings, each of his steps partnered by a crackling of snow 
underneath his boots, his beard frosted when the air is damp enough and his 
cheeks red when the air is dry and cold as bones. I wonder what the camouflage 
man hears in his mind, if  entemplements and Hell and gulags and Vikings plague 
him without end, if  he ever has a rest from the time and days of his life.
Perhaps I’m only making something up so I can sympathize with him, so 
that I can rail against the powers that I assume have failed him: health care; a 
culture obsessed with the self, rather than a unity of selves; the hustle of paying 
bills that makes you grasp your money tighter when you see the woman at the end 
of the exit ramp, her sign that asks for food or work or dollar bills. And if I said 
that the camouflage man was schizophrenic, that he heard a litany of thoughts in 
his head that spoke to him of people trying to kill him or of people that had to be 
saved or of a great apocalypse coming, then I’d be lying. I do not know the 
camouflage man’s history, nor of the presence or absence of paranoid sorrow in 
his life, nor of the brain behind his skull, nor of the monologue inside the brain.
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But I do know Scottie’s story. I know that a judge, who knew nothing about 
mental health or the upkeep of mental health, denied Scottie an early opportunity 
for help. I know that a lawyer told Scottie to move away, to remove himself from 
the company of those best able to help him and most concerned with helping him. 
I know that he never felt safe, that he could hardly enjoy the pleasure of others’ 
company, given that those others’ had intentions of harming him. I know, also, 
that, when faced with a choice between living on the streets and taking 
medication, when faced with the choice between homelessness and taking drugs 
he believed would kill him, Scottie chose the latter. I know that Scottie had much 
trouble staying on this medication, since he had little money and narrow access to 
psychiatrists. And I know that, because of a bureaucratic mix-up, because an 
address or a name or a time was mistyped on a form, Scottie killed himself.
My memory lingers, though, on the camouflage man in the bookstore, on 
feeling, at first, so uncomfortable with the recognition that he had so much to say 
but no way to say it, so so much to say that he had to speak in public but could 
only do so by inventing a person at the other end of his phone. Then, as I flipped 
through the pages of the Writer’s Market, I grew desensitized, recording his 
words on paper with an understanding of their novelty but without a 
corresponding empathy. I admit I chuckled when he said he was a Russian, 
roaming Viking from China, when he said that clean-cut people play Parcheesi in 
Hell forever, and I lost myself in the position of the observer, the photo-journalist 
who can either take the picture or interfere but not both. As always, Tracy had to
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remind me that he was a human being, that there is something tragic in sitting in a 
bookstore and being unable to look another person in the eyes, in needing to 
speak to others but having to speak to no one to do so. I wonder where the 
camouflage man is now, if he has a home with people who love him, if  he 
wanders the streets of Fairbanks even when it is thirty below zero, if  he still pulls 
out his phone to teach, perhaps at bus stops or in grocery stores, or maybe in 
coffee shops with a mug of cooling tea in front of him. I don’t know, but I 
wonder.
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual o f Mental Disorders (DSM) IV  
states that the symptoms of schizophrenia
may be conceptualized as falling into two broad categories— 
positive and negative. The positive symptoms appear to reflect an 
excess or distortion of normal functions, whereas the negative 
symptoms appear to reflect a diminution or loss of normal 
functions. The positive symptoms . . . include distortions or 
exaggerations of inferential thinking (delusions), perception 
(hallucinations), language and communication (disorganized 
speech), and behavioral monitoring (grossly disorganized or 
catatonic behavior) . . . Negative symptoms . . . include restrictions 
in the range and intensity of emotional expression (affective
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flattening), in the fluency and productivity of thought and speech 
(alogia), and in the initiation of goal-directed behavior (avolition).
. . . [Delusional] content may include a variety of themes 
(e.g., persecutory, referential, somatic, religious, or grandiose). 
Persecutory delusions are most common; the person believes he or 
she is being tormented, followed, tricked, spied on, or subjected to 
ridicule. Referential delusions are also common; the person 
believes that certain gestures, comments, passages from books, 
newspapers, song lyrics or other environmental cues are 
specifically directed at him or her . . .
Although bizarre delusions are considered to be especially 
characteristic of Schizophrenia, “bizarreness” may be difficult to 
judge . . . A n  example of a bizarre delusion is a person’s belief 
that a stranger has removed his or her internal organs and has 
replaced them with someone else’s without leaving any wounds or 
scars. An example of a nonbizarre delusion is a person’s false 
belief that he or she is under surveillance by the police . . .
Hallucinations . . . may occur in any sensory modality (e.g., 
auditory, visual, olfactory, gustatory, and tactile), but auditory 
hallucinations are by far the most common . . . Auditory 
hallucinations are usually experienced as voices, whether familiar 
or unfamiliar, that are perceived as distinct from the person’s own
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thoughts. The content may be quite variable, although pejorative 
or threatening voices are especially common . . .
Disorganized thinking (“formal thought disorder,” 
“loosening of associations”) has been argued by some . . . to be the 
single most important feature of Schizophrenia . . . The speech of 
individuals with Schizophrenia may be disorganized in a variety of 
ways. The person may “slip off the track” from one topic to 
another . . . answers to questions may be obliquely related or 
completely unrelated . . . and, rarely, speech may be so severely 
disorganized that it is nearly incomprehensible . . .
The negative symptoms of Schizophrenia . . . account for a 
substantial degree of the morbidity associated with the disorder . . . 
Affective flattening is especially common and is characterized by 
the person’s face appearing immobile and unresponsive, with poor 
eye contact and reduced body language . . . Alogia . . .  is 
manifested by brief, laconic, empty replies . . . The person [with 
avolition] may sit for long periods of time and show little interest 
in participating in work or social activities. (274-277)
These are the words of scientists, of doctors who have identified and categorized a 
thing experienced; these are the descriptions of anomalous patterns of thought and 
behavior rendered in clinical detail. But underneath this researchers’ account, this
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non-narrative of possible symptoms, lies the human being and his probable 
suffering. If one were convinced that “someone [had] removed his or her internal 
organs and [had] replaced them with someone else’s without leaving any wounds 
or scars,” then one would, I think, live in a fractured world, a world giving 
boundless permission to savagery. If one heard voices “perceived as distinct from 
[one’s] own thoughts,” then one would be unable to imagine fact, to know that 
dentists do not put radio transmitters into one’s brain after novacaine has been 
injected into the gums. One would not comprehend the bizarreness of this 
delusion, the impossibility of it, just as one would not comprehend that it may be 
possible to be put “under surveillance by the police” but that it is unlikely unless 
one has committed crimes (whether the law is legitimate or not). I imagine the 
writers of these passages typing through moistened eyes, and I wonder if they 
know the despair of loving someone afflicted. Perhaps they do not, just as I do 
not, but I want to believe that we have humanity in common, that one cannot 
write of a person who, without warrant, “believes he or she is being tormented, 
followed, tricked, spied on, or subjected to ridicule” without also caring if that 
person ever has a chance to escape that torment. I know that I cannot say that the 
camouflage man is schizophrenic, but I did hear him “‘slip off the track’ from one 
topic to another,” from rain-dead essences to the eternity of Hell to the wartime 
genesis of the end of the earth, and while I recorded his words on paper with a 
chuckle (with a chuckle that cannot be forgiven, not ever, not if  he walks the
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streets at thirty below zero), I hope that something, somehow, can be done for 
him, as nothing, no more, can be done for Scottie.
I imagine the people of negative symptoms too, given only brief definition 
here. I imagine the avoliton that made Scottie forget college, that rendered him 
motionless, lying at all hours on his bed, shut up in his room, “show[ing] little 
interest in participating in work or social activities.” I think of him on 
medication, his face “immobile and unresponsive,” his eye contact poor and his 
body language reduced, his intellect and emotions receded, whispering away into 
the dormant parts of his mind. I do not know what factors contributed to his 
schizophrenia— an unidentified brain-chemical anomaly, something askew in 
inherited genes, his mother’s measles in the second trimester—but I can still see 
him staring, all face muscles slack, at the tree-branch stretching and swaying in 
the front yard. I can see him staring, and I stare too.
I wonder if the camouflage man feels persecuted. I wonder if he, too, 
flees from those whom once he loved. I wonder if, just like Scottie, he believes 
his mother tried to poison him with medication, if he cannot stay in any house for 
long, since all the inhabitants harbor rancorous conspiracies against him. Does he 
traipse the snow of Fairbanks’ sidewalks, confiding to himself the truths he 
knows—that we are aliens migrating to a brutish nexus, the Roman Empire— 
unaware, as Scottie was, of those following him, of those marking him for his 
shoes and coat, for his baseball cap? I wonder if he hears twenty different voices 
in his head at a time, if  he cannot ever—but always must try to— sort them all out.
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I wonder if hallucinations, that “may occur in any sensory modality,” cause new 
smells in his nose, if  such smells are bizarre or not, if  they arise from the oil-blood 
of robots marching in hordes against his entemplements, or if they are merely the 
molecules of odorants not present: refuse, flowers. I wish I did not have to 
wonder, but this young man, every accoutrement of his dress serving an apparent 
desire for concealment, stalks my thought.
Ultimately, though, I wonder if it even matters if  the camouflage man has 
schizophrenia; the fact remains, no matter what his ailment is called, that he 
seems to have no one with whom he can communicate. I heard, when he spoke to 
his phone, a flatness in his voice that belied his intentions: to help those whom he 
perceived as endangered. Whatever disorder a doctor might label him with seems 
inconsequential next to this contradiction, his urgent need to help others and the 
shocking hollow of silence answering him, all of our voices absent. I hate my 
own silence, my eyes avoiding the camouflage man’s gaze, my ears shutting out 
the many voices calling up from the ceaseless pain of emotions gone awry: the 
people who work next to us, taking Prozac or Zoloft to shift ennui away; the 
homeless men and women who talk to themselves, wrapped in newspaper 
insulation.
In an article entitled “Universal Health Insurance and Health Care Access 
for Homeless Persons,” published in the August 2010 edition of American 
Journal o f Public Health, authors Stephen W. Hwang et. al. write that
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“[h]omeless people are among the most marginalized groups in society . . . ,” 
finding, from a survey of 1,191 Toronto homeless persons, that “[s]ubstance 
abuse and mental health problems [are] common . . . with 41% of participants 
reporting drug problems, 30% reporting alcohol problems, and 38% reporting 
mental health problems in the last 30 days” (1454, 1457). I imagine that there are 
overlaps in these percentages, that some of those 1, 191 homeless persons who 
experienced drug problems might also have experienced mental health issues, that 
some with mental health issues might also have abused alcohol. Still, if  thirty- 
eight percent of those surveyed reported mental health problems, then 452 people 
(or 453, if  you round up) dealt with, perhaps, anything from mood and anxiety 
disorders to personality and dissociative disorders, which runs a spectrum from 
the mildest forms of depression to the most extreme cases of antisocial 
personalities. And these 452 people—who had, perhaps, slept nights in drain 
pipes or stooped in doorways, or lay drunk upon sidewalks as others walked by— 
dealt with these issues while homeless, in a city of five million where, despite a 
universal health care system, they found themselves unable to obtain adequate 
care, either because they “did not have a health insurance card in their possession, 
often because it had been lost or stolen” or because they “did not have a primary 
care provider” (Hwang et. al. 1459).
I could engage in more wondering here. I could name one of those 
surveyed John Doe, could imagine him forty-two years old, dying of cirrohosis, 
his mind a latticework of persecutory delusions and disorganized thinking,
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perhaps remembering a time when he lived by himself in an apartment, supported 
himself by working as a cook at a fast-food restaurant, and went to his family 
doctor (Dr. Smith, maybe) for the treatment and soothing of his ills. I do not want 
to wonder anymore, though. I do not need to wonder, not when I know that there 
are 452 people in Toronto, their minds skewed by some accident of birth or 
development, who suffer not just the indignity of wandering shelterless but whose 
wandering is attended by the added torment of escapable or inescapable emotional 
maladies. These people are the shadows we pass by, the men and women 
gibbering on the streets or foaming at the mouth, the people who mutter to 
themselves of entemplements or poisoned medication, who we draw back from in 
revulsion. I ask myself why these people are shadows, when all that obstructs 
them from medication, therapy, and shelter are money and our silences.
III.
With all of this, I have meant to say that I spent Thanksgiving, 2009, in the 
behavioral health care unit of the Fairbanks Memorial Hospital. On the 
Wednesday before this Thanksgiving, I dropped Tracy at work forty-five minutes 
early, since we had only one vehicle between us and I had to be in a literature 
class thirty minutes before her shift began. She had not been well that day; 
amongst other things, she was coming to the lowest point of a bout with 
depression (encouraged, no doubt, by the expanding darkness of an autumn in 
Interior Alaska, as opposed to the abundance of light in spring that sent her into
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uprising spirals of mania). I drove from the grocery store that employed her to the 
UAF campus, went up to my desk on the eighth floor of the Gruening building to 
grab some writing materials, and returned to the third floor to go to class. I 
clutched my phone in my hand as I rode down the elevator and as I walked into 
class, since I had left Tracy with a feeling that she might very well call me to 
come get her. She had had moments of extreme panic that day, had experienced 
feelings of worthlessness and suicidal intention, and though I thought she’d 
calmed down enough to work, I hadn’t been certain. So I clutched my cell phone 
in a tight fist.
As class began, she texted me: Can you come get me? I’m freaking out.
No problem. Will be there in fifteen minutes.
I sidled around the circle of students in their desks, my thighs pressed into 
their seat backs due to the proximity of the wall behind me, and exited the room 
with the least disturbance possible. Not bothering to confirm with the instructor 
that I was leaving class early—I’d already told her that that was a possibility— I 
caught the first snippets of a discussion concerning Thoreau’s Walden as I 
departed. Once outside, I hiked my book bag up on my shoulder, stuffed my 
fingers into mittens, and tightened my coat about my chest. I took swift strides 
out of the building towards my car, parked about a quarter of a mile away, not 
thinking of the ice or snow beneath my feet. When I got to Tracy’s work, I found 
her huddled and shivering on the curb by the employee entrance, her eyes and 
cheeks stained in running black mascara.
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You all right? I asked once Tracy had taken a seat on the passenger side.
No, Patrick, I was sitting in there, in the break room, and I just started 
freaking out. I can’t function. I want to die sometimes. I think I should die. Just 
leave me outside, let the snow cover me up.
I don’t want to hear that. I don’t want you to say that.
My mind is moving too fast. I can’t be normal in there. I can’t ring up
people’s groceries for eight hours, not when I can’t conform today. I’m so weak.
Sadness is running down my spine into my feet. I can’t stand up.
It’s okay. You don’t have to work today. W e’ll just call them and tell 
them you can’t make it.
No, Patrick, I can’t call them. I can’t talk to them on the phone. They’ll 
get angry at me; they’ll yell.
All right. I’ll call.
No, don’t call. I can’t do this anymore, Patrick. Just leave me outside. 
I’ll be okay. The snow can cover me up.
Well, we won’t worry about calling work this second. Let’s go to the 
hospital, see if we can get you some medication or something.
No, just leave me outside. We don’t have any money, and the hospital 
won’t take my insurance. We already owe them thousands of dollars.
That doesn’t matter, Tracy. If you want to kill yourself right now—if 
you’re asking me to leave you out in the snow, then we need to go to the hospital 
to get you medication.
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They won’t give me any medication, and we don’t have any money to buy 
it. Just leave me here.
Tracy, w e’ve got to take you to the hospital. You’re freaking out, and 
you’re panicking. I have to help you somehow. The money doesn’t matter.
You don’t understand, Patrick. Rogers was like living in Hell for seven 
days. They put you in the Psych Ward and they don’t let you smoke or lock the 
door or do anything except sit and stare.
Fairbanks isn’t Rogers, Tracy. You won’t be stuck there seven days. I’ll 
be there, and they’ll help you. We just need to get you back on your meds.
I do need meds, Patrick, or I’ll end up lying in the snow. I can see it 
happening.
So, on the day before Thanksgiving, Tracy and I ended up sitting in a 
room with padded walls, the cliche absolutely true: when you tell the doctor that 
you’re depressed, that you’re thinking of killing yourself, you’re taken to a room 
bare of everything but a sheetless bed bolted to the floor, the walls as soft and 
pliable as the albumen of a poached egg, and they check your and your husband’s 
pockets to make sure that no sharp instrument breaches the sanctity of the 
entrance. I lay next to Tracy on this sheetless bed for quite a while, the room as 
quiet as an empty road, there being very little to say once it became clear that the 
attending doctor planned to check her into the hospital for a few days. When my 
phone rang, I stepped outside of the room to answer it; I heard my mother’s voice 
on the other end.
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Patrick! Happy Thanksgiving.
Hey, Mom. How’s your Thanksgiving going?
Oh, your Dad and I just got into Lexington a few minutes ago. Things are 
going fine so far.
How’s Aunt Bonnie?
She’s good, really good.
Kendra? Cyrus?
They’re here. Doing pretty well, I think. Everyone’s preparing food for 
tomorrow night. What are you doing?
Nothing. Just hanging out with Tracy.
Where are you going to have Thanksgiving dinner?
I’m not sure yet. We might eat with Chris, Hans, and Eddie, at their place. 
They’re probably going to have lots of people over, though. Maybe we’ll just 
stay at the apartment, just the two of us. I don’t know.
Well, okay, just wanted to call and say I love you and I hope things are 
going well.
Okay, Mom. Tell Dad I said hi and I love you both.
Bye.
Bye.
When my mother hung up the phone, I went back into the room, where, 
upon the bed, Tracy still lay. I lay next to her again. The moments we spent 
waiting in this room amounted to about two hours, but time felt a little hazy, kind
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of blurred, and these hours seemed both like seconds only, and weeks. That is, 
the waiting felt interminable, but when its terminus did arrive, the memory of the 
hours lived inside the room faded to a soft, dissipating beige, a mist of dark brown 
similar to every room I’ve ever looked upon after taking my spectacles off. This 
beige and brown colored the tiles of the floor, and these, along with the bed and 
the padded walls, are most of what I remember.
When a nurse retrieved us, we followed her to an elevator and then down 
several corridors, which turned and reversed upon themselves such that I had 
trouble finding my way back when I came to visit Tracy the next day. The nurse 
ushered us through a pair of locked doors, unbarred for her by the swiping of a 
key card, and up to a reception desk, behind which sat two women, their faces 
glowing from the light of the computer screens in front of them. Tracy signed 
some forms— committing herself to the hospital’s care of her own volition, which 
had the benefit of allowing her (theoretically) to check herself out whenever she 
wanted—while I stowed my book bag (which I’d brought with me from campus) 
in a locker that I was not allowed access to until I left. After this, Tracy and I, 
escorted by another nurse, stepped into a room just a few paces away from the 
reception desk, a room outfitted like a unit of a college dorm—one bed, flattened 
with paper-thin sheets; a bare desk, under which a chair nestled; and a dresser, 
empty—though this room, to my amusement (if, in retrospect, my observation of 
this fact can be called amusement), appeared larger than my first dorm room 
during my undergrad years, which I had shared.
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Once the nurse had shown us this place, Tracy’s temporary quarters, she 
left, but after a moment or so, a doctor came in, ordering me to leave so he could 
speak to Tracy alone. I wandered a loop of hallways. I stared at flyers hanging 
upon bulletin boards and walls, each one inspirational in some way. I loitered at 
the water fountain. I poked my head into the game room, watched chairs sit under 
circular tables as a television hummed from a wooden ledge affixed at the 
intersection of two walls. Next to the TV, paperback books with creased spines 
and yellowed pages leaned next to one another on a set of shelves, and beside the 
books, Pictionary and Parcheesi, Apples to Apples and Concentration waited in 
tattered boxes. Tracy retrieved me as I wandered again. Later, she would tell me 
that the doctor, besides inquiring about what types of medication she took, the 
history of her psychopathology, her bipolar and bulimia nervosa diagnoses, etc., 
asked her if  she had a safe place to stay after she left the hospital, if  I had ever 
abused her or raped her.
When we returned to her room, Tracy and I lay upon the hospital bed, a 
continuance of our somber tryst in the room of padded walls, and I remember that 
I touched her, on the flesh of her arms and shoulders. She had ceased crying 
before we’d arrived at the hospital, had, like water that freezes but is still water, 
grown calm, tears replaced by absent staring. When we had lain on the bed, we’d 
had thirty more minutes of evening to spend with one another, at which point I 
would be asked to leave if I did not leave by my own initiative, and we spent this 
time in sparse conversation, a remark made about the room or the behavioral
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health care unit in general, a quiet planning of our lives the next day: when I 
would come to see her (from four to nine), what we would do with our time in the 
interim (I work or watch TV and she nothing), and when she would be released 
(the medical staff said four days, while she said she could not stand to be there 
that long). I lingered more than thirty minutes, feeling her back against my chest, 
listening to the sound of our commingled breathing.
A woman in scrubs asked me to leave at twenty past the hour, twenty 
minutes past the limit of my allotted time with Tracy, whereupon I folded my 
arms into my jacket and put my beanie hat on my skull.
Tracy, I said, I love you. You won’t be here forever.
I know, she said.
I’ll be back tomorrow. I’ll wish I could sleep with you tonight.
I know, Patrick.
Okay, I said, and headed towards the door.
I love you too, Tracy said, but I’m here again. I just feel pathetic, a loser. 
There are people with real problems in the world, starving kids, people who make 
two dollars a month, but I can’t live life because I’m sad, you know? W hat’s 
wrong with you, Tracy? Well, I’m depressed. I have a nice apartment, and I get 
coffee whenever I want, but I can’t live because I ’m sad. I’m afraid I’ll be in and 
out of hospitals my whole life. I’ve ruined everything.
No, you haven’t. This is three or four days, not forever.
Yes, it is. It will be forever. Not here, but somewhere else.
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No it isn’t. That’s just not the truth.
Okay, if  you say so.
That night, after going to Safeway to pick up some groceries and to 
Blockbuster to rent a movie (the latest Star Trek film), I fell asleep on the couch, a 
half-eaten Pizza Hut pizza, sprawled in its cardboard box, on the floor near where 
I lay. Once I’d stretched myself upon the couch, I’d had no inclination (or, 
perhaps, notion) to remove myself to our bedroom and our bed, which had far too 
much space now for me to sleep without rolling or fidgeting, since that space 
would make me feel absence like a burn: for less than a second, no pain is 
registered, but then an intolerable ache throbs in the area afflicted. I dozed while 
the movie still played, a blazing of lights on the screen, flashes of orange and 
yellow, blue and green, the blackness of space, frolicking upon the contours of my 
nose and chin, my eyebrows drawn and my eyelids half-closed. I woke with an 
ache in my back.
Tracy and I played Pictionary when I returned the sequential evening, and 
as we played, orderlies brought in trays of food on rolling carts. Tracy requested 
one for me, and I took one of only two vegetarian selections available— a soy 
protein burger—while she had the tray with the grilled cheese sandwich on it. 
Both of our dinners had French fries, and though Tracy consumed some of those, 
and part of the sandwich, I ate whatever else was on her plate (a brownie and 
green beans) and most of my own. All the food tasted like cold paste—which, I 
suppose, differs little from many Thanksgivings I ’ve experienced, when the time
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elapsed between the preparation of body of turkey, milked and crushed tubers, 
and their placement on the table is an hour or more. Still, I ate, and I know that I 
ate for the same reason that Tracy hardly ate at all: to cope.
Our trays, littered with food remnants, lay askew next to our forearms on 
the table while we drew pictures, each of us trying to guess what the other 
depicted in the time it took for white, sand-like granules to slip from one bulb of a 
minuteglass to another. Though all of her smiles seemed, from my vantage point, 
those of tolerance, those of a quiet attempt to abide the sorrow inherent in a such a 
place, Tracy did laugh at my inept sketches, at the angles of houses or doors or 
trees disguised by my crooked hand. I laughed at her drawings too.
Thank you for spending Thanksgiving with me, Patrick, she said.
I wouldn’t be anywhere else, Tracy. No fuckin way.
I know, but I told you to go have dinner with your friends, to eat real food. 
Thank you for not going.
As I said, there’s no fuckin way I’m going to leave you in the hospital 
alone on Thanksgiving. It’s just not going to happen.
I’m sorry that we have to spend Thanksgiving in the Psych Ward.
It will be a nice story for our kids. Besides, it was you who said 
Thanksgiving is a bullshit day, that it celebrates a period when Europeans 




It feels good to be here, though. It’s weird to say that, but it does. When 
you come here, it’s like a weight is lifted off your shoulders, because you’re in a 
place where it’s normal to be a little crazy, you know? The nurses, they’ve all 
seen depressed people before, and they’ve seen suicidal people before. 
Anything’s normal in here, and you don’t have to worry about keeping your mind 
together anymore. You don’t have to feel bad about breaking down or anything, 
because everyone here’s doing that too.
After we’d gotten bored with Pictionary (which we had played for at least 
an hour), we returned to Tracy’s room and sat, with our legs folded, on the bed. 
Our knees touched. We faced one another. We knew that, just as the hours 
behind us had passed, so too would the hours before us, and I would have to 
leave. As we sat there, I turned my eyes to the woman, whom I had just noticed, 
standing near the entranceway of the room, a small woman, black-haired, wearing 
sweat-pants and a white t-shirt. She stood barely visible, the left half of her body 
glazed by the light of the hallway, the other half concealed behind the wall that 
separated Tracy’s room from the rest of the ward.
Tracy followed my eyes when I looked at the woman, and said, She does 
that, walks around and comes to stare in the rooms sometimes.
I nodded. I felt, when looking upon this woman with the corner of my 
eye, an odd kind of fear, one not born of physical danger but manifesting itself 
anyway, an out-of-sorts puzzlement at her willingness to breach the sanctity of a 
private conversation, a feeling that her minor intrusion, her slight form half-
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obscured at the doorway, might transform into something else, something 
inhuman, perhaps a snarling of teeth and a hissing of the throat. When I met this 
woman’s glance, though, she retreated, her eyes widening and her mouth opening, 
terror broken through to her face.
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